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 “But you didn’t say anything about that on the rough draft!” 
Disgruntled First-year Composition Student 
 
As a composition instructor, I stopped writing comments on rough drafts years ago in 
part because of comments like the one above, but I had other reasons too. First, by 
writing comments on the rough drafts I felt I was in fact undermining the writing process 
because this rough draft feedback so easily put the focus on the product. Secondly, I 
seemingly became responsible for the quality of the student’s final paper because 
students felt slighted if I commented on something in the final draft that I had failed to 
address in the rough draft.  As someone who ‘grew up’ professionally during the Process 
Movement (I was an MA candidate in English and a teaching assistant in first-year 
composition during the 1980s), I felt a commitment to rough draft feedback as a way to  
encourage students’ personal growth as writers. I had been influenced and inspire by th  
scholarly work of Peter Elbow (1981), Nancy Sommers (1980) and other process  
proponents of that era. So I did not easily abandon the practice of providing detailed 





 When written comments on rough drafts seemed ineffective, I turned to 
conferencing with students, inspired by Donald Murray (1979), Muriel Harris (1986), and 
other one-on-one instructional advocates.  However, that strategy also proved frustrating 
over time as I saw multiple students during rough draft conferences whose draft  
reflected little effort, as if students were waiting for me to tell them what to do before 
they really did anything.  I thought it must be me. I tried to give clearer instructions on 
what a rough draft should ‘be.’ I tried harder to have the “Listening Eye” Murray 
described. I preached Emig’s (1977) writing to learn philosophy, which I still believe to 
be true. Unfortunately, students, on the whole, were not buying into this strategy. They 
did not show evidence of  acquiring better writing skills from the rough draft feedback; 
mostly they wanted me to tell them how to get a good grade – preferably an A. The 
investment in time and effort on my part yielded too little return. I spent an inte sive 
week meeting one-on-one with each student. They traded three hours of class work for a 
15-20 minute conference.  
 To be fair, the ESL students were nearly always more prepared and engaged 
especially at this time during the 1980s and 1990s before technology had made it so easy 
to cut and paste or had introduced them to translation tools. Now they too have means by 
which they can shortchange the tedious, time-consuming process of developing academic 
writing skills  
 Perhaps it is not surprising then that despite a growing body of second language 
writing research (hereafter referred to as L2 writing), the question of best practices 
remains a subject for further study as evidenced by the publication of at least en major 
books in recent years: Bitchener and Ferris (2011), Casanave (2002; 2004), Ferris (2002; 
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2003), Goldstein (2005), Hyland and Hyland (2006), Kroll (2003), Leki (2007), Matusda, 
Cox, Jordan, and Ortmeier-Hooper (2006), and Matsuda and Silva (2005). These books 
highlight the complex nature of teaching and researching second language writing. Chief 
among the challenges is the issue of teacher response to written work. In fact, Hyl nd and 
Hyland (2006) note that the following “hotly debated” questions remain concerning 
feedback:  
What are the most effective teacher practices? 
How do students respond to feedback? 
Does feedback improve student writing in the long term? (2). 
Furthermore, Hampton-Lyons (2006) states unequivocally “the most fundamental thi gs. 
that we do not know about feedback are how effective it is and how circumstances and 
conditions affect it” (142).  Clearly, the relationship between L2 writing improvement 
and feedback practices remains open for further study.  
 Even so, I still believe in the multi-draft process, in the value of prewriting, 
writing, rewriting, and editing. Feedback is an important part of this process, and I strive 
to provide students with a feedback-rich, process-writing environment in the university 
level classes I teach. I just do this without collecting their rough drafts, writing on them, 
and returning them. Nor do I routinely cancel class and schedule individual conferences 
with students concerning rough drafts.  Instead, during the drafting stage, students 
participate in written and oral peer reviews, open class discussions, and in-class writing 
workshops during which I visit briefly with each student to address a specific concern 
that particular student might have. During the drafting stage, I encourage students to visit 
the writing center, and I tell them they can schedule a face-to-face individual conference 
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with me if they want to. Some students accept this offer. Most do not. Those who do take 
the initiative to meet with me during the drafting stage often show a mature, proactive 
stance to their writing process. For example while working on the first essay of this 
research study, a Chinese student asked if he could schedule an appointment with me to 
discuss his paper. I was concerned that Jack1 wanted to meet with me, so he could ask me 
to ‘fix’ any problems he had before his final draft. Instead, he came to me with very 
specific questions about the content and structure of his paper. “Is this passage clear?” 
“Can I put this example here?” He had already been to the writing center and had written 
multiple drafts of his paper. I was impressed both with the content of his paper and the 
quality of his questions to me. This example illustrates that I am willing to provide 
specific, targeted feedback to students during the drafting stage especially when they seek 
it, but my reigning pedagogical strategy is to reserve formal, detailed, class-wide 
feedback for final drafts. I apply this strategy because I have found it useful in getting 
students to think for themselves during the drafting stages as Jack did in the previous 
example. However, as detailed in the literature review, using final draft feedback as an 
pedagogical tool in a multidraft classroom goes against commonly described teaching 
practices, but from my experience, when students know that the primary feedback comes 
on their final drafts, they learn to pay attention to the final draft feedback (FDFB). Even 
though the FDFB evaluates their writing, students learn to attend to it if only to improve 
future grades 
 Moreover, I have found over the past fifteen years of teaching writing classes that 
students do pay attention to written final draft feedback. However, I have also been 
                                                
1 All names are pseudonyms. 
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influenced by the number or studies showing student confusion over teacher comments; 
thus, I am mindful that students  may not always understand what I mean by what I write. 
So I have become most comfortable, and confident, going over graded papers with 
students face-to-face in a one-on-one setting. Unfortunately, this strategy quickly 
becomes time-consuming and cumbersome if I follow it for each student and every pap . 
In fact, it becomes logistically impossible for both teachers teaching multiple sections of 
composition and for students leading busy lives. Consequently while I provide oral and 
written final draft feedback when possible, I often provide only written final draft
feedback when I return graded papers to students. 
 Therefore for some time, I have provided my most carefully thought out written 
feedback to students only on their final drafts. I try to frame this feedback to be both 
evaluative and instructive. In other words, I want my students to know why they got the 
grade they did, but I also want them to have information that will assist them as they 
approach their next writing assignment. I have been very pleased with the results of this 
feedback strategy as students learn to rely on themselves and as they learn to use the 
resources at their disposal during the drafting stage. The purpose of this study is to 
interrogate these impressions from my anecdotal experience. 
 The literature review in chapter two reveals that certain research gaps in feedback 
research are more prevalent than others. For example, little research has focused on the 
effect of final draft feedback, usually referred to as summative feedback, except to 
conclude that it has minimal value apart from justifying a grade and offering 
encouragement (Ferris 2003; Leki 1992). Yet, two decades ago Raimes (1991) observed 
that “[i]f teachers see their response as the end of the interaction, then students will stop 
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there. If, however, the response includes specific directions on what to do next…there is 
a chance for application of principles” (419). While this principle has been applied to 
rough drafts, as Raimes intended, few studies have examined the instructional value of 
final draft feedback and its potential effect on future writing. This lack of research 
indicates a static perception of the writing process that ends with each final draft (Hyland 
2000).  
 Just recently have L2 writing scholars begun to tiptoe into the idea that final draft 
feedback might be formative in that it might affect future writing. These studies 
(Bitchener, Young, & Cameron, 2005; Lee, 2008b), discussed more fully in Chapter 
Two, challenge the assumption that final draft feedback cannot be formative, that it can 
only be evaluative and summative. This study is based on the hypothesis that final draft 
feedback can be formative in that it can point students forward not just to  revision of a 
current assignment but to the next writing assignment and in doing so, the final draft 
feedback becomes an instructional tool to assist students in their development as writers. 
 Using an instrumental case study approach (Stake 2005), this research study 
proposes to examine student response to final draft feedback (FDFB) in a first-year 
(multilingual)2 university composition course. The research questions for this descriptive, 
qualitative study are non-directional: 
• What were the features of FDFB that students received on their graded papers? 
 
• Did students attend to these features as they completed subsequent writing 
assignments in the same class? 
 
                                                
2 The parenthetical reference to multilingual students i dicates that the composition classes at this 




• Did method of feedback delivery affect the attention students gave to the FDFB? 
 
Following a naturalistic research setting (Belcher 2001; Leki, 1995; 2007; Zamel, 1990), 
the research for this study began with two first-year composition (FYC) classes: a 
morning class (9:30) and an afternoon class (1:00). Classes met on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays (75 minutes each day) for 15 weeks during a spring semester. Situating the 
study within the classroom allowed for exploration into the social context of the feedback 
which is important because, as Sperling (1994) and others have noted, instructional 
context has a profound effect on teacher feedback. To that end, this case study is an effort
to look at writing instruction in the “local context” of the classroom (Muchiri, et al., 
1995, p. 194), such an approach is not new. Years ago Leki (1990) pointed to a 
connection between class instruction and instructor feedback and suggested that perhaps 
the research on teacher response and how it has worked or failed to work is overlooking 
the role that classroom context plays in developing L2 writing skills.  
 In a similar fashion to other case studies (Cheng, 2006, 2007, 2008; Kutz, 1990; 
Sternglass, 1993; Spack, 1997), I act as both researcher and instructor. Teacher as 
researcher is a growing trend in L2 writing as evidenced by Goldstein’s (2004) 
encouragement to writing instructors to “assess [the] contexts” in which they teach 
writing (p. 66). While it remains underrepresented in the literature (Borg 2009), teacher 
as researcher is also not a new research strategy. For example, Spack’s (1997) three-year 
longitudinal study started in her own classroom. While Spack admits that her “role as 
researcher influenced [her] role as teacher,” she pointed out that this duality“benefitted 
the research process” because of the relationship it allowed her to build with her case 
study participant (7). More recently, Cheng (2006, 2007, 2008) has also shown the 
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effectiveness of instructor-based writing research which “document[s] what learners learn 
and how they learn it…” (2006b, p. 79) Furthermore, teacher as researcher can address 
the “lack of interaction among scholars and teachers” which Matsuda (2003) calls 
“problematic” (p. 28). A means of addressing this problem is to make the classroom a 
source of research by the teacher. Borg (2009) refers to teacher research as “systematic, 
rigorous enquiry by teachers into their own professional contexts” (20). This approach is 
not without pitfalls or critics, but if strict standards of research are followed, it is a viable 
way to merge the worlds of scholars and teachers (Nunan 1997).  
 As explained more fully in Chapter Three: Methodology, data triangulation 
included analysis of written and oral feedback on final drafts, student interviews, and 
completion of a class survey. I also chose to vary the FDFB strategy in three ways 
providing only written final draft feedback (WFDFB) on one paper, both oral and written 
final draft feedback (O&WFDFB) on another paper, and only oral final draft feedback 
(OFDFB) on a third paper. I framed the research according to case study methodology.  
Case study research studies an individual and in doing so may show likeliness to others. 
While conclusions drawn from studying an individual do not represent an entire group, as 
Polio (2001) pointed out the benefit is that “we learn more about one individual writer” 
(p. 91). One might question the value of learning about “one individual writer” when all 
writers regardless of their L1 are clearly unique individuals living in social worlds with 
advantages and constraints specific to each person (Leki 2007).  If case study reearch of 
an individual does not allow for generalization to the whole, in what way does case study 
research benefit the whole? Those who support second language case study research 
methodology emphasize that it allows L2 “students’ voices [to be heard] in the literature 
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about them” (Leki 2001, p. 26) and that it “captur[es] the complexity of L2 learning” 
(Benesch 2001, p. 164).   Case study research allows for diversity of research participants 
and research settings; this diversity is not only a strength but also a requirement (Matsuda 
2003). In fact, according to Stake (1995) “the real business of case study is 
particularization not generalization” (p. 8); Cheng (2006a) has called for more “case 
studies that emphasize the epistemology of the particular” with details about learners in 
other contexts (303). In fact, a strength of case study research lies in its description of 
context because context plays such an influential role in teaching pedagogy, feedback 
practices, and student behavior. Not surprisingly, Goldstein and Kohls (2009) have 
pointed out that case studies can “best illuminate the complex, interactive processes of 
teacher feedback and student revision” while Zamel (1990) reminds us that the 
particularities of case study research reveal the unique individuals in our classrooms. 
 In the end, whether or not students ‘do something’ with final draft feedback or 
just ignore it, may rely more on the teacher’s stated expectations than on the wording of 
the feedback itself. Raimes’ (1991) call for “specific directions on what to do next” (p. 
419) has been understood in the context of feedback on rough drafts. This study theorizes 
that this principle can also apply to final draft feedback provided the teacher fram s it in 
that way. Consequently this pedagogical strategy of relying of FDFB along with mixing 
the method in which the feedback is given led to my research questions which investigate 
whether students attend to final draft feedback so as to effect positive change in future 
papers.  If so, does final draft feedback strategy matter? Can students learn o be better 
writers from final draft feedback? The following study investigates the a tention students 
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give to FDFB and the relationship between the way in which FDFB is provided and its 











“We don’t know enough about how multilingual writers write.”  
 John Hedgcock, TESOL Presentation 
 Perhaps the most time consuming and often frustrating task of teaching writi 
has to do with providing feedback on student papers both in L1 and L2 composition 
classrooms. The complexity of the task is evident from the number of studies 
investigating teacher commentary. If providing effective feedback is a challenge in L1 – 
as highlighted by Knoblauch and Brannon (1981) years ago, the difficulty would 
certainly be heightened in L2 – made clear by Leki (1990), years ago as well. Adding to 
the frustration is the fact that feedback has been researched from a number of angles 
sometimes yielding conflicting results and almost always illustrating the challenge 
teachers face as they attempt to respond to student writing in a way that is meaningful 
and useful to the student.  
 The complexity of teachers providing feedback to student writers is further 




classroom activity. For the most part, the comments that teachers provide to student 
writers are referred to interchangeably as feedback, commentary, or response (Ferris, 
2003; Goldstein, 2005; Hyland & Hyland, 2006). Within those terms are subterms that 
are usually more restrictive. For example, formative feedback is generally mentioned in 
the context of feedback given to papers that are expected to be revised (i.e. rough drafts); 
whereas the term summative feedback has been used to describe feedback that evaluates a 
paper for which revision is not expected, such as final, graded drafts (Hyland and Hyland, 
2006, “Contexts…”). Another common division distinguishes between global (content-
level) and local (surface-level) feedback as well as directive (e.g. criticisms) and 
facilitative (e.g. questions) (Underwood & Tregidgo, 2006). Worth noting is the point 
made by O’Neill and Fife (1999) that these bifurcations are somewhat artifici l outside a 
particular classroom context.  
   In most cases these terms are used to describe written feedback. References to 
oral feedback are described as conferencing and even teacher “feedback tutorials” 
(Anderson, Benson, & Lynch 2001, p. 2). For the most part, co rective feedback has been 
used in the context of error or linguistic corrections. One exception is Sheen (2007) who 
states that “written corrective feedback…addresses different aspects of writing – content, 
organization, rhetoric, and mechanics, as well as linguistic accuracy” (p. 278). This use 
is, however, not consistent with other uses of the term probably because many teachers
would not consider their feedback on students’ “content, organization, or rhetoric” to be 
“corrective” but would rather see it as informative feedback from a careful reader. At any 
rate, other studies further classify corrective feedback as being indirect or direct ( Hyland 
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& Hyland 2001); coded, uncoded, or marginal (Robb, Ross, & Shortreed 1986); and 
form-focused (Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 1994). 
 Due to the focus of this study, the following review of literature is limited to L2 
composition research and concerns the issues of providing feedback to non-native 
English speaking (NNES) writers in university or pre-university (English for Academic 
Purposes – EAP) classes. While some overlapping occurs, the review is generally 
organized according to three main sections: studies addressing rough draft feedback, 
studies investigating student perception of feedback, and studies examining final drat 
feedback. The role of oral feedback is intertwined in each of the above categories. 
 As far back as 1991, Raimes referred to providing feedback as a “thorny” issue (p. 
418). Furthermore, Hyland and Hyland (2006, “Contexts…”) clearly state that response 
to L2 student writing has been a subject of research for 30 years, but, they point out, until 
the 1990s that research was directed primarily to the role of error correctin. Indeed, 
feedback research and teacher practice have come a long way since Zamel’s(1985)  oft 
cited study which found that teacher comments were mostly concerned with sentence 
level errors and students were mostly confused or frustrated by the vague or prescriptive 
nature of the comments. Although Zamel’s (1985) study has been criticized for its lack of 
transparency and replicability (Goldstein 2001), it opened the investigative door to L2 
writing and teacher commentary and in doing so the study shed light on what had perhaps 




Rough Draft Feedback Studies 
 Ferris’ (2003) statement that “teacher commentary is most efficacious when it is 
provided on intermediate rather than final drafts of student papers” (p. 94) reflects the 
common intuition of writing teachers. Not surprisingly then, numerous studies have 
investigated feedback as it occurs on student papers that will be revised for a grade. The 
surprising factor is that Ferris’ attitude remains dominant in L2 writing pedagogy despite 
the repeatedly inconclusive results of these studies in that rough draft feedback on L2 
writing has, from the earliest studies, resulted in a certain amount of ambiguity in terms 
of determining cause/effect.  
 In one of those early studies of feedback effect, Robb, Ross, and Shortreed (1986) 
sought to investigate “the most effective and practical feedback strategy … [that] would 
have a significant effect on improving the student’s overall writing quality” (p. 85) when 
the students revised their rough drafts.  So they applied four different feedback strategies 
to four different groups of EFL university students. The study was concerned primarily 
with the effect of feedback on grammatical accuracy: “lexical, syntactic, and stylistic 
errors” (p. 86). The four feedback strategies were complete correction (the i structor 
corrected all errors), coded correction (the instructor identified the type and location of 
the errors using a code sheet), uncoded correction (the instructor identified the location of 
an error without classifying the error), and marginal correction (the instructor counted the 
number of errors in each line and wrote that number in the margin). The students revised 
their essays based on this feedback. These strategies were applied over the course of an 
academic year in which students wrote “expository, narrative, and descriptive essays” (p. 
86). The results of the study found that no one feedback strategy was more effective than 
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the other in that “students in all of the groups … wrote more complex structures as the 
course progressed” and that “improvement was independent of type of feedback” (p. 91). 
Clearly Robb, Ross, and Shortreed were measuring improvement in terms of grammatic l 
accuracy, which is only one measure of writing quality, but it is worth noting that what 
might have seemed an intuitively useful feedback strategy (correcting errors o  coding 
errors and having students revise) was not shown to be any more effective than just 
having students revise their rough drafts. 
 In spite of (or because of) these findings, a good portion of feedback research 
continued to focus exclusively on the usefulness of error feedback. Truscott (1996) 
stirred up quite a controversy when he argued that error feedback had “no place in 
writing courses and should be abandoned” (p. 328). He cited L1 composition research, 
foreign language (not English) research, and English as a Second Language rese rch such 
as the Robb, Ross, and Shortreed study. While his particular argument is not directly
related to this study in that I am not investigating error feedback per se, I mention it 
because his stance seemed to inspire another error feedback study which followed a 
similar design as Robb, Ross, and Shortreed, resulting in similar findings. Ferri  and 
Roberts (2001) varied the error feedback in three ways (coded, uncoded, and no 
markings). Their results also showed no advantage for coded over uncoded feedback. 
Only the no feedback group appeared to be at a disadvantage – correcting less than 1/5 of 
the errors on their own. The Ferris and Roberts study is described more thoroughly in the 
following section of this chapter, but I mention it here because in these studies, the 




 In a study more aligned with process pedagogy3, Ferris (1997) specifically 
ignored grammar comments when she investigated what effect teacher feedback ha on 
student revision in an ESL college composition course. In this study (N=47), students 
wrote four major assignments with a minimum number of three drafts required for ach 
assignment. Ferris collected the first and second drafts of the first three assignments. and 
categorized the comments according to length, type, use of hedges, and text-specificity. 
She found that students paid attention to the written feedback especially when it involved 
a text specific request and that most revisions “overwhelmingly tended to impr ve the 
students’ papers” (p. 330). However, she also noted that students unexplainably 
“sometimes ignore or avoid the suggestions given in teacher commentary” (p. 330). 
Furthermore, she examined first and second drafts of a three draft cycle when the effect 
of feedback is perhaps expectedly tangible in that a first draft is presumably the weakest 
draft and in most need of revision. Unfortunately, the study tells us nothing about the 
feedback, if any, to the second draft and the overall strengths as determined by the 
teacher of the final drafts. It would be interesting to know if the teacher saw improvement 
from the rough drafts to the final draft and whether she felt the effort extended in 
providing written rough draft feedback was worth the time required.   
 In a similar manner, Ashwell (2000) also looked at the effect of teacher feedback 
in a multi-draft context; his study was somewhat more focused if less conclusive than 
Ferris’. Ashwell’s (2000) examined the best practices assumption of most ESL writing 
classes wherein teachers limit their comments on first drafts (hereafter D1) to issues of 
                                                
3 A somewhat loaded term, process pedagogy is often understood to value exploratory writing early in an 
assignment with attention to detailed revision and editing later. Generally, teacher commentary in 
alignment with this approach first considers the larger concerns of content over sentence level mechani s s 
Ferris does in this study. 
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content and save comments addressing grammar for later, penultimate drafts (D2).  
Ashwell (2000) examined the efficacy of this order by mixing response patterns in four 
ways among 50 Japanese university students over the course of an academic year. In this 
study, each student wrote three drafts of each assignment. In addition to the typical order 
described above, Ashwell (2000) also described the effects of reversing the order (D1 – 
grammar-based feedback then D2 – content-based feedback), mixing the order (D1 
receives grammar and content-based feedback as does D2) and providing no feedback.  
Contrary to common assumptions underscoring classroom feedback practices, his study 
revealed “no significantly different results” from one feedback order to the other (p. 227). 
Furthermore, the study found that all the rough draft feedback had minimal effect on 
revision. Such conclusions may call into question the practice of teachers devoting so 
much effort to rough draft feedback.  
 Actually, a decade earlier Fathman and Whalley (1990) arrived at a similr 
conclusion although they came to it by a different path. Fathman and Whalley (1990) 
investigated the difference between feedback on grammar and feedback on content in 
reference to student revisions. They found that student revised drafts were stronger tha  
the first drafts, but they could not tie the improvements to the feedback strategies per s . 
For example, students who received only grammar feedback improved in both the content 
and grammatical features of their second drafts. But the reverse was not true. S udents 
who received only content feedback improved the content of their second drafts (making 
more grammatical errors in the process), but students who received no feedback also 
improved the content of their second drafts.  Fathman and Whalley (1990) concluded that 
“revision without feedback and writing without teacher intervention should be valuable 
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components of the curriculum. They require minimal teacher time, help the student writ 
more fluently, and may result in student improvement” (p. 186). For unexplained reasons, 
L2 feedback scholarship has largely ignored this suggestion that revision opportunities 
without teacher written commentary may lead to improved student writing. Instead L2 
feedback studies continued to examine the effect of instructor rough draft feedback from 
various angles. 
  Hampton-Lyons took a unique look at feedback in a multi-draft setting by 
examining the feedback from the context of portfolio assessment. Hampton-Lyons 
described a semester-long study of an L2 student in a basic writing class.  As might be 
expected of a portfolio-based composition class, the students received feedback several 
times on each assignment in multiple ways: informally as the teacher walked around the 
computer lab, formally when the teacher wrote comments on student drafts, as well as 
orally and in writing from peer groups. Hampton-Lyons analyzed the feedback and 
revisions of one student in the course as the student stayed focused on one particular 
assignment throughout the course. Long after the class and teacher had moved on to other 
assignments, this student continued to seek feedback on and to revise an assignment from 
early on in the course. Consequently, she wrote multiple drafts of this assignment based 
on multiple forms of feedback (oral and written from peers, the writing center, ad her 
teacher). According to Hampton-Lyons, the participant in the case study did not know (or 
learn) how to distinguish between these different kinds of feedback; she could not 
distinguish whether feedback was “directive or advisory” (p. 154), and the changes did 
not result in an improved draft. Hampton-Lyons described the student as being in a 
“negative [feedback] loop” (p. 151) and stated that by the end of the semester feedback 
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had moved from a positive to a negative “element of learning” for the student (p. 154). 
Hampton-Lyons’ study indicates that there might be such a phenomenon as too much 
feedback especially if students are not taught to evaluate the feedback critically. 
 Another study that examined teacher feedback in a multi-draft setting is hat of 
Ferris, Pezone, Tade, and Tinti (1997).  These researchers studied an instructor’s writ en 
rough draft feedback over a span of two semesters. The focus of their research was to 
study “pragmatic intent and linguistic form” (p. 159). They were also interested in seeing 
whether the teacher changed her response practices based on the students’ abilities, the 
various assignments, and the time of the semester. They found that teacher response 
practices do not fit neatly into comments on content and comments on form and that L2 
research does a disservice to writing teachers by implying that response can b  so neatly 
categorized. It is much too complex. They also found that teacher comments decreaed as 
the term progressed. They suggest that this change is not due to “teacher fatigu ” but is a 
natural result of continued class instruction (p. 176). In other words, the need for 
extensive teacher feedback is less as the semester progresses. In any case, they concede 
that they did not examine what students did with the teacher feedback they received and 
end with a call for classroom-based qualitative research.  
 A more recent study of instructor written feedback is that of Lephalala and 
Pienaar (2008) who evaluated three types of written rough draft commentary for n 
online ESL course. They found that instructors’ feedback fell into one of three groups:  
 minimal feedback focusing exclusively on language errors… 
 general, non-text specific vague commentary…, and  
 focused feedback on content and organization (p. 72) 
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Lephalala and Pienaar criticize the first two types of feedback for their failure to assist 
students with future learning. However, Lephalala and Pienaar do not analyze any of the 
student revisions based on the commentary. They simply analyze the wording of the 
commentary to evaluate whether it is formative and helpful. In doing so, they make the 
reasonable claim that for “feedback to be effective it should be formative, promote 
learning and aim to improve students’ language and academic proficiency” (p. 71); 
however, their examples of feedback that “interacts with the writer and points out how 
the argument can be strengthened” (p. 79) are all in question form: a feedback techniqu  
that has been challenged elsewhere as ineffective (Ferris, 1995; Ferris, 1997: Goldstein & 
Conrad, 1990; Patthey-Chavez & Ferris, 1997).  Furthermore, they fail to illustrate the 
effectiveness (or lack thereof) with these different categories of feedback.  
 Lee and Schallert (2008) took a more affective analysis to the effect of rough draft 
feedback and student revision. They examined the role that trust between teacher and 
student played in whether the student attended to the teacher’s feedback on rough drafts. 
Not surprisingly, Lee and Schallert found that when students respected and trusted their 
teacher and when they perceived the teacher as caring about their work, the students wer  
more likely to attend to the teacher’s comments than those students who either misrusted 
the teacher (she was not a NES) or who felt their English was already “ xcellent” (p. 
525). In their well contextualized study, Lee and Schallert describe students who “would 
immediately begin to review her comments on their papers, spending many hours in 
revising their drafts” (p. 525), but the scope of the study did not examine whether the 
revisions resulted in improvements to the final product. They do point out that the work 
load of responding fully to the rough drafts became overwhelming for the teacher so t at
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2/3 of the way through the course, she had to curtail her responses by eliminating ed 
comments. Although not often mentioned in studies of rough draft feedback, the concept 
of work load is a worthy consideration because many writing teachers, like the one in Lee 
and Schallert’s study, are “constrained by conflicts … in the time and effort” necessary to 
provide thoughtful feedback (p. 523). 
 Finally, Ferris, Brown, Liu, and Stine (2011) recently took a unique and long 
awaited look into rough draft feedback purely from the teacher’s viewpoint. They sought 
to investigate the teacher variable so often missing from feedback studies. After an initial 
survey (N=129) regarding feedback practices, Ferris, et al. followed up with “23 teacher 
case study narratives” (p. 219). They found that most teachers tended to focus on 
language errors and determined that these teachers were largely unaware of the 
challenges L2 writers face. Additionally, these researchers. claimed that many teachers 
were either overly compassionate or completely insensitive to these challenges. They did 
single out one group of teachers as those “being responsive to L2 writers’ varied and 
individual needs” (p. 221)  Ferris et al. define these teachers as those who balance
sentence-level and global feedback, who practice selective error correction over 
comprehensive, and who use error codes and feedback rubrics.  Rather than place all 
blame on the teachers, Ferris et al acknowledged that poor practices by teachers could be 
symptoms of “larger, institutional problems” (p. 223). They also mentioned, almost in 
passing, that “a number of our interview participants observed that time was a significant 
issue that constrained all of their response practices” (p. 222). This point is even more 
important given the fact that “teaching load was not a topic specifically raised on either 
the survey or interview protocols” (p. 222). In other words, the researchers were not 
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specifically interested in investigating the role time constraints play in feedback practices, 
but it was a topic clearly on the mind of the teachers.  
 To summarize the ten studies mentioned in this section, four varied the order or 
type of feedback given at the rough draft stage (Ashwell, 2000; Fathman & Whalley, 
1990; Ferris & Roberts, 2001; Robb, Ross, & Shortreed, 1986).  Ashwell and Fathman 
and Whalley examined both grammar and content feedback; whereas, Ferris and Roberts
and Robb, Ross, and Shortreed studied only grammar feedback.  All of the studies found 
that grammar feedback was attended to regardless of when it was provided (with, before, 
or after content feedback) or how it was provided (coded, uncoded, marginal, or full 
corrections). On the surface, these findings suggest the efficacy of teachers providing 
detailed rough draft feedback, at least for grammatical concerns, but each of the studies 
also has mitigating factors that detract somewhat from that conclusion. The two studies 
with control groups (Fathman & Whalley, 1990; Ferris & Roberts, 2001) also 
documented improvement from the no feedback groups leading Fathman and Whalley to 
speculate that simply “rewriting is worthwhile and teacher intervention is not always 
necessary” (p. 186). Robb, Ross, and Shortreed also noted that more feedback did not 
lead to more accuracy and suggested that “highly detailed feedback on sentence-lev l 
mechanics” are not necessary (p. 91).  
 Though each one examined some aspect of providing rough draft feedback, the 
following six studies are especially notable for the diversity of their focus from context 
(distance learning) to assignments (portfolios) to affect (caring and trust).to teacher 
variable (feedback practices) Lephalala and Pienaar (2008) analyzed instructor 
commentary for 100 essays and found that 60% contained minimal feedback which the 
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researchers deemed “least helpful” (p. 73); however, they did not examine revisions 
based on the feedback so their conclusions as to what constituted “helpful” feedback is 
informed conjecture on their part.  Ferris, Pezone, Tade, and Tinti (1997) analyzed 1500 
teacher comments on first drafts of university students. They studied the comments as 
discourse acts but did not study any student revisions to the comments.  Ferris (1997) 
conducted another study that relied on textual analysis and did look at subsequent 
attemps at revision. She analyzed teacher feedback between the first and second drafts 
and found that students were most likely to attend to marginal comments that asked for 
more details and end comments regarding grammar. However, she also noted that 
students sometimes ignored feedback for unexplained reasons. Hampton-Lyons (2006) 
described a case study from a portfolio-based classroom and details how a highly 
motivated, engaged student became stuck in a “negative feedback loop” and withdrew 
from the peer feedback group she had initially embraced.  The negative transformation of 
the student led Hampton-Lyons to question whether too much feedback could have a 
negative effect on a student’s development. Lee and Schallert (2008) took a unique look 
at rough draft feedback from the view of affect. They found that the teacher feedback 
more likely initiated revisions when a reciprocal sense of caring existed between the 
student and the teacher.  Finally, Ferris, Brown, Liu, and Stine (2011). examined teacher 
response practices by studying the teachers both quantitatively with a survey and 
qualitatively through interviews. They found that for the most part the teachers were not 
prepared for the challenge of responding to L2 student writing and that for the most part 
the teachers did not follow best practices as identified in L2 composition literatur . 
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 Each of these studies revealed insights into student and instructor behavior 
concerning rough draft feedback; each study was both informative and inconclusive in its 
own way. 
Student Perception Studies 
 Several feedback studies have surveyed student populations to better understand 
the student point-of-view concerning teacher feedback primarily at the rough draft stages. 
These are useful studies of student perception especially as the later studies attempted to 
connect rough draft feedback to subsequent revisions. 
 Initially several studies considered rough draft feedback from an affective angl , 
investigating student feelings and attitude toward teacher commentary. I one of the 
earliest studies of L2 student attitude toward teacher feedback, Radecki and Sw les 
(1988) reported results of a survey (N=59) given the first week of class before students 
had received any teacher feedback. Although they did not provide the survey instrument 
in the research, they described “an 18 item questionnaire” that asked students questions 
such as how they felt about “receiving a heavily marked paper” or about the use of 
“marking symbols” (p. 357).  Other questions asked whether students read the comments 
or just looked at the grade. The focus of their study concerned student “attitude towards 
different types of comments” (p. 357). They distributed the survey among four different 
class groups: an advanced EAP class, a first-year ESL composition class, an upper level 
ESL academic writing class, and an advanced ESL technical writing class.  
 Based on the survey results, Radecki and Swales “placed students into three 
categories: Receptors (46%), Semi-resistors (41%), and Resistors (13%)” p. 357). They 
found that most students claimed that they would read the comments, but they admitted 
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to looking at the grade first.  The greatest distinctions among the three groups had to do 
with attitudes towards types of comments and attitudes toward revision. The Receptors 
and Semi-resistors were open to lengthy comments “that were content-specific,” whereas, 
Resistors “preferred short evaluative adjectives and a grade, or a grade alone” (p. 358). In 
terms of revising, both Semi-resistors and Resistors saw little value in doing s  - viewing 
it primarily as punishment. The researchers also found distinctions among the differ nt 
groups of students. The first-year composition students were most receptive to teacher 
feedback, and the upper level academic writing students were most resistant. Radecki and 
Swales followed up the questionnaire by interviewing eight students (five Receptors, one 
Semi-resistor, two Resistors); however, they conceded that they did not “observe how 
students behave after having received a teacher-marked assignment” (p. 363). 
Furthermore, students answered these question acontextually, based on what they 
believed they would do.  Nevertheless, the Radecki and Swales study provided a useful, 
early look into student attitude toward feedback and found that almost half are receptive 
to teacher feedback on some level. Such studies identifying “feelings” about feedback 
provided a useful stepping stone on which to build the next layer, that is, if students say 
they like feedback and teachers provide it, what do students actually do with the feedback 
they receive in a particular class setting and how do affective factors affect their response 
to feedback? Fortunately future studies attempted to show the effect of rough draft 
feedback on subsequent revisions. 
 Kasper and Petrello (1998) theorized that the ESL students at their community 
colleges had been negatively affected by too much corrective feedback which had led to 
increased writing anxiety and hindered their L2 writing development. So, they develop d 
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a “non-judgmental” approach to providing rough draft feedback. The ‘non-judgmental’ 
approach they described involved asking “questions that focus directly on revision tasks” 
and avoiding grammar related feedback (p. 181). Even though the question technique has 
been documented in other places (Ferris, 2003) as confusing to L2 students, Kasper and 
Petrello claimed that the content-focused questions encouraged students and led themto 
take on “more responsibility for their own writing” (p. 182).  The students in this study
“were required to produce two to three revisions of each essay” and while the teacher 
feedback was primarily content-focused Kasper and Petrello did indicate “minor 
errors…by circling those errors” (p. 182).  Following this approach, Kasper and Petrello 
claimed that “grammatical accuracy improved” (p. 182) as well as the confidence of the 
student writers and the content of their papers. Although the data analysis from their 
study is somewhat sketchy, e.g. they do not explain how they measured improved 
grammatical accuracy, they do offer two pieces of evidence to support their claims. First 
students wrote a “post-course autobiography” that compared their feelings about their 
writing abilities at the end of the course to their feelings at the beginning. Without giving 
exact numbers, Kasper and Petrello report that the autobiographies show an “over-
whelming emphasis was on the discovery of their strengths as writers” (p. 182) and 
“increased confidence in their writing” (p. 183). Secondly and more objectively, the pass 
rates of the two classes increased over previous semesters moving up from 71%-89% for 
the intermediate students and from 60%-72% for the advanced students. While this study 
is encouraging especially for process approach advocates, the findings are somewhat 
limited by a lack of detail. For example, the contextual information is incomplete. Kasper 
and Petrello do not mention the number of students in the courses, the length of the 
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courses, or the teaching commitments of the instructors. This information is important in 
that students wrote “multiple drafts of each paper” (p. 181), and the authors imply they 
provided “non-judgmental” written feedback on each draft. This multi-draft, multi-
response pattern seems to be a key component to the success of the approach, but the 
missing contextual information prevents other L2 writing teachers from discern ng the 
applicability of the approach to their own teaching environments. Furthermore Kaspr 
and Petrello fail to provide detailed methodological information that would enable 
replication of the study.   
 Nevertheless, the attention to student perception over student action concerning 
teacher feedback continued in other research. For example without actually studying he 
effect of feedback on future writing, Hedgcock and Lefkowitz (1994) asked 
undergraduate second language writers (N=247) what type of feedback they thought 
helped them improve their writing. In addition to asking what type of feedback students 
found helpful (content-based or grammar-based), Hedgcock and Lefkowitz (1994) asked 
what form of feedback students found helpful (written feedback or oral feedback).  A 
major thrust of this study was to investigate possible differences in attitude between ESL 
writers and FL writers. Both groups of students complete writing tasks in a language 
other than their first language but usually for different ends. The ESL students need to 
develop writing skills that will help them succeed in getting a degree, whereas, the FL 
students tend to develop L2 writing skills as part of general skill development in the 
foreign language. 
 In spite of these differences, Hedgcock and Lefkowitz recorded some similar 
findings. For example in regard to type of feedback, both groups of students valued form-
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focused feedback and expected to improve their writing and learn when teachers 
highlighted grammatical errors. With reference to form of feedback, studen s preferred 
written feedback with oral feedback when given that option. Additional relevance to this 
dissertation is that Hedgcock and Lefkowitz (1994) further investigated whether stud nts 
preferred different types of comments on rough drafts than on final drafts. The ESL 
writers in their study showed some preference for content-based feedback on rough d afts 
over grammar-based feedback, but on final drafts the ESL writers rated “comments on 
idea organization as more useful than grammatical corrections” (p. 154). These same 
students rated “teacher response to writing style and content…as more useful 
than…reactions to lexical and mechanical mistakes” on their final drafts (p. 154). This 
finding contradicts commonly held assumption that final draft feedback serves mostly as 
grade justification.  
 Additional feedback studies continued to focus on student reactions to feedback 
without looking at any effect on future writing. Ferris (1995) reported on a quantitative 
study (N=155) examining what students prefer regarding teacher written feedback in a 
multi-draft setting.  She surveyed mostly immigrant students enrolled in pre-university, 
multi-draft composition (EAP) classes. She administered the survey two-thirds into the 
15 week semester. Interestingly, students in this study indicated that they valu  all 
feedback even final draft feedback, but that what they value in the feedback varies 
slightly depending on when the feedback is given. Whereas content feedback was 
particularly welcome on preliminary drafts, students valued “comments on vocabulary 
and mechanics” on their final drafts possibly because they believed these comments 
provided “information they could apply to any future writing project” (p. 42). In any 
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case, her study showed that NNES students say they value and attend to teacher 
commentary throughout the writing process. This study was useful in reporting student 
perception of what they value and how they use teacher feedback. It was not designe  to 
examine the accuracy of student perception. In other words, it asked students what they 
thought about feedback, but it did not actually examine what students did with the 
feedback. Nevertheless, it opened the door for a more qualitative look into student 
reaction to rough draft as well as final draft feedback.  
  Hedgcock and Lefkowitz  (1996) stepped through this door by comparing student 
perception of rough draft feedback to their perception of final draft feedback among tw  
distinct groups of L2 writers. They used quantitative (survey) and qualitative (interviews) 
methods to study what students thought about teacher feedback and what students ai  
they did in response to it. Hedgcock and Lefkowitz administered the survey to 316 L2 
writers at a university. These students comprised two groups: “Anglophone FL learners 
of French, Spanish, or German” (N=192) enrolled in upper level language courses and 
ESL students (N=124) “enrolled in nonnative sections of freshman composition” (p. 
291). The survey data indicated key differences between these two groups: differences 
both in the teacher feedback they were accustomed to and the teacher feedback they 
preferred. The “Anglophone FL learners” were used to receiving (almost exclusively) 
sentence-level feedback on their papers though they might have appreciated feedback on 
“content and rhetorical soundness” (p. 293). The ESL students felt they “learned the 
most” about revising when teachers offered feedback on all areas: content as well as 
mechanics (p. 295). Following an analysis of the survey, Hedgcock and Lefkowitz 
interviewed 21 of the participants and reported the qualitative data on four: three nativ  
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English speakers studying German, French, and Spanish respectively and one non-native 
English speaker learning English. The interview data largely supported the survey 
findings as Hedgcock and Lefkowitz found distinct differences between the two groups 
largely because the FL students saw feedback primarily in its role of error co ection. 
Hedgcock and Lefkowitz attribute this perception to the effect of class instruction. The 
FL students were not taught writing in a process environment, and the teachers indicated 
less concern for their content ideas than for mechanical correctness. Hedgcock and 
Lefkowitz concede that in each study the information is self-reported on the student’ 
part thus limiting their conclusions somewhat because they did not actually look at 
whether teacher feedback actually effected any change in future papers.  All of these 
studies of student perception and preference are useful a reference points from with 
teachers can build their response practices. They are limited by failure to compare what 
students say with what students do concerning teacher feedback.  
 Later studies moved away from straight survey answers and sought to provide 
research regarding practice and perception by studying student drafts. For one, Fiona 
Hyland (1998) made a concerted effort to tie student attitude toward rough draft feedback 
to actual revisions. While still predominantly concerned with student attitude, Fiona 
Hyland (1998) investigated how students interpreted and responded to rough draft 
feedback throughout a semester long course. Hyland did not try to manipulate the 
feedback in any way instead she sought to investigate what types of feedback teachers 
gave to their students and what impact that feedback had on future writing. Hyland used 
multiple methods of data collection including interviews, questionnaires, class 
observation and text analysis. She worked with two teachers and two classes. One class 
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was preparing for university level work while the other was preparing for raduate work. 
Three students from each class agreed to serve as case studies. Hyland’s study offers 
several insights into a composition classroom taught by experienced teachers. The 
teachers responded to rough drafts which the students then revised and the teachers 
graded. Both teachers addressed grammar and content issues simultaneously i  the rough 
draft feedback. In analyzing the feedback, Hyland categorized which feedback was 
“usable” or not “in terms of its potential for revision of a draft” (p. 262). In this study 
feedback that was evaluative, “positive reinforcement, or reader response” was not 
“usable.” (p. 262).  Hyland determined that five of the six case studies “acted on” 
approximately 90% of the usable feedback. Hyland found that all six students in her case 
study “not only said they valued feedback, but demonstrated this through their actions in 
response to it” (p. 262). In fact, they all attempted to respond to the feedback, but they 
admitted to sometimes not knowing why a change was needed. Consequently rather than 
gaining confidence and learning from the feedback, at least one student reported a l ss of 
confidence and a “greater reliance on her teacher’s feedback” (p. 273). Although the 
students attempted to incorporate the feedback into future drafts, Hyland offers no 
evidence that students were actually learning to be better writers.  
 In another study, Ferris and Roberts (2001) focused their study specifically on 
feedback concerning error correction. They wanted to know specifically what kind of 
teacher feedback aided students in self-correcting, whether the kind of grammar feedback 
students preferred corresponded to “their textual data” (p. 163), and to what extent 
students’ own grammar knowledge affected their ability to “process [the grammar] 
feedback” (p. 163). Ferris and Roberts limited the error correction feedback to errors 
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involving verbs, nouns, articles, sentence structure and word choice or form (p. 169). 
They divided 72 immigrant ESL pre-university students into one of three error feedback 
groups: A “codes” group (errors in the five categories were underlined and code ), a “no 
codes” group (errors in the five categories where underlined but not coded), and a control 
group (no error markings) (p. 168). The study began with students in all three groups 
writing a 50 minute in class essay. Two weeks later, students received their essays with 
error feedback according to one of the three feedback groups and were given 20 minutes
to self-correct their essays. Ferris and Roberts triangulated the essay data by adding a 
grammar pre-test and grammar survey to the study. The pre-test was related to th  five 
error categories receiving grammar feedback; the survey asked questions about tudents’ 
previous grammar instruction, perceptions of their grammar problems, and preferencs 
for grammar feedback. Ferris and Roberts found “statistical significace” (p. 176) 
between the groups that received some form of feedback and the control group, but there 
was no statistical difference in ability to self-correct between the coded and uncoded 
feedback groups.  
 As mentioned earlier, this study was primarily concerned with the effect of 
varying error correction feedback, but Ferris and Roberts also found that what studen s 
perceived as most helpful (direct, coded marking of errors) was not shown to be any more 
effective than indirect marking of errors. This study offers practical information for 
teachers concerned with marking student error in papers in that the time-saving strate y 
of indirect error marking may be just as effective as the slightly more time consuming 
strategy of direct, coded marking. It also shows that student perception and preferenc  are 
not necessarily reliable sources of information. 
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 In an effort to shed more light on student perception, some scholars have added an 
oral component to the research design. For example, Hyland (2000) continued to examine 
the effect of rough draft feedback on revisions looking not just at written feedback but 
oral feedback as well. Her findings revealed a complex relationship between stud t 
peers and writing teachers. Although students believed rough draft feedback could help 
them not only with the current paper but also with their development as writers, students 
misinterpreted the teacher’s feedback or the student sought outside help from family 
members – feedback that the teacher disapproved of and in fact directed the student to 
ignore. The study revealed misunderstandings on several levels as students attempted to 
incorporate rough draft feedback in ways that either the teacher disapproved of or could 
not understand. For example, one student repeatedly received written feedback from his 
professor asking him to write simpler sentences and avoid attempts at incorporating 
idioms and complex vocabulary words. However, the student persisted with this strategy 
because he saw it as a way to “test out his own knowledge” knowing the feedback from 
his professor would evaluate his ability (p. 48). As the student continued to ignore the 
feedback, the professor became increasing frustrated not realizing the student was 
employing a learning strategy that relied on getting rough draft feedback from the 
professor. As a result of several mismatches, Hyland (2000) concluded that the professors 
were focusing on the rough draft as a product while the students saw it as part of the 
learning process. Additionally, the students were not proceeding with the learning 
process in a way the professors knew or understood. Her study highlights at least two 
facts: sometimes students have reasons for ignoring teacher feedback and one-on-one oral 
feedback can be useful in learning these reasons and reducing misunderstandings 
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between instructors and students. Many of these misunderstandings could have been 
prevented had the teacher and student met face-to-face to discuss the student’s writing 
and the teacher’s response to it. In this study, the oral feedback came from pees or even 
family members rather than from the teacher.  
 Perhaps because of its time consuming nature, oral feedback tends to “come and 
go” as an element of feedback studies. A decade before Hyland’s (2000) study, Goldstein 
and Conrad (1990) had compared “discourse in the conference” to “successful revision” 
(p. 446). They defined a successful revision as one in which the writer “improved upon a 
rhetorical problem discussed in the conference” (p. 449). Goldstein and Conrad focused 
their study on three students and found that “conferences do not necessarily result in 
revision” (p. 456) but that successful revision was more likely when the student and 
teacher both contributed to the discussion of a particular concern (i.e. “negotiated 
revision” p. 452). This study offers some worthy insights. One is that student/teacher 
conferences concerning rough drafts do not necessarily result in better final drafts. The 
act of conferencing itself is not a “magic teaching bullet.” Secondly, their study showed 
that conferences are not naturally interactive. Teachers may inadvertently dominate; 
students may remain passive. In sum, Goldstein and Conrad concluded that the results of 
their study did not confirm the typical arguments in favor of conferencing. They 
suggested that the nature of conferences might be at least part of the reason in that 
conferences are dynamic interactions that follow no predictable path. Student/teacher 
conferences are subject to the constraints of context and personality and these constraints 
affect outcome. A valuable deduction from their study is that teachers may need to b  
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mindful of getting students to interact in the conference. Teachers cannot assume that the 
one-on-one set-up of the conference will naturally lead to student engagement.  
 Nevertheless, Thonus’ claim that “metacognitive/ metalinguistic interac ions with 
writers can produce positive outcomes” (n.p.) reflects the intuitive view that meeting one-
on-one to discuss a student’s draft benefits the student’s learning, writing process, and 
subsequent draft.  Consequently, additional oral feedback studies have tried to understand 
student perception of feedback by focusing on the relationship between writing center 
interactions and subsequent revisions.. Williams’ (2004) study of five international 
students yielded some of the same results as the Goldstein and Conrad study. For 
example, Williams also found that student interaction in the session had an impact on the 
amount and type of revisions made. Just as in the Goldstein and Conrad study, students 
who were more engaged in the session attempted more revisions than the more passive 
students. Furthermore, Williams pointed out that explicit feedback especially on sentence 
level issues was more likely to be addressed in revision than feedback addressing content 
and organization which Williams speculated was due at least in part to ease of revisi n. 
Williams also noted that certain student responses to the oral feedback were “predictive 
of [the] impact [the feedback would have] on revision” (p. 186). Specifically, students 
who resisted the feedback or offered minimal reaction were not likely to attempt the 
revision. In contrast, students who made “a written notation about a problem or change” 
were more likely to act on the oral feedback and attempt a revision. Therefore, instead of 
trying to isolate and account for each individual change, Williams examined the “change 
in quality…for the entire second draft” by looking at the difference in grades. She found 
that revisions did not necessarily result in significantly higher grades. The students in 
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Williams’ study had their first drafts rated by letter grade and then the second drafts rated 
again with letter grades. Of the five students, only one moved up a full letter grade (from 
a C to a B); two students kept the same ratings (B- and C+) and two students moved up 
half a letter grade (C to C+; B- to B). Grades alone are, of course, not clear indic tors of 
whether students attended to the feedback or not. Williams found that at least one of the 
cases made “extensive revisions” (p. 182) based on tutor feedback that helped clarify the 
assignment and organize the analysis. The student rewrote three-quarters of th  paper 
resulting in “numerous new sentence-level errors” (p. 183). Because the students were 
not interviewed after revising their papers, it is not possible to know why they ignored 
specific suggestions from the oral feedback. It was also not possible to tie all revisions to 
the oral feedback because the study did not include teacher commentary. 
 A slightly different oral feedback study was conducted by Weigle and Nelson 
(2004), in that they took a case study approach that was not situated in either a writing 
center or an ESL classroom. Instead the students who acted as tutors in the study were 
completing graduate coursework in second language writing. Weigle and Nelson describe 
these tutors as inexperienced and untrained in tutoring. For the study, three graduate 
student tutors worked with three ESL student volunteers who were also graduate students 
enrolled in various academic writing programs. The study involved ten hours of tutoring 
(one hour/week) over the course of a semester. Weigle and Nelson were interested in the 
relationship that developed between the tutor and student and how this relationship 
affected what each considered tutoring success. The case study investigated the effect of 
the tutoring sessions by asking the participants to self-reflect. They found that all the 
participants felt the sessions were successful, but that each tutor and tutee defin d a 
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successful session differently. For the tutees, success meant having their goals met; these 
goals ranged from having grammar questions answered, gaining confidence, and gtting 
an A on the final paper. The tutors defined success in terms of their ability to meet the 
goals of the tutees, their ability to help the tutees become more independent writ rs, and 
their own capabilities to answer tutee questions and communicate clearly. Weigle and 
Nelson’s study illustrates the difficulty of operationalizing successful oral feedback. Still 
they were able to offer conclusions relevant to this study. For one, they found that the 
amount of tutor talk was related to the level of fluency on the part of the tutee and that 
directive strategies communicated clearly, saved time, and were welcomed by less 
proficient students. In fact, Weigle and Nelson concluded that negotiation of roles and 
strategies to meet expectations of the tutor and tutee was more important than any single 
tutoring technique.  Thus how much the tutor talked or whether the feedback addressed 
higher order or lower order concerns played a secondary role to the students’ perception 
of a successful tutorial. Also, even though this study was primarily an investigation of 
oral feedback, for two of the tutees written feedback played an important role. In one case 
the tutor would email comments to the tutee as a way to supplement the oral feedback. In 
another case, the tutor wrote comments on the tutee’s paper during their tutorial.  
. In concluding this section, two studies are especially notable for their effort to 
look holistically at classroom interactions concerning student perception of and re ction 
to teacher feedback.  
 Hiroko Saito (1994) investigated teacher practices and student preferences 
concerning feedback and found that teacher instructional practices affect student attitudes 
toward feedback, that students preferred feedback on grammar, and that students often 
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did not rewrite papers even when it was assigned as homework. This study consisted of 
three “experienced ESL writing teachers” (p. 48) and their undergraduate student 
(N=39) over the course of a semester.  The teachers provided rough draft feedback 
according to their normal feedback practices, which included a mixture of oral and 
written feedback on content and sentence features. In addition to examining the teacher
feedback, Saito administered an end of semester survey which asked students to rate he 
“usefulness” of the different feedback practices along with their “strategies for handling 
feedback and their preferences for feedback” (p. 50). Saito found that students 
overwhelmingly preferred teacher feedback to peer feedback and self-correction. 
Additionally, they preferred for teachers to focus their feedback on sentence-level rrors. 
This finding alone might not be so surprising except that the majority of students also 
said they would not revise their papers. This finding, that students want sentence-level 
feedback but do not want to rewrite based on the sentence-level feedback, may suggest 
that students see sentence-level feedback as a kind of gauge of their writing ability. In 
other words, even though this feedback may come on a rough draft and without a grade, 
students still see it as having an important evaluative role that they find useful. In terms 
of receiving coded feedback, students were generally favorable, but this finding seemed 
to tie directly to teacher practices. In a class where the teacher had used the codes 
inconsistently, the results were mixed. In a class where the teacher had regularly and 
consistently used the codes, the students listed it as a preferred feedback strategy. In 
summary, student attitudes toward feedback seemed directly connected to teacher’s 
expectations and practices concerning feedback. All students received some form of oral 
feedback and rated this feedback strategy highly on the survey. However, Saito does not 
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clearly explain in each case how the oral feedback was provided. She states that one 
teacher conferenced with students in class while they were writing. For the ther two 
teachers she just references apparently optional “tutoring sessions” that some students 
received. Saito’s study is useful in showing that instructional practices affect student 
attitudes toward feedback. Unfortunately it also shows that students often fail to rev se 
rough drafts after having received teacher feedback even when the feedback was what the 
students preferred. This lack of revision may indicate that some students come to the 
finish line in an assignment sooner than their teachers or process advocates intend, but 
this decision not to revise is made irrespective of the rough draft feedback. 
 The Conrad and Goldstein study (1999) also shows the complexity of student 
perceptions to feedback in their case study of three ESL students in a university ESL 
composition course. The study lasted all semester, 16 weeks, and included four essays 
along with multiple drafts of each essay and recordings of student/teacher conferences. 
Conrad and Goldstein coded the rough draft feedback according to “intended 
function…,formal characteristics…, and the type of problem to be revised” (p. 153). 
They then examined the revised drafts and coded all revisions as “successful, 
unsuccessful, or no change” (p. 154). They further distinguished between oral and written 
feedback.  They found that one-third of the revisions in response written feedback was 
not successful and that written feedback concerning higher order content features (e.g.. 
feedback asking for more analysis) was even less likely to be successfully attended to 
than written feedback concerning lower order content features (e.g. feedback asking for 
more examples). They conclude by emphasizing the extent that the student variable plays 
in whether feedback is attended to or not. 
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  To summarize, the thirteen student perception studies reveal, among other things, 
student reactions to feedback. Five studies are based on survey or self-reported data by 
the students and are not designed to compare what students say about feedback to what 
students do with feedback. (Ferris, 1995; Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 1994; 1996;  Kasper & 
Petrello, 1998; Radecki & Swales, 1988). 
 The remaining eight studies attempted to compare student perception of teacher
feedback to revision strategies (Conrad & Goldstein, 1999; Ferris & Roberts, 2001; 
Goldstein & Conrad, 1990; Hyland, 1998; 2000; Saito, 1994; Weigle & Nelson, 2004; 
Williams, 2004;).. Six of these eight studies report efforts to clarify rough draft feedback 
by adding an oral dimension. (Hyland, 2000; Goldstein & Conrad, 1990; Conrad & 
Goldstein, 1999; Saito, 1994; Williams, 2004; Weigle & Nelson, 2004).The oral feedback 
studies often revealed the complexities of tying revisions and improvement of subsequent 
drafts directly to the oral feedback sessions. Conferencing has remained a popul r 
feedback choice for students – not necessarily conferencing alone, but in conjuncti 
with written feedback. When it is included in a research design, students invariably p efer 
oral feedback along with written feedback. 
Final Draft Feedback Studies 
 While most of the research has focused on feedback at the rough draft stage, some 
scholars are beginning to study feedback on final drafts. These studies are typically 
designed with a narrow and somewhat limited focus.  
 Hyland and Hyland (2001) examined final draft feedback from the sociolinguistic 
angle of praise versus criticism or directness versus indirectness. Specifically, they 
analyzed the written feedback of two teachers in an EFL setting. They placd e h 
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feedback point into one of three categories: praise - indicating that an “attribute [of the 
paper] is positively valued”, criticism - indicating some level of “dissatf ction” with the 
text, and suggestion - indicating “a relatively clear and accomplishable action for 
improvement” (p. 186). Hyland and Hyland collected data from six university students 
during a 14-week writing course resulting in 51 student essays. For each student, thre  of
these essays followed “a feedback/revision cycle, consisting of the writing of a draft, 
followed by written feedback, and then a revised version in response to the feedback” (p. 
189). In each case, Hyland and Hyland limited their analysis to end comments ignoring 
all marginal or in-text feedback. This limitation may have directly influenced the results 
in that they found the largest category of comments to be ones of praise (44%) followed 
by criticism (31%) and ending with suggestions (25%). Had they included the in-text
feedback “which focused on language inaccuracies and corrections” (p. 190), the 
percentages would have likely been quite different. Hyland and Hyland also found that 
the two teachers in their case study incorporated praise mostly to soften criticism or lead 
into suggestion. Their case study of six ESL university students revealed that teachers 
and students viewed the value and role of praise and criticism quite differently. Whie the 
teachers sought to use praise to build self-esteem among the ESL writers, the ESL writers 
often found the praise confusing and even “useless” because they were not “serious” 
comments (p. 202). In terms of final draft feedback, they found that teachers reserve most 
of their praise for final drafts believing that the praise can “motivate the students in their 
next writing” (p. 193).   
 Some researchers are turning their attention to the effect of final draft feedback on 
future writing. These final draft feedback studies are most often concerned p imarily with 
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the effect of corrective feedback on future writing. In other words, when teachers mark 
grammatical mistakes on final drafts, do students learn from that feedback and refr in 
from making the same grammatical errors on future papers? Bitchener, Young, and 
Cameron (2005) studied whether “the type of corrective feedback on linguistic errors 
determine[d] accuracy performance in new pieces of writing” (p. 195). The study 
involved “53 post-intermediate migrant learners” (p. 195). The students were divided 
almost equally into three different groups. Each group completed the same writingtasks 
for the study. Bitchener, et al. examined the errors of the first writing task to determine 
which categories of error were most prevalent for the students. They found that “the 
greatest difficulty occurred with the use of prepositions (29.23% of all errors) followed 
by the past simple tense (11.96% of the total errors), and the definite article (11.45% of 
the total errors)” (p. 197). To investigate whether different types of feedback strategies 
led to improved accuracy on new writing, each group received a different feedback 
strategy: written feedback with oral feedback, written feedback only, and no corrective 
feedback. Although the accuracy of preposition use did not improve with any type of 
feedback, they found that written feedback combined with oral feedback improved 
student accuracy in use of the simple past tense and the definite article. Whil limited to 
these features of grammatical accuracy, their study supports the notion that feedback is 
most effective when students receive it in both oral and written form. 
 In a similarly focused study, Bitchener and Knoch (2008) examined whether 
written corrective feedback had any effect on grammatical accuracy of new writing. The 
study was designed around three 30 minute in-class writings in which students were 
instructed to “describe what was happening in a picture” (p. 420). The three writings 
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occurred over a period of ten weeks with the first two writings occurring during the first 
two weeks.  The students (n=144) were “low intermediate” (p. 418) and were more or 
less evenly divided between visa holding students and migrant students. Bitchener and 
Knoch divided the students into four groups of roughly the same number. For this study, 
they focused their research on the indefinite and definite English article and varied the 
feedback strategy among the four groups in four ways: no corrective feedback (the 
control group), written corrective feedback only (direct correction of the error), written 
corrective feedback with written explanations, and written corrective feedback with 
written and oral explanations. The written and oral explanations were clearly d signed for 
this study. The oral explanations involved a “30 minute lesson” to the whole class after 
their first marked writings were returned to them (p. 421). The written explanations 
included a statement of rules governing article use and an example illustrat ng the rule. 
For the second writings, the control group received no feedback while the other three 
groups received notations indicating correct (a tick) or incorrect (a cross) use  of the 
English articles. Bitchener and Knoch found that students who received any form of 
written corrective feedback performed better in new pieces of writing than the control 
group which received no written corrective feedback. Specifically, they reported that the 
“students who received written corrective feedback significantly improved their accuracy 
in using the targeted functions of the English article system and that they retained this 
level of accuracy when writing a new text seven weeks” later (p. 425). Bitchener and 
Knoch did not find that one type of corrective feedback strategy was more effective than 
the other for improving accuracy of English articles in new writing. It is important to note 
that these findings are closely tied to a very specific context and feedback str tegy in that 
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the written feedback was limited and the oral feedback was a grammar lesson. 
Nevertheless, this study offers some support for the notion that written corrective 
feedback on final drafts can assist students in developing written accuracy on future 
writings.  It also supports the practice of minimal markings as an effective feedback 
response to certain surface-level errors such as those involving articles.  
 Otherwise, little research has focused on the effect of final draft feedback, usually 
referred to as summative feedback, except to conclude that it has little value apart from 
justifying a grade and offering encouragement (Ferris 2003; Leki 1992). This assumption, 
however, has not been substantiated in the literature – quite the contrary. Ferris (1995) 
reports on survey population (N=155) where “even on final drafts” the students attended 
to the teacher commentary. Still the attitude that Leki (2007) displays in her reference to 
final draft feedback as “unsolicited” and “least useful” (210) dominates L2 pedagogy. 
The prejudice against final draft feedback as a useful pedagogical tool is further 
illustrated in Underwood and Tregidgo’s (2006) recommendation to not include a grade 
with “detailed feedback” because grades reduce the “impetus to revise” (p. 90). While 
students may not be allowed to revise a “finished,” graded assignment, I would argue that 
“detailed feedback” could provide information to use or to improve the next paper. It is 
important to note that Underwood and Tregidgo mix studies from  L1 composition 
research and L2 composition research somewhat randomly without noting the L1/L2  
difference in research focus as if the difference does not matter. For exampl , they state 
that students view grades and feedback mainly as “grade justification” and that students 
“tend to ignore specific diagnostic comments when a grade is also included” (p. 75). The 
two sources they cite to support these claims come from L1 composition research. 
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However, when they discuss content and surface level feedback, they rely on findings in 
L2 composition research from Ferris (1995), Cohen and Cavalanti (1990), Hedgcock and 
Lefkowitz (1994) and Zamel (1985 ). Certainly this mixture of research studies from 
different research groups calls into question the recommendations they make at the nd of 
the article. 
 However, Hyland and Hyland (2006, “Interpersonal aspects…” ) point out that 
final draft feedback does “more than justify a grade. [It provides] targeted instruction” (p. 
206). In an apparent change of opinion from ealier views, Leki (2006, “You cannot 
ignore”… in Hyland & Hyland) agrees pointing out that especially across disciplines 
where feedback on writing may be minimal the teacher’s final draft feedback “is likely to 
have the greatest impact on the writer’s developing sense of where to go with the next 
writing attempt” (p. 267). Leki’s claim is not without empirical support. Her case study 
of graduate students across academic disciplines showed that the students did, in fact, 
read and pay attention to FDFB (p. 275).  
 In summary, these five research studies concerning FDFB fall into two groups: 
studies that ask primarily how students feel about FDFB (Ferris, 1995; Hyland & Hyland 
2001; Underwood & Tregidgo, 2006) and studies that investigate whether attention to 
grammatical error on a final draft affected grammatical accuracy in subsequent writing 
(Bitchener & Knoch, 2008; Bitchener, Young, & Cameron, 2005). Although each study 
is a useful additional to the body of L2 feedback literature, the scope of each also reveals
a gap in the literature: an examination of teacher practices and student reactions to final 
draft feedback in multi-draft L2 writing classrooms in which teachers respond fully to 
student final drafts (content, organization, grammar, and mechanics). 
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 Summary  
 Ferris (2003), who generally disparages any value to final draft feedback beyond 
justifying a grade, points out that “written commentary … is a critical instructional 
opportunity” (p. 123). While the assumption on her part and others is that this 
“instructional opportunity” only occurs when students have the option to revise according 
to the written commentary, this assumption is unproven and untested in the broad context 
of an ESL writer in a first year composition course. Furthermore, appeals to consider 
final draft feedback from an instructional angle have been ignored. Over a decade ago, 
Muncie (1999) challenged the practice of teacher rough draft feedback because it 
“reduc[ed] the necessity of learners having to choose and discriminate” (p. 49). Muncie 
argued, as do I, that teacher rough draft feedback leads more to teacher dependence than 
to learner autonomy. He suggested that instructors reserve written feedback for final 
drafts and that with the return of each graded assignment students refer to those 
comments and make a list of “how I can improve future compositions” (p. 51). Muncie 
claimed that this pedagogical strategy taught students to be more critical thinkers and 
more autonomous writers. However, his support for these claims is limited to a small 
survey sample (N=29) which asked students how they used peer and teacher feedback on 
revising. He reported that students were overwhelmingly inclined to be less 
discriminating with instructor rough draft feedback than they would be with peer rough
draft feedback. Despite a small research sample, Muncie’s argument has merit and 
deserves further exploration. 
   Thus this research study investigates whether final draft feedback can have 
instructional value for NNESs as they move from one assignment to the next in a 
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university level composition course. What teachers expect students to do with the 
feedback they receive and how they hold students accountable for attending to the 
feedback is as, if not more, important than when and even how teachers provide the 
feedback. In other words, if teachers want students to pay attention to and incorporate 
information from the feedback they receive on their graded papers, then they must 
communicate that expectation explicitly and hold students accountable regardless of 
when the feedback is provided. 
 In conclusion, specific findings from this review of the literature that are 
especially relevant for this study include the following: 
 Students value final draft feedback (Ferris, 1995). 
 Students do not compartmentalize feedback into arbitrary dichotomies such as 
 formative or evaluative (Saito, 1994). 
 Oral feedback combined with written feedback seems to be most effective in 
 promoting student learning (Bitchener, et al., 2005). When given a choice, 
 students prefer oral with written feedback (Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 1994). 
 Class context affects students’ expectations and perceptions of teacher feedback 
 (Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 1996). 
Finally, scholars are calling attention to the often limited scope of feedback studies and, 
in Lee’s (2009) words, to the need for a “feedback revolution” i.e. not only an 
understanding of feedback practices but also an awareness of “practical constraints” 
facing teachers (p 7). Furthermore, a recent article by Danielle Guénette (2007) addressed 
pedagogical issues concerning teacher feedback. While Guénette’s primary concern is 
with the efficacy of corrective feedback, her underlying premise is that teachers need 
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guidance for classroom activities. She points out that feedback studies are not just
“interesting” from a research perspective. They are either helpful or not for classroom 
teachers. Guénette writes as a teacher needing answers. Unfortunately, feedback studies 
may be rich in data and poor in answers. According to Casanave (2004), feedback studies 
may tell us something about changes made in revising within one assignment, but the 
studies tell us “nothing about what students have actually learned that might apply to new 
pieces of writing” (p. 91). One way to provide answers for classroom teachers is to tudy 
the classroom. This gap in classroom-based research has been noticed by scholars suc as 
Polio (2003) who notes that “surprisingly” few studies explore what “actually happens in 
writing classes” (p. 59) and Lee (2008b) who reiterates this need by recently calling on 
teacher/researchers to “undertake action or classroom based research and to sh re g od 
feedback practices” (p. 82).  In an effort to address this gap, this research study examines 











 In this chapter, I present the methodology used to form two case profiles from a
first-year composition (FYC) class. Following a teacher as research r design, these case 
studies emerged from my own sections of FYC. The chapter begins with a rationale for 
the research methodology and continues with details concerning the research setting. In 
this chapter I also explain the data collection methods and data analysis procedures used 
to investigate final draft feedback.  
 The analysis of this study relied on some of these definitions by name specifically 
the following six terms: feedback, written feedback, oral feedback, direct feedback, 
directive feedback, and summative feedback. Even though these are defined and discussed 
in the literature review, a list of definitions follows: 
Feedback includes “all responses that a teacher makes on a student’s draft 
including shorthand symbols, punctuations markers, grade earned, and in-text as 




Written feedback refers to handwritten or typed comments or notations made 
directly on the papers (Ferris, 1997). 
 
Oral feedback more often described as “conferencing” refers to verbal discussion 
of a student’s text with the student writer (Conrad & Goldstein, 1990). 
 
Direct feedback is explicit and generally refers to written insertions, substitutions, 
or corrections made by a teacher or peer on a student’s paper (Ferris, 2003).  
 
Direct feedback may also be directive – telling students exactly what to do or 
change in their papers (Underwood & Tregidgo, 2006). 
 
Summative feedback evaluates the paper and is usually associated with end 
comments on final drafts (Hyland & Hyland, 2006, “Contexts…”).It is also 
known as evaluative feedback and includes a final grade (Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 
1996) 
Additionally, this study coined three more terms: content feedback, sentence-level 
feedback, and documentation feedback.  
 Content feedback refers to feedback concerning the essay’s thesis, support, 
 organization, unity, clarity, and coherence 
 
 Sentence-level feedback includes feedback directed at grammar and mechanical 
 issues within the paper. 
 
 Documentation feedback refers to feedback addressing manuscript form, in-
 text citations, and works cited concerns. 
These terms describe the focus of the feedback and seek to avoid an often artificial
either/or dichotomy as when, for example, global feedback (content) is referenced in 
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contrast to local feedback (sentences).  This study never aimed to contrast different types 
of feedback so avoiding implied dichotomies was important.  
Rationale for the Study 
 As illustrated in the literature review of the previous chapter, research studies 
investigating feedback and university level ESL writing were first interest d primarily in 
student preference for and understanding of feedback without considering what studen s 
actually did with the feedback they received.  When researchers began investigating what 
students did with the feedback they received, they centered the studies on the role of 
feedback on writing and revising (or failure to revise) rough drafts.   More recent studies 
have begun to explore the role final draft feedback might play in developing L2 writing 
skills, but these studies have been narrowly focused on either specific linguistic features 
or timed writings of single-drafts. There are no L2 final draft feedback studies situated in 
a semester long composition course. Therefore, this study seeks to expand our 
understanding of the role of final draft feedback in a multi-assignment, multi-draf  first-
year composition class. The research question guiding the study asks how students 
respond to final draft feedback (FDFB) on graded compositions in the same class. The 
more specific research questions investigate the features of FDFB and how the FDFB 
was conveyed to the student. For these questions, I defined features of FDFB as written 
notations or oral responses addressing the essay’s content, sentences, documentation and 
overall evaluation. These questions ask the following: 
1. What features of FDFB did students receive on their graded papers? 
2. Did students attend to these features as they completed subsequent writing 
 assignments in the same class? 
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3. Did the method of FDFB delivery affect the attention students gave to subsequent 
 writing assignments in the same class? 
This research is guided by my own pedagogical practice developed over twenty years of 
teaching, during which I began to focus instructional efforts on the final draft feedback I 
provided in the process of grading student papers. That the research questions come from 
my own current practice is not without merit, as illustrated in Borg’s (2009) recent study 
(N = 505) of “English Language Teachers’ Conceptions of Research” which identified 
“three main reasons for research [including] to find better ways of teaching, to solve 
problems, and … for professional development” (15). Walvoord and Anderson (1998) 
define such classroom based research as “a teacher’s systematic attempt to investigate the 
relationship between teaching and learning in his or her classroom and to use that 
information to improve teaching and learning” (p. xvii).Thus, in an effort to investigate 
current practice and to address an existing research gap, I adopted an exploratory case 
study approach investigating what university level students writing in English as a second 
language did, if anything, with the feedback I provided on their final drafts in a multi-
draft, multi-assignment course.  Borg (2009) defines “teacher research [as] systematic, 
rigorous enquiry by teachers into their own professional contexts” and points out that this 
teacher research is seldom “made public…in ELT” (20). The following information 
attempts to “make public systematic, rigorous enquiry” into my own professional c text 
– a context representative of many first year composition classes in North America.  
 As Ferris (2003) has pointed out this “teacher variable” is an important but too 
often missing variable in existing studies (p. 47), perhaps because conducting classroom 
research while keeping teaching standards in place is a challenge. However, it is a 
challenge “worth trying to meet” (Nunan, 1997, p. 367). To that end, this research design 
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involved data collection and analysis at both the classroom and individual level. 
Adopting a grounded theory approach, I combined quantitative and qualitative 
methodologies to collect and analyze the data. Combining both approaches allowed for 
“mutual verification” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 18) that would contribute to the thick 
description necessary for the case profiles.  
Research Setting  
 The study took place in a naturalistic research setting: a private, religious y-based, 
liberal arts university in North America. Although the university has a small graduate 
population (N=251), it is largely a residential, undergraduate teaching institution. In 2007 
an independent consulting firm evaluated this university as a writing intensive university 
because writing is required across disciplines at a rate higher than the u iversity’s 
cohorts. The Princeton Review rates it among “Best Western Colleges.”  
 During the semester in which the research took place the undergraduate full-time 
enrollment was 1,972 students. The student population is 75% Caucasian and more or 
less equally divided between male (52%) and female (48%) students who fit the 
traditional student age demographic of 18-21. Approximately 12% (N=165) of the 
undergraduate student body are visa-holding international students who speak English as 
a foreign language - hereafter referred to as non-native English speakers. 
 The course from which the research began is housed in the English Department - 
a medium-sized department on campus that has 65-75 majors and offers three degree 
programs. Additionally this department oversees the core composition and literature 
courses required at the university. The eight full-time faculty all teach sections of first 
and second year composition as part of their 4/4 course load. As is often the case with 
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small universities, the English Department lacks a composition director and only one of 
the faculty has a background in composition studies rather than literature. The 
background of the faculty is relevant to the study in that departmental policies affected 
the feedback students received because some sentence-level feedback was a direct result 
of complying with the departmental policies explained later.  
 The course in which the study is based is the first course in a three-course 
sequence: First-year Written Communication, First-year Oral Communicatio , nd 
Second-year Written and Oral Communication4. All students with an ACT between 19-27 
are required to pass First-year Written Communication with a C or higher before moving 
on to the next course in the sequence. Students with an ACT below 19 are required to 
take a three-hour non-credit developmental writing course. Basic Writing is a pa s/fail 
course- requiring students to score 80% or higher on two final essays and a grammar test 
in order to pass the course. Most visa-holding international students at this university 
must pass Basic Writing before they are eligible to enroll in the FYC course. 
 Although individual instructors have considerable autonomy in choosing 
textbooks and framing assignments, the faculty had agreed upon some guidelines to 
provide a certain amount of consistency among the different sections of composition 
offered each semester. These guidelines included specifying what the department referred 
to as “major mechanical errors” and the grade values associated with these errors. The 
excerpt from the class syllabus (Figure 3.1) is a required part of each syllabu  for First 
and Second-year Written Communication. 
 
                                                
4 Course names are pseudonyms 
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Figure 3.1 Departmental Policy: Syllabus Excerpt 
 Although students' backgrounds and abilities vary widely, the University student 
 should  expect to attain a literate standard in written and spoken communication.  
 In order to assure our students' proficiency in Standard American English, fu l-
 length essays will be evaluated according to the following minimum standards.   
 Two major mechanical errors - no higher than a "B" 
 Three major errors - no higher than a "C" 
 Four major errors - no higher than a "D" 
 A maximum of 4 or 5 misspelled words will be allowed for a passing essay.  
 (Spelling is treated separately from major mechanical errors.) 
 Major mechanical errors agreed upon by the Department of English are as 
 follows: 
 AGR  Agreement error    
 CS  Comma splice    
 FRAG  Sentence fragment   
 FS  Fused sentence (Run-on) 
 CE  Case error 
 
Furthermore, the faculty had agreed that they would not spend class time explaining these 
errors and how to avoid them. Rather, students were expected to enter the course with a 
certain level of mechanical awareness. Students lacking such awareness wr  expected to 
learn on their own or in private consultation with the professor.    
 Class Members 
 The university caps composition classes at 25 students. The two sections of First-
year Written Communication from which this research study began totaled 46 students. 
These were both my classes: one class met in the morning (9:30); the other met in the 
afternoon (1:00). They were both 75 minute classes that met each Tuesday/Thursday for 
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15 weeks of a spring semester (2009). As is typical of this university setting, the class s 
were a mixture of native English speakers (NESs) and non-native English speakers 
(NNESs).  Less typical is the relatively high almost 3:1 ratio of NESs to NNESs (33 
NESs/ 13 NNESs) as the university has a 12:1 NES:NNES ratio meaning a FYCclass of 
24 students would typically have only two NNES. Of the thirteen NNESs, nine were 
Chinese. The remaining four were from Japan, Rwanda, Honduras, and Norway.   
Class Assignments 
 The students wrote four major assignments: three essays and a report (200 points 
each). The essays differed in genre but were consistent in specifications such as page 
length (4- 5 pages/ 1200-1500 words) and research required (2-4 outside sources). 
Approximately three weeks of class time were devoted to each essay with three weeks for 
the report. Both classes received the following assignments in this order: Profile Essay, 
Memoir Essay, Commentary Essay, and Feedback Report. Each essay was to follow 
MLA documentation style. The purpose of the Feedback Report was to teach the report 
genre and to encourage students to think about the feedback they had received on each 
essay. Specifications for these assignments are given in Appendix A. I chose John 
Trimbur’s (2008) textbook  The Call to Write because of its writing across the curriculum 
approach and closely followed the writing activities and assignments from the relevant 
chapters for each of the above assignments. Appendix A provides a copy of the class 
syllabus which includes the assigned chapter readings. 
Course Structure  
 The following information provides context for the structure and content of the 
class. This information shows the multi-draft, process approach, feedback rich 
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environment from which the final draft feedback is studied. In many ways my teaching 
style followed the dialogic model advocated by Weissberg (2006). When following this 
model, teachers plan for “social interaction” at “critical moments” when the students are 
working on assignments (21). For example, in my case during the drafting stage, I created 
dialogue via open class discussions (“As I take attendance, tell me your working thesis.” 
[then to the whole class] “If that’s the thesis, what are we going to expect the writer to 
‘do’ in the paper? ”), responses to discussion board postings (“Post the dominant 
impression you are trying to convey. Now, how can you turn this dominant impression 
into a thesis statement?”), and over-the-shoulder comments as I walked around the room 
during in-class writing workshops (“It looks like you are telling a story about a family 
vacation, but a memoir is more than just a story. Where would you say the ‘moment of 
revelation’ is stated?”) I repeatedly told students they were welcome to schedule out-of-
class conferences with me if they wanted more focused one-on-one feedback during the 
drafting stage. In this way my teaching strategy was to offer a feedback rich environment 
at all stages of the writing process. So while I provided feedback to students durig the 
drafting stage, my pedagogical strategy was to reserve formal, class-wide feedback for 
final drafts. During the course of this study, I varied the final draft feedback (FDFB) by 
providing it in three ways: in writing (comments on their graded papers), orally (one-on-
one conferences about their graded papers), and both in writing and orally (one-on-one 
conference to discuss the written comments on their graded papers). 
 As a final assignment and in lieu of a final exam, students looked over all three 
essays and wrote a report about the feedback they had received over the semester. This 
type of self-analysis report has been a standard end-of-semester assignment in my classes 
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for some time. The specific assignment is given in Appendix A. At the final exam time, 
students turned in these reports. I also asked them to complete the required course 
evaluation and the feedback survey. The last two were, of course, anonymous, but 
students received participation points for coming to the final and completing these task . 
The course evaluation was completed online. I distributed the feedback surveys and 
instructed students to put them in a manila envelope as they left class. I read and 
compiled descriptive statistics three months after the course ended. 
 I used process pedagogy to teach the class in that students did prewritings, wrote 
drafts, and participated in peer reviews with each assignment. Students who missed the 
in-class peer review had to get an approved peer review of their rough draft. Most 
students used the writing center to make up a missed in-class peer review; other ise, 
writing center visits were optional but encouraged. In class, we also discussed the process 
of completing a writing assignment, as I encouraged students to consider what they 
actually do from the day they get an assignment to the day they turn it in and what makes 
this process effective (or not) for them. I defined an effective process as onein which the 
writer turns in the assignment on the day it is due and is relatively pleased with and 
confident of the quality of the assignment. I contrasted this effective process with one in 
which students turn work in late or incomplete or without any sense of the kind of grade 
it might receive. On the days assignments were due, I used that class period to show 
students how to use the Find/Replace feature of Word to assist them with various editing 
tasks, such as finding contractions or weak sentence structures (e.g. “There is/ar …”). In 
this way, throughout the life of each assignment I called attention to writing and 




 Although this is primarily a qualitative exploratory study, blending quantitative 
and qualitative techniques is recommended as a means of “mutual verification” (Glaser & 
Strauss, 1967, p. 18). Following a “not uncommon practice,” I distributed a survey to all 
the students in both classes and then selected a smaller number for case study research
(Stake, 1995, p. 65). The quantitative procedure of a survey allowed me to supplement 
and substantiate the qualitative data. Using both quantitative and qualitative methodology 
provided insights as I moved in data analysis from the larger picture of the class as a 
whole, to a core group of NNESs, and finally to the specifics of the two cases.  
The Whole: Two Sections of First-year Composition 
 I began the data collection during the semester I was teaching the class s and 
triangulated the data by recording all the oral feedback sessions, by making cop es of all 
final, graded drafts, and administering a class survey. Additional data came fro  
reviewing my lesson plans with teaching notes and reading the discussion board postings 
in Blackboard. After the cases were selected, I interviewed the participan s and 
transcribed the recorded interviews. These sources of evidence can be grouped under 
categories standard for case study research: archival records (teaching notes and lesson 
plans), physical artifacts (graded papers and discussion board postings), and interviews 
(transcriptions and notes) (Yin, 1994). Examples are included in Appendix B. 
 Since the research questions are examining student attention to FDFB along with 
the methods of FDFB delivery, I needed to maintain records not only of graded papers 
with written commentary but also of conversations regarding graded papers. As xplained 
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below, I gathered this data by recording all oral feedback sessions and by copying all 
final, graded papers. 
 Recorded Sessions 
 In order to address whether the delivery of the final draft feedback has an effect 
on student attention to feedback (research question three),  I used oral feedback strategies 
both with and without written feedback as I returned students’ graded papers to them. 
Because I did not know who had signed consent forms and who would be selected for 
case study research, I recorded all the oral feedback sessions during the semest r. 
Recording the sessions meant I did not have to rely on hastily written notes or run the risk
of poor recall. For the two papers that received oral feedback, I started recoring at the 
beginning of the  discussion and turned it off at the end. All the oral sessions were 
recorded using Garage Band.  For the two sections, this number totaled eighty oral 
feedback sessions. These sessions took place in my office and lasted approximately 20 
minutes for each student.  
 Final Draft Feedback 
 Throughout the semester each final draft was copied immediately after it was
graded, totaling three graded final drafts for each student in the course. The final drafts of 
those students not signing consent forms were later destroyed. Although my strategy for 
providing the final draft feedback varied with each essay as part of the research d sign, 
the process I followed to begin providing feedback did not vary. When an assignment 
was due, I required students to submit their work in a folder with pockets and brads and 
to organize it as follows: 
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The essay that I was to grade should be in the front pocket when I opened the 
folder.  
 
All the writing related to that essay: prewritings, rough drafts, peer feedback, 
should be in the pocket behind the ‘final’ essay.  
 
After an essay was graded and returned to the student, all of the work associated 
with that assignment should go in the brads.  
 
Having students include all of the written work associated with completing the 
assignment allowed me to see the prewriting and revision processes that the student 
applied to the final essay. It also allowed me to see what kind of peer feedback the 
student received during the course of the assignment. As subsequent assignments were 
turned in, the current assignment was always in the front pocket and the previous, graded 
assignments were in the brads. This procedure enabled me to see not only the students’
processes from assignment to assignment, but also the students’ attention to comments on 
previous papers. Furthermore, at the end of the semester when I asked students to write 
their feedback report, all the data they needed for that assignment was organized for them 
in their assignment folder.  
 During the semester, each graded final draft was returned to students with an 
evaluation form. While the efficacy of such forms has been called into question (Broad, 
2003), Ferris (2003) points out that evaluation forms can be useful tools that help the 
teacher focus and prioritize feedback. She further notes that students tend to like forms 
because they often clarify grading criteria. The evaluation forms I used are shown in 
Appendix A. I used one type of evaluation form with the profile, commentary, and report
assignments and another type of evaluation form for the memoir assignment. I used a 
different form for the memoir essay because the personal nature of the memoir essay did 
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not seem to fit with the criteria stated in the other form, which is the one I most 
commonly use. Because the focus of the study was on feedback strategies and not what 
kind of form was being used, varying the form did not adversely affect data collection.  
 As this study investigated various feedback strategies, I completed th  valuation 
forms in different ways depending on the feedback strategy being used for that essay. For 
one essay the final draft feedback strategy was primarily oral. I minimally arked the 
essays using symbols: x’s ?’s !’s and underlinings, following Haswell’s (1983) minimal 
marking scheme. Then on the evaluation sheet, I merely checked yes/no boxes in 
reference to specific questions (e.g. “Does the essay have a supported thesis?”).  I used 
the evaluation sheet to note content issues by checking the appropriate box and 
underlining phrases from the holistic scoring guide. In the text if a student’s word ch ice 
did not seem right, I varied the notations. Sometimes I put a ? over the problem word, put 
a box around it, or drew a squiggly line under it. Then in the face-to-face conference we 
discussed what these notations meant – whether I was confused as to the student’s 
intended meaning or whether I used these marking strategies to highlight proofreading 
lapses. After returning these essays to the students, I met with them individually to offer 
clarification, answer questions, and see to what extent they had understood the markings. 
I refer to this strategy as Oral Final Draft Feedback (OFDFB).  In the morning class this 
strategy was used on the first paper (the profile essay). In the afternoon class it was used 
on the last essay (the commentary). 
 A second strategy was to do what commonly occurs with final drafts: write on 
student papers, assign a grade, and return the papers. I refer to this strategyas Written 
Final Draft Feedback (WFDFB). In the afternoon class, this was the first strategy used; in 
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the morning class it was the last. I made comments in the margins, at the end, and on the 
evaluation sheet. I did not meet with students to discuss the written feedback. 
 A third strategy I used was to write comments, grade the papers, return the papers, 
and meet with students individually to discuss the written feedback making, this strategy 
a combination of the two other strategies. I refer to this strategy as Oral and Written Final 
Draft Feedback (O&WFDFB). For both sections, this was the strategy used with the 
middle essay (the memoir). As with all face-to-face conferences, I allowed 30 minutes for 
each oral feedback session and recorded each session using Garage Band. In keeping with 
Ferris’ (2003) advice to “explain feedback strategies” (p. 129), I explained this approach 
to the students at the beginning of the semester both orally and in writing. The written
explanation is in Appendix A 
Table 3.1: Order of Feedback Strategies 
Essay Morning Class Afternoon Class 
Profile OFDFB WFDFB 
Memoir  O&WFDFB O&WFDFB 
Commentary WFDFB OFDFB 
 Feedback Survey 
 On the last day of class, students from the two sections (N=38) completed a 
feedback survey. With a general focus on questions directed at final draft feedback, 
learning from feedback, and importance of feedback, I combined parts from two 
published surveys (Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 1996; Lee, 2008a) to create the thirty-nine 
item feedback survey used in this study. The survey included Likert scales, percentage 
rankings, and open-ended items as well as questions concerning demographics. In 
addition to providing information from the whole class perspective regarding final draft 
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feedback, the survey provided a useful framework from which I began the case 
interviews (Yin, 1994). The full survey is in Appendix B. 
Teaching Notes 
 Throughout the semester, I recorded classroom observations in a research log 
noting details about assignments, students, and procedures. I also prepared typed lesson 
plans for each class period. I wrote reflections on these typed lesson plans, both as I was 
teaching and after the class and referred to these as I began data analysis. These 
documents, often referred to as field notes or memos in qualitative research (Glasner & 
Strauss, 1967; Orona, 1997), were available for review and provided insights and 
reminders concerning class activities. 
The Core: Non-native English Speaking Students 
Case Selection 
 At the beginning of the course, students were given the opportunity to sign 
consent forms agreeing to participate in this research. At the end of the course, I received 
twenty-four signed consent forms; six were NNESs two male and four female. All were 
traditional first-year students completing four-year degrees. I selected the two case 
profiles from these six NNESs. I started the selection process by emailing each of these 
NNESs with an invitation to meet me and discuss his/her participation as case study 
informants; five responded. (The email is in Appendix B.). Of the five students, four were 
female and one was male. Three had earned As in the course, and two had earned Bs. 





Table 3.2: Case Selection 
Student Grade Gender Language Classification Major Research 
Participant 
Crissy B F Chinese First-year English Case study 
Ellen B F Chinese First-year English 
Focus 
group 














I met with each student individually for two separate interviews. These interviews 
occurred six months after the course had ended. The first interview was to discuss 
possible participation in the study and to gather background information.  This interview 
took place in my office and lasted approximately 30 minutes. At the second interview, we 
met in the classroom to review the feedback from the four written assignments. This 
interview lasted approximately one hour. After completing these interviews, I chose to 
focus the case study research on the two female students who had earned Bs in the 
course: Jessica and Crissy5. I selected these two students largely because of their final 
grade in the course. The other two epitomized top, conscientious A students who might 
be assumed to pay attention to feedback of all types. While final grades do not provide 
conclusive evidence of learning, they are indicators of proficiency in a particul setting. 
Presumably, a B student has more to learn about writing than an A student in the same 
context; thus, the effect of and attention to feedback might be a variable worth noticing.  




As Stake (2005) has pointed out, “opportunity to learn” is a valid criterion to use in case 
selection (p. 451). These case study participants not only had their own opportunity to 
learn from the feedback but their reaction to the FDFB could provide an opportunity for 
writing teachers to learn about student behavior to feedback. 
The Informants: Jessica and Crissy 
 Fuller descriptions of the participants occur in subsequent chapters, but basic 
information is as follows: Jessica is Japanese/Irish but identified herself as Japanese. 
Japanese is her L1. She is an Interior Design major and was completing her first year of 
studies at the university. Crissy is Chinese. She is majoring in Teaching English as a 
Foreign Language (TEFL). She had completed one year of university in China before 
coming to study at this university. She was also finishing her first year at this university.  
 I transcribed the four recorded sessions with each case participant. As explain d 
previously, two sessions occurred during the spring semester in which the students wer  
enrolled in First-year Written Composition and two sessions were recorded the following 
fall semester. The first two sessions were part of the oral feedback strtegies used in the 
course with all the students. The third session was an interview in which I explained the 
set up of the case study and asked questions about family and educational backgrounds. I 
also discussed their writing processes, habits, and confidence during this interview. The 
fourth and final interview with Jessica and Crissy was a discussion of their four graded 
papers for the course. We looked at each paper in the order it was written and discusse  
the final draft feedback each student had received. The semester previous to the one in 
which this study took place, Crissy and Jessica had had the same instructor for basic 
writing. So I interviewed the instructor, too, as part of the data collection. I  recorded and 
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transcribed this 30 minute interview. The purpose of the interview was to get information 
about each student’s writing background coming into the first-year composition course. 
All interviews were recorded using Garage Band and transcribed using Transana. 
Data Analysis 
According to Stake (Stake, 1995) “an ongoing interpretive role of the researcher is 
prominent in qualitative case study” (p. 43); thus, I began the analysis by operati nalizing 
the following terms:  
Final Draft – a finished, graded paper that will not be revised nor re-graded 
Feedback –oral or written response to student writing 
Non-native English Speakers – visa-holding international students for whom 
English is not their first or home language 
 
attending to feedback - carefully reading all of the FDFB and attempting to 
understand it in order to apply the information from the FDFB as needed to future 
writing. 
I then turned my attention to the specific instruments of the data collection. I began first 
with the survey which provided a ‘big picture’ overview from the class as a whole.  
Feedback Survey 
 Data analysis began by compiling descriptive statistics from the thirty-eight 
completed surveys. Beginning with the demographic information, I analyzed each survey 
item by collecting, counting and typing each response depending on what the survey item 
called for. For example, for the first demographic question asking the student’s major, I 
listed each major and noted the number of students claiming that major. Table 3.3 shows 
demographic information collected from the survey. 
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Table 3.3: Survey Demographics 
Demographics: Age Classification Gender Language 
 19 & under: 24 
20-22: 11 












Totals 38 38 38 38 
 
After background information, the survey asked for specific information regarding 
feedback. The first of these questions was open-ended. 
 I typed all of the open-ended responses (N=34) and, as shown in Figure 3.2, noted 
the following demographic information for each response as well: gender, classifi ation, 
and native English speaker status. By noting the demographic information, I could 
consider whether these factors played a role in response patterns. In reading through the 
responses, I looked for repetition of key words and themes which eventually led me to 
five groupings: Specific Details, Oral Feedback, Rough Draft Feedback, Polite Feedback, 




Figure 3.2 Class Survey Excerpt: Open-ended Data Collection 
6. Please complete the following statement by listing as many specific 
 suggestions as you can. “I think my writing would show greater 
 improvement if my instructor’s feedback and comments ...” 
- Were stated a little clearer if there were more meetings (FM/NES/FR 
- Were available with a rough draft; were available before the final paper 
 (FM/NS/FR)  
- Could meet with me about my writings on every paper (M/NNES/FR) 
- Were given to me several times during my papers (M/NNES/FR) 
- Everything I did wrong. Everything I did good. What I can do to make it 
 better. (M/NES/FR) 
- Gave me ways like strategies to improve in my areas of need (M/NES/FR) 
- My writing got better because of my teacher’s feedback (M/NES/SO) 
- I think the class was good. I don’t have any suggestions. (M/NES/SO) 
 
Additionally, I colored coded each response for ease in pattern coding: 
 Specific Details = green 
  Oral Feedback = orange   
 Rough Draft Feedback = blue 
 Polite Feedback = purple 
 No Change = pink 
In most cases, each response fit solely and neatly into one of the five categories which I 
labeled Specific Details, Oral Feedback, Rough Draft Feedback, Polite Feedback and No 
Change. However, I identified some ambiguity and overlap of these categories in four 
student responses. For example, one student completed the sentence by writing “Both 
written and oral; however, details [sic] feedback may be more helpful because they help 
student know what to do.” Even though the student mentioned oral feedback, I counted 
this response in the Specific Details category because the student indicated its importance 
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over whether the feedback was oral or written by use of the contrast conjunction however 
and the comparison “more helpful” in reference to details.  
 In another case, a student completed the sentence by writing “Are more clear. If 
she slows down when she talks.” Even though “more clear” could mean more details, I 
placed this response in the Oral Feedback category because with the follow-up statement 
the student seemed to tie clarity of content to speed of delivery. Another time a student 
wrote “Are more vocal.” I placed this ambiguous response in the category of Oral 
Feedback because “vocal” is tied to speaking. Finally a student wrote that her writing
would improve if the instructor were “more oral and communicative.” I placed this in the 
Oral Feedback category although one could argue that “more communicative” might also 
refer to providing more details. In cases of ambiguity such as these, I chose w at the 
student placed first in the statement or otherwise seemed to emphasize by the struc ure 
and wording of the response. 
 The remaining survey items required counting and grouping responses. Figures 
3.3 and 3.4 show examples of gathering the data for survey items seven and eight 
respectively. 
Figure 3.3 Survey Item: Choose One 
I feel I am most likely to make meaningful and noticeable improvement 
 in my writing when the instructor (please check only one). 
___2  _gives me extensive written comments. 
___5__explains her comments to me in a writing conference. 
__28__gives me written comments and meets with me.  




Figure 3.4 Survey Items: Likert Scale Responses 
To respond to questions 8- 14 please refer to the following scale: 
6 = Strongly agree  4 = Somewhat agree  2 = Disagree 
5 = Agree   3 = Somewhat Disagree 1 = Strongly disagree 
Generally, I learn the most when my instructor… 
comments mainly on the content of my writing. 
6 – 9x 5-14x  4-13x 3-2x 2 1 
36 responses agree/2 responses disagree 
I tabulated all of the Likert scale responses in this way: survey itemseight through 
twenty-seven. 
 The last eleven survey items asked students to assign percentages to different 
features of feedback. This part of the survey allowed for a variety of response grupin s. 
To start the analysis, I grouped answers by determining which features had received the 


























Your instructor may consider various features as she evaluates and comments on 
your essays. Six of these features are listed below. Once you are sure you 
understand what each term means, indicate the relative importance you feel 
your instructor assigns to each feature, based on the feedback you are given on 
your essays. The amount assigned to each feature should be expressed as a 
percentage (for example, 0%, 10%, 25%, 70%, etc.). The percentages you assign 
should add up to exactly 100%.   
28.  Content (i.e. ideas, evidence, examples, etc.) 
9 indentified content as #1, plus the 4 who tied it with ‘org’ 
bringing the total to 13   
29.  Language use (i.e. grammar) -  
4 people identified this as number 1; (two of them had it tied 
 with “mechanics”)     
30.  Mechanics (i.e., punctuation, capitalization, spelling, indentation, etc.) 
5 identified mechanics as #1 plus the two who tied it with 
‘language’ (bringing the total to 7)     
31.  Organization (i.e., paragraph sequencing, logical development, etc.) 
6 identified organization as #1, plus 4 who tied it with ‘’content’ 
bringing the total to 10.     
32.  Style (i.e., expression, tone, etc.) 
33.  Vocabulary (i.e., accurate word usage) 
Other ties for #1: Mechanics and vocab 
Org and vocab 
Lang, mechanics, and vocab 
Content, org, and style 
Content, lang, org, and style 
Content, org, style, and vocab 
Content, lang, org, vocab 
Content, mechanics, org, and vocab 




 Apart from the class survey, the remaining data analysis focused exclusively on 
the NNES students who signed consent forms (N=5). This limitation is in keeping with 
the research focus investigating whether ESL writers pay attention FDFB. I separated 
these five students into two groups: Focus Group Participants (N=3) and Case Study 
Participants (N=2). Although my ultimate focus was on the two case studies, referring to 
the data from the other three NNES students as references increased the potential 
generalizability of my initial findings with Jessica and Crissy. This additional data 
offered more information to which I could compare the case study findings. This strategy 
supported the constant comparative method on which I was basing my study. I was 
specifically comparing recorded data to written data to classroom observations with an 
eye toward emerging categories or themes. I began by reviewing the data of the three 
focus group participants in order to get an overview of their attention to the final draft 
feedback they received. This overview provided a basis to which I could compare 
patterns that emerged later from the case study participants.  
Focus Group Participants 
 After reviewing the survey statistics, I listened to the semester recordings of the 
three focus group participants, listed in Table 3.5, to get a general overview of their 
reaction to the final draft feedback they had received. Although I did not transcribe the 
entire sessions, I did attempt to quote each of us at key parts of the recordings where 
FDFB was directly discussed. I used a chart to record the main points and comments 
from the interviews. I also noted on this chart information about each essay including the 
title, final grade, and number of rough drafts along with other details such as the length 
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and date of the recording. Figure 3.6 is a portion of the chart completed for Martin. It 
exemplifies the charts I completed for each focus group participant.  
Figure 3.6 Martin: Data Chart 
 
During this process, I noted whether students attended to the FDFB and whether method 
of delivery played a role in their attention to the FDFB. I also read their Feedback 
Martin (A) Recorded Interview Notes Remarks/Coding 
 
















17 FB pts 
Discussion of mixing tenses of p. 1 
“While analyzing good and bad acts that 
characterized their background, people learn 
how they can make positive changes toward the 
future.” 
 
Other FB pts from p. 1 are not discussed in the 
recording. 
 
p. 2 – discussion of need for detail – Martin 
mentions the difficulty of figuring out what the 
reader will understand/get out of the writing. 
 
He mentions the care he made in revising. 
 
“good details, good examples, good transitions, 
good conclusion, good research and doc”  
 
Martin clarifies the role a thesis plays. “If I 
don’t have a thesis statement, I don’t know 
where to start. I might take 1 hr to find a good 
thesis statement. Thesis statement might be the 
clue to writing a good paper.”  
 
“did you look back at the old assignment?” 
 
It may help some. I look at it (former papers) 
and decide what is useful for the new paper – he 
gave the example of using ‘and’ as an opening 
transition. “And the amazing story is that I met 
new friends who made me feel like I was 
home.” 
compare Martin’s struggle 







M says he applies the same 
techniques to all his papers. He 
also mentions that he does well 
with writing assignments in all 
classes. 
 
discussion of writing skill in Fr 
and L1, M says he writes better 




For M, a thesis statement is 
like an outline. 
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Reports. These reports consisted of the students’ own analysis of the feedback they had 
received during the course. I compared their self-analysis to the recorded session  and 
other observations noted in the Figure 3.6 and added to the chart as appropriate. At all 
times, I watched for dominant themes to emerge from the data. My strategy was to gather 
the data for each student into one place. This strategy aided in the analysis by following 
Merriam’s advice to make the data “easily retrievable” (2001, p. 195). Therefor afte  
noting recorded and self-analysis data, I tabulated the feedback points for each essay and 
included that number of the student’s data chart. Once the charts were complete, I read 
through them and highlighted recurring themes related to FDFB. Another example of this 
coding strategy appears in Appendix B.   
Case Study Analysis 
 After studying the data from the focus group participants, I turned my attention to 
the graded texts, the transcribed interviews, and the feedback reports of the two case 
profiles. Yin (1994) notes that there is “no precise way of setting criteria for nterpreting 
… findings” (p. 26). My method for gathering a holistic view that would enable 
interpretation was to first read through the written final draft feedback and c lculate the 
number of “feedback points” on each essay. Following the procedure explained by Lee
(2008b) each unified comment or notation counted as a feedback point. Therefore, not 
every notation was a separate feedback point. Several notations concerning one item i  
the paper could combine to count as a single feedback point. I often circled a feedback 
point when one feedback point consisted of multiple notations. I tabulated the feedback 
points line by line by making a vertical line in the left margin for each feedback point in 
that line. I then wrote the total at the bottom of the page. Figure 3.7 illustrates a t bul tion 
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of twelve feedback points as well as the highlighting of each. In the original documents 
these highlights were colored coded as explained later. 
Figure 3.7: Tabulating Feedback Points 
 
After counting the feedback points for each page, I wrote the total number for the entire 
essay. I also determined the number of feedback points for each of the evaluation sheets. 











 After this initial tabulation of feedback points, I started with the first esay and 
typed all of the written feedback from each of the essays in separate Word documents 
titling each Word document with the informant’s pseudonym, the feedback strategy, nd 
the essay genre: e.g. Jessica OFDFB Commentary. I proceeded page by  noting the 
sections of the essay that received feedback. Figure 3.9 is an excerpt from this stage of 
analysis with Jessica’s first essay. 
Figure 3.9: Jessica: Essay Analysis Worksheet 
 
Figure 3.3 














Jessica -– WFDFB – Profile essay (First paper/ Her father) 
p. 1 – 6WFDFB points – 
I have put a caret over the phrases where words are missing          
       
                    “..he started to go to university in US to become…” 
Until        
“Till now he lived in many countries, …” 
 Slang 
“They still keep torching each other’s” Marginal comment: I have no idea what 
this means.  
“He always loved nature and enjoyed walking, hiking, camping, and fishing. But 
he enjoyed life very much…” 
I have a box around “But” and I have made two comments regarding its use: 
one comment on each side of the paper in the margin. 
Left margin: “But” is a contrast word. “he enjoyed eating, but he hated 
cooking.” 
Right margin: “He loved nature…and enjoyed fishing. But he enjoyed life…” 
No contrast between the 2 sentences. (again I have a box around ‘But’.) 
 
Jessica finishes a paragraph that discusses her father’s childhood and 
starts the next one as follows:  
“…..When he was fourteen he left school, and he started his part-time job. 
His first part-time job was delivering groceries…”  




During this process, I reexamined the written feedback points on each page of the ssay  
and noted the number of the feedback points on the worksheet.  
 After examining the written feedback, I turned my attention to the transcripts. 
Initially, I read the transcripts in the order they were recorded: March, April, October, 
and November. This chronological reading allowed me to look for sequential attention to 
the FDFB and gave me an initial feeling for the attention students might be giving to the 
FDFB as they moved from one assignment to the next. Then for a different perspective, I 
read the transcripts in reverse order (November to March) annotating in the margins 
themes that seemed to be emerging. This shift enabled me to see the data from more f a 
wide-angle view especially since the November interview was the longest and most 
encompassing. In the process of this reverse chronological reading, I created a Word 
document in which I noted contextual details, interview transcripts, and initial 












Observations from the last transcript (11/09) which occurred 6 months after the 
course ended (04/09) – Crissy and I discuss all of her papers from the course; the 
following themes emerge with excerpts from the actual transcript: 
Self-evaluations, continual problems with tense, coherence, punctuation, and comma 
splices, the role of affect, work in other classes, and the effect of grades: 
We begin with a discussion of graded papers from th e current 
semester, specifically Structures and Lit Crit. She  brought these on 
her own accord. Then we look at her FYC papers in o rder they were 
written: Profile essay - 150/200 (), Memoir 140/200  (), Commentary- 
180/200 (gun control). At the end, we return to a b roader discussion 
of her writing with a discussion of dev writing.  




At various times, Crissy offers her evaluation of h er problems: what 
they are and why they occur. The transcript below s tarts with a 
discussion of a paper she recently received from he r Lit Crit 
professor. 
G:  So he mentions things like tense shift where yo u move from 
 'uses' to 'was' 
C: Yeah I'm too careless about such mistakes. 
G: so kind of a typo like 'angle' and angel' 
C: yeah so I think for CM I I have a lot of tense p roblems; I try 
 to avoid such problem as much as possible even tho ugh I still 
 made it sometimes. Now I think the most difficult part for 
 international student including me is preposition.  




When I finished, I read through all of the documents again and began grouping the 
feedback points into categories. By this point, the following broad categories had 
emerged: Content, Sentences, Documentation, and Summative.  
 The Content and Sentence-level categories are commonly defined types of 
feedback, and I operationalized them in the standard way they are used. That is, Content 
Feedback encompassed such global comments as those directed at the essay’s th is, 
development, organization, and clarity, whereas Sentence-level Feedback included local 
comments regarding various types of surface-level issues, such as sentence structure, 
word forms, and tenses. The Documentation and Summative categories are more specific 
to my research design so I operationalized them uniquely to this study. I counted as 
Documentation Feedback any comments regarding the students’ attention to the MLA 
style guide. This included, of course, the manner in which sources were documented in 
the text and in the works cited, but I also put feedback addressing format of the paper in 
this category. For example, if I pointed out that a student had failed to follow MLA 
pagination guidelines, I counted that as Documentation Feedback.  
 In this study, I defined Summative Feedback as the grade, references to the 
process of completing the assignment, such as completing a rough draft and peer review, 
and the end comment. The end comment included both the final comment at the end of 
the essay as well as a final comment on the evaluation sheet.  
 Table 3.4 shows representative examples of each type of comment that Jessic  




Table 3.4: Feedback Examples by Category:  
Feedback Category Crissy Jessica 
Content Good, interesting, 
creative introduction 
 
Good connection from one 
paragraph to the next 
Sentences Too many tense  
problems 
 
A few places where the  
sentences are hard to 
understand but many well-
written sentences too! 
Documentation Also include the date 
you accessed the website 
 
No in-text citations 
Summative Very good. You set 
the scene & organize your  
points well 
Virtually error free [but] 
lacks a thesis statement. 
My next step was to color code these categories for clear reference. I chose the following 
color coding scheme: 
 Content Feedback   Purple 
 Sentence level Feedback Pink  
 Documentation Feedback  Yellow  
 Summative    Blue  
At this point, I color coded the feedback on the essays and on the worksheets (Figure 
3.9). Then I turned my attention back to the transcripts. I read through all the transcripts 
again adding annotations in the margins and then color coding the passages that related to 
one of the broad feedback categories. Figure 3.11 shows this coding strategy as applied to 
Crissy’s transcript. 
 Next, I created a worksheet in which I began organizing the feedback according t  
these categories. At all times I noted the feedback points as a control measure to make 
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sure I did not “lose” a feedback point in the process of analysis.  Figure 3.11 is an excerpt
from Crissy’s worksheet at this stage of analysis.  


















After creating this worksheet, I was able to finalize a tally sheet on which I could record 
the placement of each feedback point. This tally sheet (Figure 3.12) also shows how I 
operationalized the four categories of feedback. 
 
Crissy: Memoir Essay (2nd paper) – O&WFDFB = 35 FB points 
Sentence level feedback (pink)=26 
Verb error 
STUDENT TEXT: 
“This was already become the regular life style for our family, everyon busy with 
their own work, the distance between each member in the family had becoming farther 
and farther unconsciously” 
FEEDBACK POINT: 
“was” is circled and ‘had’ written above it - a squiggly line is under ‘become’ (1FBpt)  
The markings came from the OFB session (the conference – see 03/09 transcript) 
ORAL TRANSCRIPTION: 
G: Look here..see if we can understand what's going on. Here you have "this was 
 already become," but we don't say that  in English. So I think you mean 'this 
 HAD  become" 




Figure 3.12: Blank Tally Sheet 
Sentence level feedback6 (pink)= 
Verb errors 
Article errors 
Noun ending errors 
Wrong word 
Sentence structure 









Documentation feedback (yellow)= 
Works cited page 
In text citations 
Essay format 






                                                
6 The subcategories  listed in Sentence Feedback come fr  Ferris and Roberts 2001, p. 169 
7 The subcategories listed in Content Feedback came from references to content on the evaluation sheets. 
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After I had completed the tally sheets for each essay, I wanted to analyze the data in 
reference to feedback strategy, so I further grouped each category acc ding to method of 
feedback delivery as shown in the Figure 3.13 excerpt. 
Figure 3.13: Data Analysis Chart: Feedback Category and Feedback Strategy 
Jessica: Feedback Chart 
Summative FB: Grade 
FB strategy Wording Coding 
WFDFB Grade and End Comment 
 
Does the writing fulfill the 
assignment requirements? 
  
Yes                    No 
□x  □ 
  
Your paper: 160/200 
 virtually error-free. 
 occasional minor errors,  
 lacks thesis statement and 
development,. 
 
At the Nov interview, I asked about her writing 
process esp attention to invention activities and 
editing  
 
G: When you get ready to write how 
do you help yourself with these 
language things? Do you have a 
strategy to help yourself with these 
sentences? 
 
J: I'm not strong grammar. I'm not 
good at grammar. Usually after I write 
I will check over what I wrote and I 
will show my friends and I will tell 
her - like correct my grammars  
OWFDFB Grade 140/200 –  
 




G: So I mean it wasn't a bad paper, but 
some of the sentences were confusing 
to me so I thought your focus was 
clear 4 out of 5, sometimes it wasn't 
clear. It's clear that you're writing 
about meeting your best friend; it's 
clear what your moment of rev was that 
you learned to get through difficult 
times, but some of the other parts 
weren't so clear um I put 'the 
organization is implied; there are 
little to no transitions to guide the 
reader'.  
OFDFB Does the writing fulfill the 
assignment requirements?  
 
180/200 
□x Displays traits of above average 
work:  clearly supported thesis state 
ment, clear organization, displays 
qualities of good writing, no more than 
two major errors, lacks some depth and 
polish 
Gail: just a few places where the 
sentences were hard to understand but 
many of your sentences were well 
written, so overall it was a very good 
paper.  
  
An additional, longer example of this coding strategy is given in Appendix B.  
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 Once this information was gathered for the three graded essays of each case 
profile, I used the form in Table 3.5 to summarize the information and provide an 
overview of the data. Completed tables for each case study are shown in chapterfive. 
Table 3.5:Case Profile: Data Summary Form 
Essay Profile Memoir Commentary 
Total FB Points    
Content    
Sentences    
Documentation    
Summative    
In order to examine the sentence-level feedback more carefully I made minor adaptations 
to the categories and descriptions used by Ferris and Roberts (2001, p. 169) as shown in 
the following list. The symbols in parentheses, however, are my own. I wrote these 
symbols on the student drafts after I had highlighted the comment in pink. I then 
tabulated the sentence-level feedback in the Table 3.6 for each case study. As pattern
emerged, I further tracked the number of feedback points within each broad category 
listed below: 
Verb errors(V) All errors in verb tense or form including subject-verb agreement  
   errors 
Article errors(A) Article or other determiner incorrect, omitted, or unnecessary 
Wrong word(WW) All specific lexical errors in word choice or word form, including  
   preposition, pronoun, and spelling errors as well as incorrect,  
   omitted, or unnecessary plural or possessive noun endings.  
Sentence  Errors in sentence/clause boundaries (run-ons, fragments, comma   
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structure (SS)  splices), word order, omitted words or phrases, unnecessary words  
   or phrases, other unidiomatic sentence construction 
Table 3.6: Case Profile: Sentence-level Data Summary 
Essay Profile Memoir Commentary 
Total Error Feedback 
Points 
   
Verb    
Article    
Wrong word    
Sentence structure    
 
Summary  
 In this chapter I have presented the mostly qualitative methodology used to 
research the relationship between final draft feedback and class context with a specific 
focus on the potential effect of final draft feedback as an instructional tool for developing 
L2 writing skills. As with any qualitative research, the issue of generalizabi ty is 
sometimes mentioned as a limitation of the study. I would argue that the importance of 
generalizability might be overemphasized if only because even in well designed 
quantitative research, results are not always generalizable if, for example, the research is 
“highly focused” as in the case of corrective feedback and articles (Sheen, 2007, p. 277). 
Han (2007) also points out that even studies that are generalizable may be limited 
especially in pedagogical terms since “pedagogy is largely local” (p. 392). Perhaps more 
relevant than generalizability is replicability.  Below is a summary of the procedures I 
followed with Crissy and Jessica: 
• Copied graded essay (3 essays x 2 students = 6 graded essays) 
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• Interviewed each participant 4 times (2x during the course + 2x after the cours) 
• Recorded the interviews using Garage Band. 
• Transcribed the interviews using Transana (4 interviews x 2 students = 8 transcripts) 
• Typed written FDFB from each paper (3 papers x 2 students = 6 papers) 
• Calculated FB points according to Lee’s (2008) strategy (each intervention/notatio  
concerning a single point = 1 FB pt) 
• Categorized FDFB according to purpose and color coded for easy reference 
• Created a tally sheet and organized the FDFB by putting the comments into the 
categories on the tally sheet 
Furthermore, I grouped the data so that for each participant I had 
• graded papers,  
• typed FDFB from the papers, 
• completed tally sheets, and 
•  interview transcripts. 
While qualitative researchers admit to a “subjective research paradigm” unapologetically 
and see it not as a problem “needing to be eliminated but as an essential element of 
understanding” (Stake, 1995, p. 47), Nunan (1997) has argued for “teacher research” to 
operate by the same vigorous standards as “regular research” including meticulous 
attention to ethics, reliability, and validity (p. 366). This chapter illustrates that attention 
to detail and describes multiple methods of data collection along with details concerning 
analysis. The following chapters discuss the findings of this study. Chapter Four covers 
the results from the larger view of class context and instructional design including data 
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from the focus group participants whereas Chapters Five and Six focus on the specific











   “Teaching multilingual writers is becoming everybody’s job.” 
Dana Ferris, TESOL Presentation, 2007 
 This chapter presents the findings from a research inquiry concerning final draft 
feedback on compositions written by first-year university students for whom English is 
not their first language. In keeping with the research methodological design, the results
presented in this chapter begin with the larger picture of the class as a whole then move 
to the smaller focus group of non-native English speakers (NNESs). Chapters V and VI 
discuss in the  two specific case study participants: Crissy and Jessica.   
 More specifically, I begin with an analysis of the class context in which 
instruction took place including the results of an end of semester survey. This analysis 
adds to the thick description necessary for case study research and includes a discussion 
of departmental policies, feedback strategies, class assignments, and a survey, all of 
which contribute to investigating the role of FDFB for the two classes: classes from 




sessions with a focus group of three NNESs. These data offer preliminary insight to the 
role that FDFB played for highly motivated, high achieving ESL students as they 
completed subsequent assignments in their first-year composition class. 
 One overriding question guided this study.  How do first-year composition 
students respond to final draft feedback (FDFB)? This broad question is addressed by 
examining the quantitative data from the survey of the two classes and by looking at the 
qualitative data from the three focus group participants.  
 As illustrated in the literature review, FDFB has tended to be dismissed for 
merely justifying grades. No doubt grades are a primary feature of FDFB. However, the 
assumption seems to be that FDFB related to grade justification plays a limited, if not 
negative, role in writing development. This study shows that even though grades were not 
the only feature of FDFB, final grades played a clear role in calling attention to particular 
feedback points as students learned which feedback points affected their grades. In this 
study, some of the feedback points were influenced by the instructional context as 
detailed in the following section. 
Instructional Context 
 The full instructional context is explained in Chapter Three: Methodology. The 
following section discusses those items relevant to the research focus: respons  to FDFB. 
Teacher Reflections 
 The following data contributes to describing the context in which the instruction 
took place. This data includes reflections on departmental policies and class assignments 
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as well as reflections on the dynamics of the two classes and the variations in feedback 
strategies. 
Departmental policies  
 As explained more fully in chapter three, these guidelines are required in all 
composition syllabi and include specifying what the department refers to as “major 
mechanical errors” which the English department faculty at this university identified as 
comma splices, sentence fragments, fused sentences, case errors, and agreement e rors. 
The guidelines specify grade values in accordance with a certain number of major 
mechanical errors in an essay of 300-400 words. For example as stated in the syllabus 
(Appendix A), “Essays containing two major mechanical errors cannot score higher than 
a B; three major mechanical errors, no higher than a C; four major mechanical errors no 
higher than a D. Spelling is treated separately from major mechanical errors.” As a 
member of the faculty I attempted to follow the departmental guidelines. Furthermore, 
the emphasis on mechanical correctness adopted by other faculty affected th  attention I 
gave to mechanical features of student writing as reflected in feedback on sentence level 
concerns. Because of this policy, I believed that a failure to address these major 
mechanical errors could contribute to student difficulty in future composition classes at 
this university. Thus, in fairness to the students, I needed to alert them to issues of 
mechanical correctness in their final drafts. 
Class sections. 
 This study began with two sections of First-year Written Composition. Becaus  I 
did not know at the outset of the semester who would emerge as case study participants, I 
kept notes on both classes and kept to the same instructional design as much as possible
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In other words, I discussed the same textbook readings, incorporated the same prewriting 
and revision activities, scheduled the same number of conferences, and assigned the same 
online work with each class. Maintaining this consistency was fairly easy to do because 
each class was the same size (approximately 24 students) and met on the same day  of the 
week (Tuesday/Thursday). Nevertheless, as is typically the case, each class ad its own 
dynamic and way of responding to class activities which contributed to my general 
impressions of a class’s overall strengths and challenges. Some of these strength  and 
challenges are revealed in the final grades. The following description of findings includes 
information concerning final grades for two reasons: Grades are typicall a feature of 
FDFB and therefore relevant to the study, and grades are often omitted in FDFB studies
and therefore ripe for examination.  
 The morning class. 
 Initially the morning section (9:30-10:45) impressed me as being a more mature 
and engaged class than the afternoon section. Even though the average age of the class 
members hovered at nineteen, one student had served in the Iraq war and two had 
completed a year of college then sat out a year before returning. This additonal maturity 
helped to initially create an engaged class dynamic as we discussed the radings and the 
features of different genres. However, as the semester continued about one-third of the 
students stopped attending regularly and eight of the twenty-six students eventually 
dropped the class. This drop rate was unusually high; according to the university’s 
registrar the average drop rate was two (Banister, 2010). I have attributed the high drop 
rate to any of the three following reasons:  
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1. The time of the class - An upperclass student pointed out that “9:30 is early for 
 freshmen.” 
2. The weight of the assignments – With each assignment worth 200 points, 
 students who missed turning in one assignment seriously jeopardized their grades 
 especially when the minimum pass was 70% (700 points). 
3. The spring campus event – Every spring student groups compete in a campus-
 wide theatrical performance which requires multiple practice times from the 
 students. These practice times adversely affect study and sleep times for the 
 students.  
Any combination of these circumstances could have led to a student getting too far 
behind to catch-up. 
 The remaining two-thirds appeared to be serious students who consistently made 
an effort to do well. They attended class, discussed the readings, completed class 
assignments, wrote drafts, and participated in peer reviews, but as the semester continued 
they completed these activities with less thoroughness. I attribute at least part of this 
decline to the physical distance between students in the classroom. Our classroom eated 
just over forty students. At the beginning of the semester, when the class was full, this 
offered a comfortable arrangement. However, as the class size diminished by almost a 
third, the students remained in their usual seats which were spread out over the room 
giving it a sense of vacancy. By week five of the semester, the average attendance was 
sixteen; by week eleven it had dropped to fourteen students. During this time, I would 
often begin class with a “where is everyone today?” observation. It was not until after 
spring break when I began signing drop slips that I realized the class size had actually 
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dwindled to a steady group of students. In other words, an average attendance of sixteen 
out of eighteen students is not a bad average; neither is the end of semester average of 
fourteen out of eighteen students. However, by this time the group dynamics had 
negatively affected class engagement overall. Perhaps this change in class room 
dynamics explains the change in overall grades as the averages moved from 80% n the 
first essay to 78% on the third. While two percentage points is relatively little change, 
Table 4.1 shows that the high grades from the three NNES students kept the class average
to just above 80%.  Their average grade was almost 91%. These students, two male and 
one female, came from Norway, Rwanda, and China. One was a student athlete who 
occasionally missed class for golf games, but the other two had perfect attendanc . All 
three came to class prepared for that day’s activities. None was particularly gregarious or 
outspoken, but each participated willingly when called on. Two of the NNESs, whom I 
refer to as Polly and Martin, agreed to participate in this study and serve as focus group 
participants.  
Table 4.1: Morning class essay averages 
Essay All students (N=18) NESs (N=15) NNESs (N=3) 
Profile essay 80% 69% 91% 
Memoir essay 86% 79% 93% 
Commentary essay  78% 68% 87.5% 
Essay average 81% 72% 90.5% 
 
These averages accurately reflect the class engagement in that the NNES students 
remained motivated, engaged students throughout the course; whereas the NESs, as a 
group, were plagued by low motivation, engagement, and effort. At the end of the 
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semester, the final grades for this class included three As, seven Bs, six Cand two Fs 
for the eighteen students completing the class. Two of the focus group participants, 
Martin and Polly, come from this class. They also represent two of the three As earned in 
the course.  
 The afternoon class. 
 Similar to the morning class, the afternoon class (1:00-2:45) started the semester 
with a full section of twenty-five students. Four students eventually dropped resulting in a 
class almost evenly divided between NESs (N=11) and NNESs (N=10). Of these NNESs 
about half seemed not quite ready for the challenge of First-year Written Composition at 
this private university. They struggled with vocabulary, comprehension, and just writing 
complete sentences much less writing whole essays. But even the NESs did not appear to 
be engaged students and competent writers. Two or three students showed a willingness 
to discuss the readings and connect the material to their assignments. Most of the NESs 
gave the impression of not having read the assignments or prepared for class, whereas 
most of the NNESs gave the impression of not understanding the material and not 
knowing what to do for class.  Therefore the afternoon section did not have a strong 
overall start to the semester. The highest score on the first essay was 87.5% with no one 
earning an A. However unlike the morning section, the essay averages for the afternoon 
class as a whole consistently rose from essay one to essay three as shown in Table 4.2. It 
is possible that the larger number of ESL students in the afternoon class is one reason th  
essay averages rose . Even though I initially described many of the NNESs as being 
underprepared for this level of academic writing, ESL students may be overall mo e 
motivated and more inclined to attend to FDFB than NESs. Furthermore, the ESL 
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students were much less likely to be involved in extracurricular activities, such a  the 
campus-wide spring show, an event that historically has a negative effect on student 
grades across campus.  
Table 4.2: Afternoon class essay averages 
Essay All students (N=21) NESs (N=11) NNESs (N=10) 
Profile essay 69% 67% 70% 
Memoir essay 77% 79% 74% 
Commentary essay  80% 76% 84% 
Overall average 75% 74% 76% 
 
 This section also fared better in terms of attendance with no real variation from 
the beginning of the semester until the end. At the beginning of the semester, (weeks one 
to four) the average attendance was twenty students; at the end of the semester (we ks 
eleven to fifteen), it was nineteen.  
 So while this class seemed to start more slowly and less impressively, the student 
progress was more consistent than the morning class. In the end, the final grades totaled 
one A, twelve Bs, and eight Cs for the twenty-one students completing the course. The 
two case participants, Crissy and Jessica, came from this section as did a focus group 
participant: Ellen. Ellen was the only student to earn an A in the class.  
 Class assignments. 
 In order to reduce variables and maintain as much consistency as possible among 
the three essay assignments, I kept the specifications the same for all three essays: follow 
MLA style guidelines, cite two to four sources in the papers, and submit papers four to
five pages (1200-1500 words) long. The length of class time devoted to each essay was 
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also consistent: three weeks. As detailed below, requiring the same specifications 
regardless of genre proved somewhat problematic as the course unfolded. My choice of 
assignments was directly tied to my pedagogical strategies of teaching writing by 
illustrating features of different genres. I had chosen these genres because they readily 
exist in published literature I could show students. Thus it would be easy to find ‘real’ 
examples of these genres in addition to the textbook examples.  
 Profile essay. 
 The Profile Essay was the first assignment, a copy of which appears in Appendix 
A. Students struggled initially with the problem of choosing someone or someplace 
famous and then just repeating had already been written; many of them avoided that issue 
by choosing a personal topic such as a family member. Managing a personal topic well is 
sometimes too great a challenge for beginning writers, but some students succeeded – 
writing, for instance, about a grandfather as a man of faith or about the location of an 
annual family reunion. One student profiled the Great Wall of China as a unifying feature 
for the country. But many students resorted to broad, safe topics about which they really 
had nothing new to say, profiling George W. Bush, John Wayne, and Elvis Presley. 
When I asked them about their reasons for choosing such broad topics for a five page 
paper, they acknowledged that their content was watered down in that regard, but they 
expressed a desire to choose a subject they liked and about which they knew they would 
find plenty of information. For these students the assurance that they could easily find 
information about their subjects was more important than having something worthwhile 
to say about their subjects.  
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 Two NES students plagiarized their essays by cutting and pasting large sections of 
text from websites. When I confronted them about it, they claimed to have forgotten to 
use quotation marks but they also expressed frustration because “the website already says 
it clearly so how can I improve on that?” and “This is how I did research in high school; I 
didn’t know you had to use quotation marks from a website.” The average grades for the 
profile essays for both classes was 72.5%; for the NNESs the average was 80.5%; for the 
NESs the average grade was 67%.  
 I assigned this essay first because it was an assignment I had made before from 
the same textbook; therefore, I was familiar with the chapter readings and knew what 
points to highlight and discuss.  I also had student papers from previous classes, so I 
could show the class examples of student work at various levels of success. Furthermore, 
this assignment had often led to rich essays as students profiled places and people 
important to them in some way. 
 Memoir essay. 
 In the future, I will give the Memoir Essay first because it is personal and e sier 
to start with. I assigned it second because it was a new assignment for me, and I wanted 
to have time to carefully read the chapter and prepare for the class meetings over this 
assignment. I had hesitated to assign the Memoir Essay because I feared that students 
would simply write a story from their childhood with no focus. I also had wanted to avoid 
the situation where I was reading a very poorly written paper about a deeply significant 
event from a student’s past. 
 Despite these concerns, I chose to assign the Memoir Essay for two reasons. Fir t, 
my teaching strategy is to use the students’ textbooks as much as possible. I explain this 
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to students at the start of class by saying something along the lines of the following: 
“Because of the high cost of textbooks, I have a one book limit to my classes. I only 
require one textbook. BUT if I make you buy a book, THEN I use that book extensively. 
Bring it with you to every class because we will USE it.” Following that philosophy, I 
take all of the assignments and most of the readings directly from the textbook.  
 The semester in which this study took place was the second semester I had used 
Trimbur’s The Call to Write, 4th ed and, as explained above, the semester earlier I had 
avoided the chapter on memoirs. However, for this study I decided to assign that chapter 
because, as I have also explained earlier, I wanted to keep the assignment specifics as 
uniform as possible in an effort to reduce variables. The other chapters in the textbook 
were not genres conducive to the essay format. They were chapters on writing proposals, 
letters, or reports; whereas, the Memoir Essay was, in fact, an essay. 
 Nevertheless, the attempt to standardize the requirements proved somewhat 
problematic if not artificial.  For example, requiring outside research for tis assignment 
was a bit of a challenge for students because of the personal nature of the assignment. 
When students asked how to incorporate an outside source into a personal recollection I 
suggested interviews with relevant people – maybe people who could fill in details about 
the memory – and I suggested researching other facts about that time – maybe we ther 
reports or relevant news – so instead of writing ‘it was a warm day’ the students could be 
specific and cite the actual temperature range. I did concede that if they really could not 
figure out a way to bring in outside sources in a useful, relevant way, they could discuss 
that with me and I might agree that no outside source was needed. A few students did 
that, but most found a way to work in outside research quite well.  
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 In the end, students managed the essays much better than I had expected 
averaging a score of 81% between the two classes with the NNESs once again averaging 
higher grades (84%) than the NES students (78%). 
 Commentary essay. 
 According to departmental guidelines, I had to assign an argumentation essay 
requiring outside research. However, Trimbur’s textbook did not have a single chapter on 
argumentation. Rather, his textbook illustrates how argument and persuasion exist i  
various genres, such as reviews, proposals, and commentaries. Again, much like my 
reasoning for assigning the memoir, I chose the commentary assignment because I 
thought it could easily fit the essay format and it clearly relied on argumentation. I had 
not taught this chapter before, so I was not prepared for the difficulty students would 
have grasping the difference between a commentary and a persuasive essay, with the 
latter being closer to what many students had learned to write in high school (i.e. a 
traditional research paper). In many ways the two genres are very similar and the 
requirements for the essay further blurred that distinction. For example, most newspaper 
commentaries are fairly short, but in standardizing the assignments, I had required that 
this be a five page paper. Fortunately commentaries in news magazines were longer and 
incorporated more references to other sources; these commentaries provided me with 
examples for class discussion. In the end, those students who had been taught to write a 
research paper in high school were generally confused about the difference betwe n a 
research paper and a commentary.  
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 The grades for the Commentary Essay averaged 79% for the two sections. When 
comparing grades of the NNESs to the NESs, the NNESs averaged a letter grade and a 
half higher 86% to 72% . 
 Feedback report. 
 The last assignment instructed students to look over the feedback they had 
received throughout the course and write a report that explained “what this says about me 
as a writer.” Students were to refer to all of the feedback they had received including peer 
feedback, writing center feedback, and instructor feedback.  This assignment was 
completed for a grade, so some of the student analysis could be attributed to trying to 
please the teacher. Nevertheless as a means of validation with the recorded interviews 
and graded essays these feedback reports provided some additional information 
concerning the case study informants and the focus group participants. Furthermo e, at 
least some honest evaluation occurred as two students (both NESs) included critical 
comments toward the feedback strategies used in class. One wrote about her 
disappointment with the peer feedback stating, “I honestly didn’t like the fact that when 
my paper came back from a peer review, it barely had any markings on it, and maybe two 
to three words written on the side of it. I don’t understand how that is supposed to help 
me.”  
 Another student wrote about how she felt she had benefitted most from the 
OFDFB because when we talked about her paper, she made her own notes on the graded 
copy, which she said she referred to on the next essay. She was very clear, though, in her 
displeasure with the WFDFB. She wrote,  
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 I really disliked your written comments. I feel that they were not really xplaining 
 anything to me. When I received my commentary paper back, all I saw were 
 pencil markings everywhere. It really made me want to just throw the paper away. 
 I feel that it would have been much easier for me to understand my mistakes if 
 you were to have conferences and go step by step with me so I can visual [sic] see 
 them and audibly hear them at the same time. I feel that if I had been helped out a 
 little bit more one-on-one with the content such as my topics and hearing your 
 opinion about what you had read before I turned it in then I would have been able 
 to fix the issues right then in class while you were helping me. 
This feedback from a student who eventually ended the course with a B average is 
relevant to this study in at least two ways. One, she found the oral feedback useful when 
it was combined with written notations: either hers or mine. In the instance of OFDFB 
SHE wrote notes on her graded paper during the oral feedback session and these notes 
helped her in writing her next paper. This suggests that for her the OFDFB prompted her 
to take an active role in learning to improve her writing. She also mentioned the 
usefulness of redundancy that occurred with the O&WFDFB because of seeing written
comments and hearing them explained. Secondly, she decried the lack of formal rough 
draft feedback from the instructor. On the surface, her criticism might seem like a 
justified request for additional feedback from the instructor during the drafting s age. A 
deeper look, though, raises questions about student initiative and learner autonomy. Her 
statement that she would have been able to “fix the issues”  if I had gone “step-by-step” 
with her through her rough draft indicates a passive approach to student learning; it is one 
reason why I stopped formally providing rough draft feedback. I have found that 
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providing rough draft feedback to students with this attitude results in a no-win situation. 
If I do as the student expects and go “step-by-step” through the paper, I finish feeling as 
if I have written the paper for the student, and I have not helped the student to learn about 
revising a rough draft. If I respond in a more global manner and provide feedback on 
content, organization, and process, students like her feel I have not been specificenough 
because I have not stated exactly what to do. These students are further annoyd when I 
comment on elements of the final draft that I did not address in the rough draft, such as 
noting sentence level issues that I did not correct in their rough drafts.  
 As mentioned earlier, I am a professional child of the Process Movement, and I 
did not easily abandon the strategy of providing formal rough draft feedback. I spent 
years trying to help students understand the role of my rough draft feedback – a tool to 
get my initial response to their writing, a means to get them thinking about revision, but 
not a means of “fixing” their papers for them. I finally gave up as students communicated 
their frustration by wondering “what the point is” of rough draft feedback from the 
teacher if their papers are not corrected. Somewhere along the teaching way, I decided 
that rough draft feedback from me was creating passive students and did not serve to 
instruct students on how to become better writers. Consequently, in an effort to foster 
active learning and student engagement coupled with a sense of responsibility, I keep my 
office door open to students who requests conferences, but I focus my efforts on group-
oriented classroom feedback during the drafting stage and individual final draft feedback 
on graded papers.   
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  Teacher final draft feedback strategies 
 Because one of my research questions specifically addressed the effect of how the 
FDFB was communicated to the student, I varied the means of providing the feedback by 
using the following three strategies: written only, oral only, written and oral. 
 Written final draft feedback (WFDFB)  
 This feedback strategy reflects the common classroom practice of grading student 
papers and supplying comments along with the grade. It is often equated with evaluative 
or summative feedback.  Figure 4.1 shows an example of the type of content focused 
WFDFB I provided students. The following excerpt is from the focus group participant I 
call Ellen. It is from her first essay, a profile of a popular singer in Chia.  






 I used this strategy first with the afternoon class as I read and grded their profile essays 
and last with the morning class in response to their commentary essays. After returning 
these WFDFB essays, I do not recall any students asking for clarification or wanting to 
discuss the feedback. This lack of communication following the return of graded essays
was troubling. First of all, I had no way to know what information the students took from 
the feedback. The communication was one-way so I could not know what students might 
have understood, misunderstood, or even read. In the past I have tried to mitigate that 
situation somewhat by having students write a journal entry reflecting on the WFDFB, 
but this technique had not been highly successful except to frustrate students who tended 
to see it as busy work. Secondly, I was especially bewildered by the lack of 
communication from students who, based on the WFDFB, clearly needed to speak to me. 
For example, in the afternoon class one student (NNES) failed the essay only scori g
50/200. Another student in the same class, a NES, had issues with plagiarism and 
received a zero. Neither student attempted to discuss these issues even though both 
continued attending class.  From my perspective with examples like this, WFDFB 
seemed to encourage passivity in students. This behavior supports the claims that 
students do not pay attention to final draft feedback.  
 Of course, the point in the semester that students received the WFDFB could also 
contribute to their reaction to it. By the time the students in the morning section received 
only WFDFB, we were nearing the end of the semester. The students were both familiar 
with my feedback strategies, and they were familiar with me. These two factors may have 
contributed to more engagement with the WFDFB on the students’ part. 
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 Oral final draft feedback (OFDFB).  
 Whereas, WFDFB might be considered the norm in how teachers comment on 
student papers, the idea of supplying only oral feedback to final drafts is a new concept in 
feedback studies. And rightly so, in that this method requires some adjustments to 
accommodate an entire section of students. In designing the study, I knew that when I 
received approximately twenty-five papers I would need time to read them before I could 
meet with the students individually. If I wanted to study the response to OFDFB, I would 
need to refrain from writing comments on the papers. However, I would also need a way 
to remember what I had thought when I read the papers as inevitably, some time would 
elapse between reading the papers and meeting the students.  
 I met this challenge by using the minimal marking strategy on student papers in 
places where I intended to provide more detailed oral feedback.  In accordance with 
Haswell’s (1983) strategy, minimal marking refers to making simple notations (a dot, a 
checkmark, a squiggly line) on a student paper rather than writing words or even phrases. 
As part of my research design, I incorporated it into the OFDFB strategy. I wanted to be 
able to read the essays closely and carefully before meeting with the student , but I was 
reading and grading approximately twenty student essays each time I applied this 
strategy.  I had to have some marking system to quickly remind me of those parts of the 
essay I wanted to discuss with the students. Figure 4.2 illustrates the minimal marking for 
OFDFB. I have placed an x or a ? next to or over a passage that I intend to discuss with 
the student. In this way, the minimal marking technique served as a memory tool to help 




Figure 4.2: Oral Final Draft Feedback Excerpt 
 
 The use of minimal marking and the application of OFDFB are inextricably 
linked in this study.  This linking proved to be problematic on several levels in that it 
became difficult to discern wherein the subsequent difficulties lay. Were they with the 
strategy of providing OFDFB or were they with the technique of minimal marking as a 
tool for providing the OFDFB or were they a result of how I used minimal marking with 
OFDFB? Perhaps the problems I outline below resulted from how I combined minimal 
marking with OFDFB and are not problems of the oral feedback strategy itslf. In any 
case, I found the OFDFB sessions to be somewhat ineffective for the following reasons: I 
sometimes forgot what the notation was for especially when the notation was intended to 
address a content feature. I ended up focusing mostly on sentence-level concerns, and I 
dominated the oral feedback session.  
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 First of all as a memory tool, the minimal marking strategy worked with sentence 
level feedback more effectively than with content feedback. When there was an error 
with documentation or sentence structure, a simple dot in the margin was enough to 
locate the trouble spot and discuss it, but when I wanted to provide content feedback, the 
small notation that I had made hours or days earlier was not always enough to jar my 
memory. Although this did not happen often, at times I had put a dot by a content feature 
that I wanted to discuss with the student only at the time of the conference I could not 
remember what the dot was for. So it was not always an effective memory tool. 
Furthermore, unless the student wrote comments while we talked, the notations would not 
carry meaning for the students either. Not surprisingly for oral feedback to instruct for 
subsequent writing someone has to write something down regardless of whether the oral 
feedback comes at the rough draft or final draft stage. At my suggestion, some students 
did make comments on their papers as we talked, but many did not.  
 A second issue arose with papers that had numerous notations (often simple x’s in 
the margin). The OFDFB sessions with these students became tedious as if proceeding 
mistake by mistake. I sometimes felt the student was embarrassed because many times 
these mistakes were careless ones the student understood (or claimed to understand) so 
explaining the notation was not a teaching moment. This method of feedback seemed 
most effective when the student realized that everything else in the paper was good, uch 
as strong content and clear organization, but the mechanical mistakes were numerous and 
distracted from the effectiveness of the overall paper. Samuel, for example, was okay 
with seeing that. He corrected each ‘x’ with no problem and did so in a kind of 
lighthearted manner, shaking his head, smiling and saying “I’m such a goofball” in 
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reference to the sentence level mistakes. On the other hand, Heather acted somewhat 
embarrassed as we addressed each ‘x’. She seemed uncomfortable going over each 
mistake and quickly apologized for her paper explaining that she had”‘never writt n this 
kind of essay before.” However, when we started looking at the notations, they did not 
indicate problems with genre; they indicated problems of editing or coherence.  
 At any rate, I ended up not going x by x with some students even though we 
clearly had the time. Recordings of the conferences revealed that I tended to skip over 
some notations, especially the repeat mistakes – not exactly skipping, but instead of 
repeatedly asking “Do you know why that x is there?” as I had intended, I would confirm 
the issue at hand with a statement such as “that’s spelling again right?” and go on. This 
reaction on my part is connected to two facets of minimal final draft marking. First of all, 
the x’s on the papers were usually in reference to mechanical issues because I found the 
evaluation sheet more useful for noting content issues. Secondly because the notations 
were quick and easy to make, I could more easily mark all or most mechanical mistakes. 
This tendency to mark each error – even minimally – did not prove to be an effective 
OFDFB technique.  
 Nevertheless in keeping with the spirit of minimal marking and relying more on 
oral feedback, I also limited the written comments on the evaluation sheet. For exampl , 
if a student had a thesis but failed to support it, I put a ? over ‘support’ or drew a box 
around it. Then in conference, we discussed those issues. In this way, the criteria on he 
evaluation sheet served as a useful reminder to me in addressing content concerns. 
 A further issue with the OFDFB sessions is that I dominated the session. Since I
was the one providing the oral feedback, I was the one talking. Written feedback involves 
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the same level of domination, but because it is silent with the students reading the 
feedback, it feels less domineering though one could argue that it is not. My attempts to 
engage the students were not always successful in part because often the students co ld 
see that the notations were a result of careless editing. There was not much to learn fr m 
the notations except that the student should proofread more carefully. When I offered
explanations, students were inclined to listen passively rather than ask for clari ication or 
take notes for later reference.  
 I used the OFDFB strategy first with the morning class and last with the afternoon 
class. By the time I used it for the second section, I had adapted it somewhat, so that the 
notations in the margin, though still minimal were a bit more specific. Also the notations 
of the evaluation page were a bit more explicit when I used this strategy the second time. 
I did, however, make only minimal notes/ markings on the papers – just enough to help 
me remember what I wanted to discuss with the writer. The example in Figure 4.3 shows 
this adaptation. I wrote “clearly stated thesis” at the end of the introduction while grading 











Figure 4.3: OFDFB: Adaptations to Minimal Marking 
 
 Another adaptation involved making written comment or notations during the 
OFDFB. If the student did not make written notes or if I was concerned that the student 
would not remember the point I was making, I would make additional written notations 
to accompany the oral feedback. Figure 4.3 shows the word idea underlined.  I made this 
notation during the oral feedback concerning the preposition that should follow agree.
 In conclusion I found that Haswell’s (1983) minimal marking style of feedback 
could work effectively with mechanical, grammatical features, which is how he presented 
it. It seemed less suited to content features when providing OFDFB. Furthermore, any 
lack of effectiveness with OFDFB and minimal marking could lie with how I combined 
the two strategies. I could have refrained from marking numerous mechanical errors 
especially those errors that were repeated throughout the paper. I could have been more 
insistent that students make notes as we conferenced slowing down as I talked and giving 
them time to consolidate in their words the oral feedback I was providing.  I could have 
written notes to myself as I graded the papers so that my oral feedback was more 
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coherent and global rather than line-by-line through the papers. I also believe that the 
order in which the OFDFB came in the semester made a difference in its effectiv ness. 
Most of the problems I mention were realized immediately with the morning section: the  
group of students who received OFDFB as the first feedback strategy. Since it was for 
their first graded paper, these students were learning something about my grading
standards, but since it was “only oral” that information seemed less concrete. I think that 
the OFDFB strategy could work more effectively as an end of semester feedback strategy 
when the students and teachers have some graded papers in their history. By the end of a 
semester, students would have an idea of grading standards and expectations and might 
be able to interpret and even benefit from the OFDFB in a way that seems less punitive 
and mechanical. 
 Despite these failings, the OFDFB strategy still provided some useful 
information. First, students mostly understood the reason for the notations on the 
mechanical issues. If not, I explained the reason for the notation. The marking symbol  
that worked most clearly were to put a ? by passages that were unclear or did not support 
the thesis or were in some way problematic, an ! by passages I agreed with or that were 
especially well written or had a great example,  a √ by sentences that had repeat concerns, 
a  to indicate a missing word(s), and an underline or notation by places where an error 
first occured, (whether the error was mechanical or grammatical). 
 As mentioned earlier, the evaluation sheet played a useful role in clarifying the 
OFDFB for students in part because the questions on the evaluation rubric could guide 
our discussion towards content as well as sentence-level concerns. Even with the minimal
notations of the evaluation rubric, discussing it with the students allowed me to explain 
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my grading strategy so that at the very least students understood the reasons l ding to 
their grade. Some might see, and criticize, this as mere grade justification, but I see it as 
grade explanation and believe it provides useful information that students can attend to as 
them approach future writing task. In this study, for example, each question was worth 
10% of the overall grade; the evaluation rubric had nine questions. (The remaining 10% 
came from having a complete folder with peer reviews, prewritings, and rough drafts.) 
Thus a ‘no’ by “Does the writing have a supported thesis?” could be minus 20 points if 
the thesis was missing entirely or less than that if the thesis was there but not fully 
supported. Sometimes I clearly checked “yes” or “no” in response to the evaluative 
question, but often the answer was somewhere in the middle. If that was the case, 
sometimes I drew a box around ‘supported’ and put minus 10 to the side. The oral 
feedback session allowed me to explained in what way the student had partially but not 
fully met that particular criteria. Figure 4.4 shows an evaluation sheet from a student 




Figure 4.4: OFDFB Evaluation Rubric 
 
 Overall during the OFDFB sessions the students seemed clear on the marking 
scheme and the intent of the marks. I encouraged students to make notes as we talked. 
Some did; some did not. I recorded all the oral feedback sessions using my laptop which 
was situated between the student and me but towards the back of the desk. The laptop 
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proved to be surprisingly non-obtrusive and allowed the feedback sessions to continue 
naturally. Neither I nor the student seemed to notice it was recording once we started the 
talking. However, thirty minutes was more time than we actually needed. I had allowed 
the extra time because I was unfamiliar with the technology (Garage Band), but most of 
the feedback sessions did not take more than twenty minutes. This was true regadless of 
the quality of the essay. With papers that were well written, we discussed what features 
made the paper effective.  Often there was very little to discuss further. With papers that 
were less effectively completed, a conference longer than twenty minutes began to feel 
punitive once we had clarified any misunderstandings about the assignment or 
expectations about careful proofreading.  In both cases, as time allowed I usually a ked 
about the student’s writing process in an effort to help the student analyze what was 
effective or ineffective about his/her process of completing a written assignment. 
 Oral and written final draft feedback   
  This was the middle feedback strategy in that I used it with both sections on their 
second assignment: the memoir essay. I graded and wrote comments on the final drafts 
then met with each student to discuss the written comments. In many ways, this is the 
feedback strategy that I preferred. Not surprisingly the knowledge that I would be 
discussing the papers with the students affected the written feedback as I did not feel the 
need to be as explicit as when I was relying on written feedback alone. On the other hand, 
I did not feel restricted as I had with the minimal marking technique I had used with the 





Figure 4.5: Oral and Written FDFB Excerpt 
 
G: I have some other places where I was a little be  confused what 
 you meant, like ok here, 'Most of the time I compl ained to my 
 mother because I could not tell that to someone el se. I 
 complained about everything such as about my class mates, my 
 teacher, and my family; however, I did not see to my 
 personality.” I'm not sure what you mean. 
J: I tried to say I was complaining around me, but I didn't see 
 myself like the fault the point I couldn't get alo ng with friend 
 was like I have fault. 
G: OK then you might say "I did not consider” inste ad of the word 
 'see'. You might put the word 'consider'. "I did n ot consider my 
 personality” or “I did not consider the role my pe rsonality 
 played” you know in this. Alright. But when I firs t read this I 
 was like “What?” because you cannot see your perso nality. So 
 that's why I was like “um??” 
 My tendency with O&WFDFB was to use minimal markings with sentence level 
issues, such as circling contractions or crossing out unnecessary articles nd to write 
marginal and end comments concerning content issues, sometimes asking for clarification 
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or noting inconsistencies. In this case the minimal markings were enough of a reminder 
because they were limited to sentence level concerns. When I wanted to discuss content 
issues, I had written comments to refer to. However, they were not necessarily the kind of 
comments that could stand alone. That is, I wrote the comments with an awareness that I 
would be discussing the feedback with the students. Consequently,  these comments were 
sometimes in question form reminding me of exactly the question I wanted to ask in 
conference. Other times the comments were short phrases, again just enough to remind 
me of the issue.  
 With each feedback strategy, the students were clear on the grade because I was 
explicit about the points deducted for each part (-5 thesis, -10 doc, = 185/200). This 
system of grading may not make the final grade more objective than any other system, 
but it does make the process of determining the final grade transparent. Overall, I got the 
impression that students were generally clear as to the intent of the feedback regardless of 
strategy, at least they thought they were clear. In other words, maybe they knew 
something was wrong with their documentation, and they thought they knew what it was. 
So they did  not ask for clarification. Sometimes, this discrepancy came out in the oral 
feedback sessions, but I am not confident it always did.  
 In summary, findings from the instructional context in which this study took place 
indicate that departmental policies and feedback strategies had a direct effect on the 
feedback students received on their final drafts. Concern for following the policyon 
mechanical errors caused me to focus on sentence-level issues to a degree that may have 
left students feeling discouraged. Even though I did not use a red pen to grade the papers, 
a marked up paper is a marked up paper and the negative effect may be the same 
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regardless of ink color. Additionally I found that trying to isolate the various feedback 
strategies was somewhat artificial. While written feedback may exist in solation, oral 
feedback does not. Even in a writing center context in which oral feedback plays a central 
role, someone writes something down: a student makes notes on the draft, a tutor writes 
comments on a peer review sheet. Furthermore the feedback strategy which Ifelt had the 
potential to be most useful, O&WFDFB, was negatively affected by the limitat ons of the 
study. Students received these papers when they came to my office for the oral fe db ck 
session. So they received the written feedback simultaneously with the oral feedback. I 
believe the oral feedback session would have been more effective if the student had 
already read the written feedback even if it was only minimally marked. For example, if I 
had returned the essay with written comments on a Friday and started the oral fedb ck 
sessions the following week, students would have had time to read and possibly consider 
the written comments. This could have resulted in better engagement during the oral
feedback sessions.  
 Further effects of the class context are indicated by additional feedback ata. 
Feedback Data 
 The following section begins with data from the end-of-semester survey 
administered to both classes followed by information from the three focus group 
participants: Ellen, Martin, and Polly. 
Survey Results 
The survey functioned as an instrument to triangulate the data and to investigate 
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the general class disposition toward final draft feedback at the end of the semester. Both 
sections of First-year Written Communication completed the feedback survey (N=38). Of 
specific relevance to this study is the timing of the survey (at the end of the semester after 
students had received feedback on all three essays) and the ratio of NNESs completing 
the survey (N=12), almost a third of the total.  
 The full survey is in Appendix B; it consists of thirty-nine survey items including 
five questions related to demographics. The remaining thirty-four questions feature a 
mixture of survey instructions including having students complete a sentence, choose an 
answer, select a number from a six point Likert scale, and indicate relative importance of 
items with percentage ratings. I specifically compiled the survey to include the variety of 
question styles hoping that asking questions in a variety of ways would lead to more 
conclusive information. In the end, the variety led to more difficulty in analysis.  
 I used descriptive statistics to analyze the data especially as thedata related to the 
research questions. The first survey item was open-ended and asked students to complete 
a sentence stating the kind of instructor feedback they thought would lead them to 
“greater improvement” in their writing.  Three students (NESs) chose not to answer the 
question and one student (NNES) copied the survey item but did not complete the 
sentence resulting in thirty-four statements to analyze. In reading through the thirty-four 
responses, five themes emerged from students completing the statement “I think my 
writing would show greater improvement if my instructor’s feedback and comments wre   
given orally/ more specific/ given on rough drafts/ more polite/ kept the same.”   
 I have listed these themes in order of preference (the first two themes tied for first 
with eight responses each), and, except for the last theme, I have included two 
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representative examples: one from a NES student and one from a NNES student. As for 
the last theme, “politeness”, only two students commented on this theme, and they were 
both NESs. While the categories clearly represent the groupings from the responses, only 
the first category specifies the method of the feedback and even then, some ambiguity is 
involved. In other words, the Oral Feedback category obviously contains responses that 
reference oral feedback, but these responses do not necessarily exclude written feedback. 
Thus in terms of the research questions, these responses are less conclusive than 
preferred. (The specific demographics associated with each theme ar given in Table 
4.3.) 
Oral (possibly with written) feedback 
1. Oral feedback  
“Could meet with me about my writings on every paper.” (M/NNS/FR) 
“Were more oral and communicative.” (FM/NS/FR) 
 
Written and/or oral feedback 
2.  More specific feedback  
“I think my writing would show greater improvement if my instructor’s feedback 
and comments can show more suggestions about how to improve like specific 
ways.” (FM/NNS/FR) 
 
“Were more specific in detail and examples.” (FM/NS/FR) 
 
3. No change in feedback 
“I improve my write skill very much. Thank you.” (M/NNS/SR)8 
“I actually would not change any of the feedback from my instructor. I feel it was 
very beneficial and has helped me grow tremendously!” (FM/NS/SO) 
                                                
8 This is the only comment from a NNES that I coded for “No change.” Although the comment does not 
explicitly specify no change is needed, I believe it implies no change by its tone of satisfaction.  
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4. Rough draft feedback   
“Were given to me several times during my papers.” (M/NNS/FR) 
“Would let us turn it[sic] the rough draft and then let us correct it before we turn 
in the final paper.” (FM/NS/SO) 
 
5. More polite feedback 
“Were a bit nicer. Sometimes our teacher can be very blunt and come across as 
rude. I know she means will [sic] though.” (FM/NS/FR) 
 
“Where [sic] of a positive standpoint, direct, and non-bewilderment.” 
(FM/NS/FR) 
What these responses do not say is, perhaps, also worth noting. Although some responses 
might have implied the need for more written feedback, no response specifically asked 
for more written feedback in the way that some responses clearly designated a preference 
for oral feedback. Furthermore, almost a quarter of the responses indicated no neeto 
change the feedback strategy even though the question did not ask whether change was 
needed; it asked what would help students improve. By stating the need for no change, 
these students seem to be implying that the mixture of feedback strategies was qually 
useful. The “no change” responses also indicate that the students answered this question 
based on their personal experiences with this particular class context in mind. 
Consequently, I cannot assume that their answers would be the same in reference to all 
their writing experiences across campus. Finally, the survey question was open ended and 
did not direct students specifically to final draft feedback. Only four students (jus  over 
10%) gave a time-frame for the feedback by specifically stating a preference for feedback 
on rough drafts. The other answers did not designate a time when “more specific” or 
“more oral” feedback would help them improve. If students are basing their answers on 
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this particular class context, then the other responses are connected to final draft 
feedback.   
 Appendix B contains a complete list of student responses grouped by response 
theme. Table 4.3 illustrates percentages in relation to these patterns.  
Table 4.3: Response themes completing the statement  
“My writing would show greater improvement if my instructor’s feedback... 
Response Theme All Students (N=34 NESs (N=23) NNESs (N=11) 
Specific details 12 (35.29%) 7 (30.43%) 5 (45.45%) 
Oral feedback 8 (23.53%) 5 (21.74%) 3 (27.27%) 
No change 8 (23.53%) 7 (30.43%) 1 (9.1%) 
Rough drafts 4 (11.76%) 2 (8.70%) 2 (18.18%) 
Positive feedback 2 (5.88%) 2 (8.70%) 0 (0(0.0%) 
Total 34 23 11 
 
 Even with a small research sample, the data offered from this survey question 
bear consideration on several levels. First of all, most students stated that more specific 
feedback from the teacher would help them improve their writing. Assuming they are 
referring to final drafts as a result of the class context, this response runs counter to 
commonly held assumptions about final draft feedback all of which were addressed more 
fully in Chapter Two. One prominent assumption regarding final draft feedback is that
students do not read it or they do not pay attention to it. Consequently, writing teachers 
have been advised to manage the feedback load by minimizing FDFB (Ferris, 2003). 
Another common assumption is that final draft feedback mostly serves to justify grades, 
so when students do read it, they are reading it primarily to understand the grade. 
However, over 1/3 of these students believed that more detailed feedback would assist 
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them in learning to write; if they are referring to the classroom pedagogy of the course, 
one can conclude that these students read and attended to FDFB for more than grade 
justification. 
 Secondly, while the majority of students, both NESs and NNESs, felt they would 
improve their writing with more specific instructor feedback, they did not indicate th t 
this feedback would be most useful at a specific point in the writing process (e.g. on 
rough drafts).  In fact only two NNESs indicated that rough draft feedback from the 
teacher was the key to “greater improvement” in their writing. Again, this result runs 
counter to pedagogical practices that rely heavily on providing students with instructor 
directed rough draft feedback.  On the other hand, perhaps based on the class context, 
they considered FDFB from the instructor as the only option because that is what they 
had received in the course. Unfortunately, the data from this survey question is not as 
conclusive as hoped for. 
 As for conferencing with the teacher, three of the NNESs (25%) specifically 
identified oral feedback as the way to improve their writing. This result is consiste t with 
previous research stating that when given the choice NNESs appreciate the opportunity t  
conference with the teacher about their writing especially if the oral feedback is 
supplemented with written commentary (Ferris, 2003). 
 The next survey item, as shown in Table 4.4, asked students to choose from a list 
the type of instructor feedback that would help them “make meaningful and noticeable 
improvements in [their] writing.” Even though the survey instructed students to check
only one strategy from the list, two students checked all three strategies and two students 
checked two strategies. One could argue that checking two or more strategies is 
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essentially selecting the first strategy which includes both written and oral feedback. 
However, because of the ambiguity involved from not following the directions, these four 
surveys were not included in the data below. Nevertheless from a list of three feedback 
strategies, students overwhelmingly, chose the strategy that provided feeback in both 
oral and written form.  
Table 4.4: Student preferences for feedback strategies 
I feel I am most likely to make meaningful and noticeable 
improvements in my writing when the instructor… 
All Ss 
 




    
Gives me written comments and meets with me 27 19 8 
Explains her comments to me in a conference  







Totals 34 23 11 
 At first glance this data might seem to contradict the responses from the previous 
question wherein fewer students stated the importance of oral feedback in helping them 
become better writers. However, closer inspection reveals that this response actually 
supports the previous finding that students prefer more specific and detailed feedback as 
one could certainly argue that one way of obtaining more detailed and specific feedback 
is to receive it by two means. Unfortunately this survey question is somewhat ambiguous 
based on what is left out of the wording of the last two feedback options. The middle 
strategy, “Explains her comments to me in a conference” was intended to reveal a 
preference for OFDFB; however, the statement does not exclude the presence of writt n 
feedback. In the same way the last strategy listed, “Gives me extensive written 
comments,” was intended to determine a preference for WFDFB, but it also fails t 
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exclude an oral component. Thus one could argue that the first and second strategies 
listed in the survey question might be the same. Despite the imprecise wording, I would 
argue that students seemed to grasp the intended meaning based on the classroom 
practices they were familiar with. 
 The remaining data from the survey might be considered inconclusive from a 
purely quantitative view, but this does not make them entirely less informative. Using
two different survey techniques, a Likert scale and percentage ratings, these survey items 
attempted to elicit what kind of specific details students might find helpful on their final 
drafts.   
 First, using a six-point Likert scale students were asked to indicate their 
agreement as to whether instructors should “always” comment on and evaluate the 
following aspects of their final drafts: content, organization, style, vocabulary, grammar, 
and mechanics. Both NESs and NNES overwhelmingly agreed that all of these areas 
were important. Later in the survey students were instructed to rate the “relative 
importance which [they] think the instructor assigns” to features such as content, 
language use, mechanics, organization, style, and vocabulary and to rate the importance 
they think she should assign to those features. Rather than ask students to rank order 
these preferences, the survey questions asked them to indicate importance wi h a 
percentage noting that the percentages should total 100%.  The results indicated a wide 
disparity of answers. At first glance, these results seemed too inconclusive to be useful; 
however, upon closer reflection it became less surprising that a group of 38 students 
including NNESs and NESs would have a range of views when asked about FDFB 
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practices. In fact, it seems expected. Thus, in this sense, the variety of studentrespo ses 
gives credence to the survey answers.  
 At any rate, some trends were evident and are worth mentioning. When asked 
which features the instructor seemed to focus on with her FDFB, a little over 50% 
(N=22), of the students chose one feature as primary. Of these twenty-two student , nine 
identified content as the single feature the instructor gave most importance to followed by 
organization (N=6), mechanics (N=5), and language (N=2). The remaining seventeen 
students did not indicate a single feature as most important. These students identified two 
or more features with equal importance. One student divided up all six features evenly 
assigning 16.6% to each one. Again, these results are not entirely surprising given the 
open ended nature of the question and the variety of student perspectives. Perhaps more 
interesting are the distinct similarities and differences between the two groups of 
students. 
 When asked which features are most important to the instructor both NESs and 
NNESs were most likely to identify content as number one with  just over 50% of each 
group either identifying content alone or tying it with another feature. Both grups were 
most likely to tie content with organization and/or language.  
 The differences between the two groups were more distinct with the last survey
question which asked students to rate the features they felt the instructor shouldgive 
importance to in FDFB. The NNESs rated the features almost identically to the previous 
question. Seven students again clearly identified content as the most important feature to 
be addressed by instructor feedback, sometimes choosing organization in a tie for most 
important. Because of the similarities, I first questioned whether the NNESs had 
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understood the difference in the two questions, but closer inspection indicated that they 
did answer the questions separately. For one, there were fewer ties for highest percentage 
with the second question; seven students clearly designated one feature the highest 
weight of importance. Three chose content; two chose organization; two chose language 
as the single primary feature that instructors should comment on. When there was a tie 
for most important, content was most likely to be tied with organization. On the other 
hand, the NESs chose different answers for this question than they had for the firstwith 
sixteen placing organization as the most important feature the instructor should comment 
on although organization was usually grouped with another feature: content, vocabulary, 
style, or mechanics.  Apart from any ties with organization, eight students itified 
mechanics or grammar as the feature the instructor should comment on in final drafts 
 The data from the survey are not intended to be generalizable, not just because of 
the small sample size, but also because of the variety in student responses. Even so, they 
do serve to describe the end-of- semester beliefs of these particular students in this 
particular classroom context - the context from which the case study informants come.  
 The teaching reflections and the survey analysis provide context and data from 
which this study explores further the role of final draft feedback in a multi-draf  
composition classroom. Up to this point, I have discussed data from both NES and NNES 
students. The rest of this chapter examines FDFB as it relates exclusively to NNES 
students.   
Focus Group Participants: Non-native English Speake rs 
 As explained in Chapter Three and represented in Table 3.2, five NNESs signed 
consent forms for this study, and I invited two of these students to participate as case 
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study informants. Interview data from the remaining three were available for analysis and 
useful for validating information gained from the class survey and the case study 
informants. In gathering data from these students, I listened to the interviews and noted 
recurring themes concerning final draft feedback especially as this information related to 
the research questions and the survey findings: the preference for specific deta ls, oral 
feedback, and rough draft feedback. I refer to these three students as “focus group 
participants,” and using pseudonyms I describe each one below along with the research 
findings: 
 Martin  
 Martin attended the morning class and made one of the three As in that section. 
He submitted beautifully written essays once earning full credit (200/200). His other 
papers earned 190/200 and 195/200 respectively. The quality of Martin’s writing 
astounded me, but this quality came with great effort. Martin worked extremely hard on 
his papers: writing several drafts, conducting research, and visiting the writing center. He 
was a serious, determined student who excelled in his writing. 
 Martin was a first-year student from Rwanda. English is his third language after 
Kinyrwandan and French. He was chosen from the top ten in the nation of Rwanda to 
study on a scholarship at this university. All three of his papers centered on some a pect 
of Rwanda from his profile of President Kagame to his memoir of a Rwandan youth 
camp to his commentary on a strategic plan to rebuild Rwanda. 
   Martin had come to the university the semester before the study began, and I had 
taught him that semester in Basic Writing. He was a serious and diligent student in that 
course too. At this university, Basic Writing is a pass/fail course and students have to 
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pass two essays as well as a grammar test to pass the course. They have five 
essays/opportunities to pass the essay portion. The first essay is written in class during 
the first week of the semester. Not surprisingly, most students do not pass the firt in-
class essay. It functions more as a diagnostic essay. Martin actually ommented in 
writing that he thought it was not fair to count the first essay because students di ot
have the chance to revise.   
 Because of the time constraints of the in-class essay, I write very littl  on the 
graded essay. Martin commented (in writing) on this practice also saying he did not find 
it helpful that the feedback on this first essay was not detailed and did not explain why he 
had failed. Very few basic writing students write a passing in-class essaythe first week of 
the semester. From my point of view, I had refrained from going into detail on the reason 
for a no-pass because most students fail and detailed feedback on an essay they had 40 
minutes to write seemed more punitive than helpful. I mention this because it illustrates 
how seriously Martin approached writing tasks and instructor feedback. 
 In Basic Writing Martin had sat at the front of a U shaped classroom near me to 
the left. In First-year Written Communication, he sat in the first seat by the aisle in the 
back row (three rows in front of me). He appeared to be somewhat of a loner in class – 
very quiet and keeping to himself. However, when asked to do group work, he did so 
willingly. Martin came to the morning class which met at 9:30 on Tuesday and Thursday. 
He was always present and never late; he always came prepared. 
 Martin’s graded essays received relatively few feedback points because they were 
so well written. In fact, he received an average of twenty feedback points per e say with 
just over half of those occurring on the evaluation page leaving an average of nine 
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feedback points for the text.  With each essay being five to six pages long, the feedback 
points averaged fewer than two per page. Even so, Martin’s penchant for detail le him to 
attend to the FDFB.  In his feedback report, Martin wrote about looking back from one 
graded paper to the next assignment to see what concerns he needed to address. He 
specifically mentioned paying attention to vocabulary more in order to strengthen his 
already strong writing style. In comparing his memoir essay grade (195/200) to his 
profile essay (190/200) grade, he wrote “the grade on this assignment was better than 
what I got on the profile essay, and the reason was efforts I put on my vocabulary.” 
Martin also mentioned referring to previous feedback concerning the use of and as an 
opening transition of a new paragraph. In his profile essay he had started a middle 
paragraph with the following sentence: “And Kagame believes that good governance 
must be based on …” Following the minimal marking feedback style, I had placed a dot 
by this sentence and we discussed it in the oral feedback session where I told him I had 
not counted off for this use of and as an opening transition. However I cautioned him that 
it was unusual style that some readers might find informal or even incorrect. In his 
second essay, he again used an as the opening transition for a middle paragraph when he 
wrote, “And the amazing story is that I met new friends who made me feel like I was 
home.” I did not mark this usage at all on his paper, but in our oral feedback session we 
again discussed it. Martin stated that our previous discussion had helped him decide to 
once again use and in this way.  He knew that it was unusual and might not be well 
received for other audiences, but in this case he felt it was the right style for what he 
wanted to say and how he wanted to say it.  
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 In Martin’s case, the feedback was scant due to the strength of his writing; thus, 
no specific features of the feedback stood out as needing special attention in subsequent 
drafts. In terms of feedback delivery, Martin mentioned in the interview that WFDFB 
alone told him the writer needed more information but that WFDFB alone “can be 
confusing.” He stated that OFDFB with minimal marking was mostly useful for sentence 
level mistakes; otherwise, he might not know how to incorporate the feedback into his 
future papers. Martin preferred O&WFDFB because it “can clarify” what is needed. 
 Polly 
 Polly also attended the morning class. She earned another one of the three As in 
the morning class. Polly was the only female NNES in the morning class. She sat on the 
front row directly in front of me. She worked very hard in the course and did exceptional 
work. Not only were her papers mechanically correct, but she strove for depth in her 
topics as well. For her first essay, she profiled Shanghai by contrasting two suburbs of the 
city: Pudong and Puxi. For the memoir essay, she wrote about a birthday party she had 
planned for a friend, and for the commentary, she argued against the practice of 
polygamy in Malaysia. Polly earned A’s on each paper scoring 190/200, 190/200, and 
180/200 respectively. She smiled often and was a likable student. Polly was somewhat 
quiet in the class, but she intermingled with the other students easily. She describe 
herself as “friendly and outgoing.” She attributed her low key classroom behavior to 
being a NNES, afraid of making mistakes and thus hesitant to speak in class.  
 Polly is Chinese. She told me that she had graduated in the top 3% of her high 
school class. She was a first-year student majoring in interior design. She had completed 
Basic Writing the semester before. Her Basic Writing instructor describ d her as 
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“delightful” and noted that although Polly was quiet in class, when called on “she always 
had an answer and it was well thought out.” The Basic Writing teacher also noted Polly’s 
perfect attendance, high work ethic, and willingness to “step out of her comfort zone” by 
taking an active role in the classroom. The Basic Writing course at this university is 
designed so that students can complete the course early once they have demonstrat d 
beginning first-year composition skills. For most NNES students, this takes 
approximately twelve weeks to achieve; Polly satisfactorily met the requirements by 
week eight. 
 Not surprisingly, Polly brought her work ethic and high standards to First-year 
Written Composition. At the OFDFB session for her first paper, Polly asked “how can I 
develop this more?” even though she had received 190/200 and the paper would not be 
revised. This question indicated Polly’s desire, not just to make As in the class, but to 
grow as a writer and to understand academic writing at this level. She told me that she 
had about four people give her feedback on her rough drafts. She stated that when she got 
papers back from any class she always read the professor’s comments carefully to note 
where the “weak point[s]” are.  
 In each of her papers Polly received corrective feedback on her works cited pag , 
and it was not always evident that she was attending to this feedback.  For example, in 
her first paper, I noted with an arrow ( → ) that she failed to indent the second line of the 
source. On her third paper, she was still making this mistake. Although she showed some 
improvement, she also struggled with recording the complete date of the source. In her 
first two papers, she neglected to put the day before the month. I mentioned this in the 
OFDFB session (the first paper) and the O&WFDFB session (the second paper). By her 
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third paper, she had the date in the right order, but she failed to include the date of access 
for her online sources - a point I had addressed in the OFDFB session of her first pape .  
 More confusing was when she moved from getting a feature of the documentation 
correct to getting it incorrect. On her second paper, she put “Citation Page” as th  
heading; whereas, she had correctly labeled it “Works Cited” on the first essay. When I 
asked about this in the O&WFDFB session, she explained that for the first paper, she had 
looked in the textbook, but for the second paper, she was going from memory. In the 
follow-up interview after the course had ended, I asked about her lack of uptake with the 
documentation feedback. Polly gave two reasons for her continued problems with the 
works cited page. First, the information in the book was confusing to her, and secondly 
each paper relied on different types of sources and she could not always figure out what 
was required. Also, she mentioned that she always saved the works cited page for last and 
sometimes she ran out of time or “was lazy.” Although I would never describe Polly as 
lazy, her last reason indicates a lack of attention to this particular feature of FDFB in 
writing new papers, particularly since the changes were relatively easy to make: indent 
the second and subsequent lines of a source and include the date of access for online 
sources. In sum, her failure to attend to FDFB concerning documentation was not due to 
the way in which the FDFB was delivered; it was due to her strategy of saving 
documentation for last and either running out of time or lacking the will to attend o it. 
 Ellen  
 Ellen was a student in the afternoon class; she made the only A in the class.  She 
worked hard on each essay: writing multiple drafts and visiting the writing center for 
each assignment. She set high expectations for herself stating that she desired to “do a 
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good job on every professional aspect of writing.” She sat on the front row almost 
directly in front of me. 
 Ellen is from China where she had completed one year of university studies 
before transferring to this university. She was majoring in Teaching English as a Foreign 
Language (TEFL). In her Feedback Report, she stated that her identity as an English 
major motivated her to strive for excellence in her papers. Her first paper received a B 
(165/200), but her subsequent papers earned strong As (190/200 and 195/200 
respectively). However, her academic writing experience had not begun on a positive 
note. In her Feedback Report, she described taking Basic Writing the semester before this 
course. “Before I took [Basic Writing], I thought that I was good at writing because I 
always did a good job back in China. However, it took me a whole semester to finish the 
course as others finished it in only half a semester. I began to realize the probl m: I have 
a lot to study more than others.” Ellen clearly applied a high work ethic to the first-year 
composition course. For each assignment, she wrote at least three rough drafts, visited the 
writing center at least once, and received in-class peer feedback. Additionally she sought 
feedback from native English speaking friends.  
 As with Martin and Polly, Ellen received relatively few feedback points due to the 
strength of her essays. The three essays received sixty-four feedback points with almost 
half (N=27) coming on the evaluation page. The remaining feedback points (N=37) 
average to just over 12 in-text feedback points per essay. Ellen’s essays were on the low 
end of the page requirement averaging just under four pages each resulting in an average 
of three feedback points per page.  Ellen’s papers showed some evidence of attending to 
FDFB from one paper to the next especially in the content and documentation features of 
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her essays. However, there is no clear indication that the method of delivery affected the 
attention she gave to the FDFB. 
 In the first essay, the profile, Ellen initially received only WFDFB. Of the twenty-
four feedback points, over one-third (N=9) were content related. The one content feature 
I addressed the most concerned some aspect of organization (five feedback points). This 
feedback came both on the evaluation page and in the text. On the evaluation page I 
wrote the following comments with point deductions regarding unity (“most paragraphs 
are unified well – not all though” -5), order (the order is a little confusing to me” -15), 
and coherence (use transitions to tie paragraphs together” -5). On page three of her t xt, I 
wrote two additional comments regarding organization and coherence. First, I drew a
bracket around the top paragraph and wrote in the margin: “Lots of various bits of info in 
this paragraph. What point ties this paragraph together? What unifies it?” In the second 
paragraph I underlined the first three words (“Seven years passed…”) and wrote “from 
when? I am confused by the timeline. 7 years after visiting the boy in the hospital? After 
writing 100 songs in one week?” As indicated from her later essays and the oral feedback 
sessions, Ellen attended to the FDFB from this essay suggesting that she needed to work 
on organization.  
 Her second essay, the memoir, received a 5/5 rating for organization. When we 
discussed this in the conference she said that after the first essay, she knew she needed 
help with organization so she had specifically asked NES students to help her organize 
her paper “like a NES.” Similarly, her last essay, the commentary, received full points for 
all aspects of organization (unity, order, and coherence). In her Feedback Report, she 
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listed “organization” as one of the principle features about writing that she had learned in 
the course.  
 Even though the initial feedback that Ellen received concerning organization was 
WFDFB, I am not convinced that the method of the feedback had the greatest impact. 
Rather, the effect on her grade led her to pay attention to the organizational features of 
her essays. As noted earlier, the two features most commented on in her first essay 
concerned organization (five feedback points) and documentation (three feedback points). 
However, she lost twenty-five points to concerns with organization and only ten points to 
documentation mistakes. While she attended to problems of organization, there is less 
evidence that she did the same with the documentation feedback, at least initially.  
 In the oral feedback session concerning her second essay, I also looked at the 
WFDFB of the first essay. In both papers she listed sources in her works cited, but failed 
to put those sources in the text. In other words, the sources in the works cited were not 
cited in her paper. On her first essay, I had written “Where are they cited?” under the 
“Works Cited” heading and on the evaluation sheet next to the statement about correct 
manuscript form, I had written “in-text citations are missing” -10. When sh made the 
same mistake on her second essay, we looked back at the comments on the first essay and 
I explained it to her. She nodded and said “I understand it now,” but I got the impression 
that she had not tried to understand it before. So while the WFDFB may have effectively 
led her to focus on organizing her paper more clearly, it did not lead her to address 
documentation concerns. She attended to documentation after we discussed it in the 
O&WFDFB session.  
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 By her final essay, the commentary, Ellen received mostly positive feedback 
concerning her essay. In fact, of the twenty feedback points, sixteen were positive 
comments, such as “very well written,” “clear thesis,” “good way to establih 
credibility,” “good research,” and “well done!” I made two feedback points on the 
documentation page: one with an arrow showing that she had one source out of 
alphabetical order and one with a comment about citing a translation. She still ad some 
trouble with the in-text citations, but she did have parenthetical in-text citations. In the 
OFDFB session she mentioned that she looked in the book, but it was confusing to her.  
 These three focus group participants come from three different countries to pursue
three different degrees. Each one made an A in the First-year Written Composition course 
outscoring and outperforming most of their NES peers. The data analysis sugget  that 
overall, regardless of feedback strategy, they attended to the FDFB they received.    
Conclusion 
 In bringing this chapter to a close several points are worth making. First of all it 
appears that the class as a whole, NESs and NNESs, want FDFB to do more than justify 
grades. From the survey, the results indicated that the students claimed to want feedback 
that addressed the content and organization as well as the mechanics and grammar of 
their final drafts. They also stated a desire for more specific FDFB as a w y to improve 
their writing. From the focus group participants, interview data showed students who 
engaged with the FDFB so as to continue writing strong papers throughout the course.  
 Secondly, each feedback strategy was hampered in some way. WFDFB is 
restricted by its one-way communication; OFDFB is restricted by a lack of written detail; 
O&WFDFB is restricted by the time needed to apply the strategy. Furthermor , each 
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strategy was affected by the order in which it came in the semester. Students who 
received OFDFB on their last paper received a different kind of OFDFB than the students 
who had received it on their first paper. Because of the adaptations I made along the way, 
Crissy, Jessica, and Ellen received a different kind of OFDFB than Martin and Polly. 
Although I did not alter how I did WFDFB, students who received WFDFB on their last 
paper might have been better able to interpret the feedback than those students who had
received it on their first paper simply because it was their third paper. The students and I 
would have had a FDFB feedback history.  
 These conclusions have relevance as this study moves into an analysis of the 
cases. Crissy and Jessica were both in the afternoon class so they received WFDFB first 
and OFDFB last.  
 Following this initial examination of response to FDFB, this study broke down 
the overriding question into three more specific research questions and applied these 
questions to data from NNES case study participants Crissy and Jessica: 
1. What were the features of FDFB that students received on their graded papers? 
2. Did students attend to these features as they completed subsequent writing 
 assignments in the same class? 
3. Did method of feedback delivery affect the attention students gave to the featur s 
 of FDFB? 
The following chapters begin with an overview of the case study participants before 










 RESEARCH FINDINGS: CASE ONE 
Case Study Informants: Crissy and Jessica 
 Even though they came from different countries of origin, Crissy and Jessica had 
some similarities personally and academically. On a personal level, they wer  both 
traditional first-year students; each had recently completed their secondary education in 
their home countries. At the time of the study, Crissy was 19 years old; Jessica wa  18. In 
terms of academics, the two case study informants both came from the afternoon section;
thus, they received WFDFB first on the profile essay, O&WFDFB on the memoir ssay 
and OFDFB on the last essay, the commentary. Additionally, they both turned in a 
Feedback Report as the final written assignment in the course. They were also both 
diligent students who came to class prepared. In fact, one of my teaching practices is o 
give a five point book bonus for students who have the textbook with them on the first 
day of class. Both Crissy and Jessica received these bonus points. In the end, they each 





 Crissy and Jessica ended the course with same final grade and they both worked 
diligently on their papers, but they faced different challenges which are reflected in the 
FDFB.  
 In the following section, I discuss each participant and the related findings in 
detail. For the sake of consistency, I have organized each section in the same way. I begin 
with background information before moving on to the research questions. As detailed in 
Chapter Three, in order to address the research questions I grouped the FDFB into four 
broad categories of feedback: content, sentences, documentation, and summative. 
 Some might argue that all feedback on a final draft is summative or evaluative, 
and they would have a point as this is how it is commonly defined in feedback studies. 
However, my research was looking at FDFB from a global perspective, i.e. all feedback 
on all final drafts.  In order to address questions concerning attention to FDFB, I needed a 
way to compare like features: apples to apples in a sense. As explained in ChapterT ree, 
I grouped each feedback point according to particular features of the feedback. Content 
feedback included comments concerning thesis, development, unity, coherence, and 
organization. Sentence-level feedback included comments and notations concerning 
mechanics and grammar most often associated with corrective feedback. Documentation 
feedback was limited to comments and markings associated with the works cited page 
and in-text citations. Finally, I limited summative feedback to include only the final 
grade, the end comment (oral or written or both), and one question on the grading rubric 
that asked whether the writer had completed the assignment. 
 These limitations might explain some of the similarities in feedback points fr 
Crissy and Jessica. The data in Tables 5.1 (Crissy) and 6.1 (Jessica) show that the 
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documentation and summative feedback points remained consistent across essay type 
and feedback delivery. Some of this consistency is due to the nature of the feedback 
category. For example, the nature of summative feedback is to conclude, so the number 
of summative feedback points would be limited and would be relatively the same from 
essay to essay.  
 Finally, the specifications of the assignment affected the number of feedback 
points connected to documentation because each paper had to have two to four outside 
sources. This requirement for a certain amount of outside research explained the relativ  
consistency of documentation FDFB points across essay type. In other words, the fact 
that research was required meant that there could be feedback addressing it, but because 
the type of research tended to vary with the assignment, students sometimes had to learn 
to document different kinds of sources with each paper. Thus, the documentation FDFB 
might have addressed documenting interviews with the profile essay, websites for the 
memoir, and newsmagazines for the commentary. Although such variation was not 
specified in the assignments, students often found themselves turning to different types of 
sources for the different assignments. The variation in sources from assignment to 
assignment could mean that even though the FDFB addressed documentation, the specific 
documentation concerns were different each time.  
 
Crissy: “Always the grammar” 
 Crissy is Chinese. She is an only child in an apparently close-knit family as she 
often wrote and spoke about the love and support of her parents and grandparents – none 
of whom speak a foreign language. She is from the People’s Republic of China, and her 
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home language is Mandarin Chinese. Her formal instruction in English began in grade 
school where she described learning basics such as greetings, simple sentences, and 
vocabulary. This less formal structure continued through middle school; Crissy 
remembered memorizing phrases without analyzing sentence structure. The curriculum 
became more formal in high school. Crissy described the English lessons as grammar and 
text-focused saying that they studied English to pass the exams and “not to 
communicate” in part because the classes were so large. During high school she had on  
hour of English each school day. 
 Crissy was majoring in English language teaching with plans to pursue graduate 
studies in the same field. She had completed one year of university courses in China 
before coming to this university. She arrived in summer 2008 and completed language 
classes at the intensive language school on campus before enrolling in Basic Writing in 
Fall 2008. She took my First-year Written Communication class in Spring 2009 and 
followed it with the intensive (three-week) Second-year Written Communication class in 
May 2009. She was quiet but serious and determined. Her fluency seemed somewhat low 
and at times she was hard to understand, but that was partly because she spoke so softly. 
 Nevertheless, Crissy was an engaged student who demonstrated a proactive stan e 
toward her education. She sat on the first row almost directly in front of me and next to 
Ellen (focus participant). She had perfect attendance for the course and my attendance 
notes indicate that not only did she always arrive to class on time but also that she was 
always prepared for class with that day’s assignment completed, the textbook in hand, 
and her laptop ready as needed. With such a serious and studious nature, it is not 
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surprising that Crissy would indeed pay attention to the teacher commentary on her 
papers.    
Research Question 1: What were the features of final draft feedback that students 
received on their graded papers? 
Crissy’s final draft feedback features: An overview  
 This section addresses the type of feedback Crissy received. Table 5.1 shows the 
number of FDFB points Crissy received on each of her essays and the categories the 
feedback points represented. In many ways the data in Table 5.1 show a consistency 
across essay and feedback types. As mentioned earlier, the nature of the feedback, the 
specifications of the assignment, and the evaluation sheet played a role in the numb r of 
feedback points per category.  The number of feedback points itself is neither a negative 
nor positive feature. It merely represents the number of comments or notations associated 
with that category.   
Table 5.1: FDFB Point Totals for Crissy 
Essays: FB 
Points, Delivery,  
















Content   10    5    8    23 7.6 
Sentences   58   26   20   104 34.6 
Documentation    3    3    4    10 3.3 
Summative    3    4    3    10 3.3 
Total FB Points   74   38   35   147 48.8 
 
 The greatest distinction in these numbers has to do with the total number of 
feedback points for her first essay, which received almost twice as many FDFB points as 
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the other two. This difference could be due to the lack of an oral component with the 
FDFB of the first essay. In other words, I may have had less of a tendency to “mark 
everything” when I knew I would be discussing the essay with her. In fact, the pres nce 
of an oral component with the FDFB appeared to influence the number of FDFB points 
more than the quality of the essay itself. According to the data in Table 5.1, the essay 
receiving the lowest grade had just three more FDFB points than the essay receiving the 
highest grade, but both of these essays received oral feedback either with or without a 
written component.  
 Even so, regardless of the total number of feedback points for each essay, the 
sentence-level feedback consistently received the highest number of fedback points by a 
wide-margin. However it is possible that the decrease in sentence-level feedback points 
in the last essay could account for the proportional increase in content feedback points. 
These data show that in the first essay ¾ of the total feedback points were direct d at 
sentence-level features with only 1/7 of the feedback addressing content features. By the 
last essay the distance between these features had decreased. Even though Crissy 
received only eight content feedback points on the commentary essay, that number 
represents over ¼ of the total feedback points. Furthermore, while sentence-level 
feedback remained in the lead, its lead was just over half by essay three as opposed to 
75% in essay one.  
 In sum, these data show that Crissy received final draft feedback primarily at 
sentence-level features of her paper but that as her papers improved at the sentence-l vel  
she began to receive proportionately more content feedback on her last paper than on her 
earlier ones. From the wide-angle view of the first research question, the next r s arch 
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question focuses more specifically on Crissy’s response to the specific features of FDFB 
in the categories listed in Table 5.1: Content, Sentences, Documentation, and Summative. 
Research Question 2: Did students attend to features of FDFB as they completed 
subsequent writing assignments in the same class? 
Crissy’s attention to feedback features 
 In this question, I define attend to somewhat literally and broadly to mean 
carefully reading all of the FDFB and attempting to understand it in order to apply the 
information from the FDFB as needed to future writing. A student who quickly looks at 
the final grade and puts the paper away without a second look is not attending to FDFB 
neither is the student who only looks at a portion of the FDFB, such as the grading rubric, 
while ignoring the rest, such as textual comments. On the other hand, a student who reads 
all of the FDFB and seeks to understand it in order to apply it as necessary to future 
writing would be attending to FDFB.  In other words, attend to implies making a 
conscious effort to understand the markings on the paper and carefully reading the 
feedback for the purpose of writing good or better papers. In theory students could attend 
to positive as well as negative feedback. Attending to positive feedback would serve as 
encouragement and even reinforcement to continue in a certain way, whereas, attending 
to negative feedback would include addressing the concerns raised in the feedback. With 
this definition in mind, I examined Crissy’s attention to FDFB. Did she read all ofit? Did 
she try to understand it? Interview and textual data indicate that Crissy did atten to 
FDFB as she moved from one assignment to the next but that she focused more on the 
negative FDFB than the positive. 
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Content feedback: Consistently positive 
 Despite the variation in final grades, Crissy consistently received positive 
feedback concerning the content of her paper. At the bottom of page one of Crissy’s 
profile essay I wrote “good, interesting, creative introduction.” The same is true for her 
second essay, the memoir, where I noted on the evaluation sheet concerning focus, 
organization, and development “Very good. You set the scene to organize your points 
well.” On her final essay, I wrote “well done” on the evaluation sheet next to thesis, 
unity, order, and completeness. I also praised her for having a “clearly stated thesis” and 
for providing “good background summary.” When we met to discuss the OFDFB of her 
third essay, I said 
G: You have a very clearly stated thesis…and then y ou give good 
 background information which I thought that's real ly good because 
 the reader needs to know that your opinion comes from a knowle dge 
 of our background so that was really good that you  established 
 included that....  
I then continued the feedback moving on through the essay, and while there were pauses 
as I read silently or turned pages, the transcript shows that I did not specifically invite 
Crissy to respond to these comments of praise. Nor did she indicate an inclination to do 
so. Furthermore, although I did not consciously plan the feedback in this way, the 
positive content feedback was often a precursor to sentence level issues. For xample, in 
the following conversation we have just begun the O&WFDFB session concerning her 
second essay. 
G: From the evaluation sheet you can see that you d id everything 
 well except for the sentence issues. 
C: um hum This is terrible. 
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G: …the content and the organization and your point  that was all 
 great, but the actual sentences need a lot of work  because the 
 mistakes make it distracting for the reader. 
In this essay, Crissy had included dialog between her family members as they were 
experiencing a sudden power failure. At the oral feedback session I praised her use of 
language saying 
G: The examples are great. I mean the examples of t he language and 
 words.  
However, this positive comment regarding the content of her paper is overshadowed by 
the sentence-level issues that I immediately launch into.  Sometimes, I wa  trying to 
balance the negative sentence-level feedback by showing Crissy how she had succee ed 
in capturing the essence of the family’s conversation as they sat in the dark. Yet, Crissy’s 
response “This is terrible” reveals her attention to the negative feedback over the positive. 
From the interview data, Crissy showed that she had developed strategies to ensure strong 
content for her papers stating that she tried to get topics that were “fresh.” She also 
described using prewriting techniques and blamed failing to do so for a paper’s low grade 
stating that she had done poorly on a paper because "I did not brainstorm...this 
is not a good paper." Certainly it is possible that the praise regarding her content 
affirmed her strategy and in that way encouraged her, but I did not confirm this 
possibility. 
Sentence feedback: Comma splices and verb tenses 
 At our last interview six months after the course had ended, Crissy and I looked 
over all three graded papers. 
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G: Commentary was the last paper; memoir was the se cond paper; 
 here's your first paper….Let's look at this and se e the 
 difference: 150/200 on the first, the second one w ent down 
 140/200, and the third  was back up 180/200. Let's  look at that 
 and the difference in grades.  
C: Always the grammar part. 
G: It is always the grammar part, isn’t it? So here  I put too many 
 comma splices, tense problems,… 
Indeed two sentence level issues that plagued Crissy’s final drafts included omma 
splices and tense problems. 
 Although Crissy received what many composition teachers might feel is an 
inordinate number of negative feedback points on her first papers, she did not give up 
trying to improve. The high number of corrective feedback points might have 
discouraged her, but they did not derail her from her goal of succeeding as an English 
major at this North American university.  In an effort to focus this discussion, I examined 
the sentence-level feedback that received the most feedback points. For Crissy, this 
feedback concerned comma splices and verb usage.  
Comma splices 
 In Crissy’s first essay, I identified seven comma splices in the first three pages of 





















Although I marked these seven comma splices in her first essay, she had fourteen 
additional comma splices that I did not mark, for a total of twenty-one comma splices in a 
paper under five pages. 
 A cursory glance at the FDFB of her second essay might suggest that Crissy did 
not attend to issues related to comma splices in that comma splices continued to riddle
her paper. However, the comma splices in the two essays differ in the context of the 
offending sentence. In the first essay the comma splices tended to occur in long sentences 
as if Crissy were using commas to pause the sentence before moving on, whereas, in th  
“Then the corridor became uproar, I used my fastest speed in my life to put 
up my clothes and rush out of the door, because we lived in the tallest floor.” 
 
“She always has endless energy and is optimistic all the time, I seldom find 
her worried about something, sometimes even the exam will coming 
tomorrow she still goes to bed on time without prepare for the exam.”  
  
“Today, she still seemed too exciting and optimistic in this incident, she 
already began to make a plan for her dreaming vacation.” 
 
“We were deeply frightened by this news, no one want to believe that.” 
“ ‘How come? Not any predication to say that will have such a big 
earthquake these days’ Xin said in a angry voice, she no longer sat there to 
wait for announce but seriously to paid attention to this earthquake.”  
 
“Rong seemed more worried than before after heard this sad news, all she 
wanted to do at that moment is to make a phone call to her family and let 
them told her, they were all safety but the line still couldn’t go through 
successfully.”  
 
“The only information about her was that she went to the class early at noon, 
but such a long time had passed, she still not appeared into our view.” 
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second essay the comma splices were more likely to occur in the dialogs that Crissy was 
recording among family members as noted in the following unmarked excerpt:  







An indication that Crissy was attempting to address comma splices shows in her use of 
semi-colons to separate long sentences in her second essay. In Figure 5.3, Crissy  
accurately punctuated sentence boundaries in a variety of ways. One might argue th t th  
semicolons are not used correctly in the strictest sense because the connection between 
the two independent clauses is not close enough to warrant a semicolon, but I would 
argue that the semicolons indicate Crissy’s increased awareness of sentence boundaries 
and the role that punctuation plays in identifying these boundaries. At the very least, she 
has shown an awareness that commas should not splice independent clauses together. The 
following unmarked excerpt is from the introduction. I have boldfaced the two semi 
colons Crissy uses to join the independent clauses. 
  
‘I have been to a fish tool store couple days before, all the staff is un-
believably expensive, I . . .’ ‘Dad, why did you go out alone, you are not 
feel comfortable these days!’ My mum interrupted the grandpa’s talk in 
an angry voice. ‘I am sorry,’ my grandfather suddenly changed his voice 
into a child like who had just made something wrong, ‘but all of you are 
busy ever day, I do not want to disturb you, so I went alone, but you see, 
I am all right here, don’t worry about me. I am still a strong old man.’ 
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This passage is not an isolated incident of Crissy’s strategy of using semi colons to avoid 
comma splices. The next excerpt comes from midway in her second paper. I have again 
boldfaced the semi colon. 







In her second essay, Crissy used semi-colons five times. Four of the five times, she 
correctly used them to separate two independent clauses. Even though Crissy may not 
have understood the grammar of comma splices as evidenced in Figure 5.2, her use of 
semi-colons in these passages (Figures 5.3 and 5.4) could indicate attention to the FDFB 
That was a peaceful Sunday night; all members of my family were doing 
their own work in the house. My mother was watching her favorite TV 
shows and seemed really involved in it. My father was searching the 
Internet, paying close  attention to the changeable stock market, in case his 
money would disappear in a few second. The man who was sitting in the 
reading room was my grandfather; he was reading the latest magazine 
about fishing skills. He was a fishing enthusiast and enjoyed a lot of it. My 
grandmother was knitting the sweater for the coming winter, even though 
it was just summer during that time. And I was busying with my weekend 
homework and preparing for the coming exam. 
 
That was my first time to realize my grandfather was really an old man 
now. He was no longer that man who could hold me up with one hand, 
who ran after me in our running game. All that had become our memory. 
Now, he was just an old man; all he wanted was just the care and love from 
his family. Such a simple wish, but we did not realize that until this time. 
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of the previous essay in that the use of semi-colons represented her means of avoiding 
comma splices. However, the reason she chose semi-colons as the “de facto” means of 
avoiding comma splices is not tied to the written comments of the first essay as they were 
in no way indicated in the WFDFB. As shown in Figure 5.15, the comma splices were 
merely identified with the WFDFB.  
 Nevertheless, the comma splice problems indicated in that first essay caught
Crissy’s attention so that she sought her own means of figuring out how to avoid them. 
Crissy’s third essay contained no comma splices. It also contained no dialog, which had 
been the trouble spot for her before. In a similar fashion to her second essay, she used a 
semi-colon to separate two independent clauses, but she only used this technique twice 
in the whole essay. The first instance is boldfaced in the passage below. Instead, she 
marked sentence boundaries with periods, but she in doing so she also varied her use of 
sentence structure and style as reflected in Figure 5.5, an unmarked excerpt from early 
on in her third essay. 
Figure 5.5:Commentary Essay Excerpt  
 
In any event, it has been a long time since the American Revolutionary War; the 
society today is totally different from that of the previous era. America has become 
a developed country. Having busy lives, and making satisfying incomes, people are 
enjoying their high-standard existences. However, some negative phenomena also 
have unavoidably appeared in our society. Someone can burgle a house or plunder 
all the valuable stuff with a person in the dark street. Such situations re no longer 
strange for us. When something bad has happened which puts a person in a 
dangerous place, he or she may have no time to call the police for help. The only 
measure people can take is to protect themselves in their own way. At this moment, 
a weapon should be the best way to save one out of danger. So now, people across 
the country are feeding into their fears by purchasing firearms. 
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In her final writing assignment, the Feedback Report, Crissy again had no comma splices 
and continued to show a more correct understanding of how to use commas and semi-
colons in her sentences. In Figure 5.6, an unmarked excerpt, she has avoided comma 
splices while still writing complex sentences and maintaining a close conne tion between 
her ideas. 






While some might challenge the correctness of these sentences, I would argue th t each 
sentence boundary is punctuated correctly although the style might be somewhat 
unconventional.  Furthermore, this paragraph shows that rather than “sprinkling” commas 
throughout her essay to indicate pauses, Crissy has learned something about punctuating 
after complete thoughts and within sentences even if she has to some extent over-
generalized the use of semicolons. These examples offer evidence that Crissy had 
attended to the FDFB regarding comma splices and sought to avoid them in future 
writing. 
 The second feature of Crissy’s writing that received repeated corrective feedback 
concerned her use of verbs.  
At first, I wanted to write about a famous person, so I decided to write 
about Nixon, because I thought I could easily get some information about 
him since he was a famous president in the United States. But after 
consideration, I gave up writing about Nixon; because the information 
that I knew about his was so limited, I had not enough passion to write 




 Crissy’s first essay received thirty feedback points concerning verb usage. I 
identified just over half (N=16) as verb problems connected to using and marking tense. 
Sometimes these were straightforward mistakes of slipping into the present t nse while 
recording a past event. For example, Crissy was describing her experience with an 
earthquake, clearly a past event, yet she would intermingle present with past tense  as in 
the following sentences listed in Figure 5.7. For easy reference, I have highlig ted the 
verb forms. 









In addition to tenses, Crissy’s struggle with correct verb form also showed up in multiple 
ways as highlighted in the sentences of Figure 5.8: 
  
“After we run  to the third floor, I suddenly realized Rong didn’t stay with 
me.”  
“Finally, we got out of the building within a few minutes and gather on the 
square. All the people were talking loudly with each other. And then we 
got exact news that is really the earthquake happened just now. We feel 
really scared, and thank goodness we are safe now.” 
“We all tried  our best to say some happy things to comfort her, but seem
not so effective as we xpect.” 
“…all she wanted to do at that moment is to make a phone call to her 
family and let them told her, they were all safety but the line still couldn’t  
go through successfully.” 
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No doubt some of the verb problems could have simply been the result of careless editing 
in that Crissy wrote other sentences in the same essay that correctly used infinitives and 
participles. For example, she used the infinitive form correctly as in the following 
sentence excerpts highlighted in Figure 5.9. 







In other words, Crissy’s errors with tense and form were not consistent throughout her 
essay, but they were numerous. The one feature that was most consistently incorrect 
throughout Crissy’s first essay included failing to use the past tense form to discuss a past 
event. This failure to consistently write in the past tense when she was clearly d scribing 
a past event was distracting and perhaps called attention to these other weakness s. The 
“After she finished a satisfied plan, she went to the store to bought a 
magazine and a ice cream, then found a shady resting place to sit down, look 
like she is really enjoyed and waited for the announcement from the radio to 
told us a two-day break will coming.”  
“…she no longer sat there to wait for announce but serious to paid attention to 
this earthquake. Rong seemed more worried than before after heard this sad 
news.” 
“…all she wanted to do at that moment is to make a phone call to her 
family…”   
“After we four carefully checked she is OK, she began to explain why she 
is so late…” 
“All of my roommates began to worry  again since we found a serious 
matter – where is Jiao?” 
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WFDFB called attention to the number of errors because so many were marked. Thes 
markings and the point deductions seem to have caused Crissy to pay attention to issues
of verb use in her subsequent papers.  
 In the second essay, I identified only four verb errors, two of which are shown in 
Figure 5.10.  




As with her first essay this one, a memoir, was also situated in a past event; unlike her 
first essay, Crissy consistently wrote in the past tense for her memoir when she was 
describing past events. She moved into the present tense as needed for her own analysis 
and commentary, but she did not switch back and forth in a seemingly haphazard way as 
she had in the previous essay. The paragraph in Figure 5.11 from mid way in her paper 
















Even though something of a foreign accent existed in parts, such as Crissy’s statemen  
that in the garden she “fell into her own mind,” overall the result was a coherent essay 
that reflected a more accurate awareness of tense by correctly incorporating different 
aspects of present and past tenses. Consequently, none of the FDFB in the second essay 
was connected to problems of tense. This improvement suggests that Crissy was 
attending to the tense problems indentified in the WFDFB of the previous essay. 
 In the next essay, Crissy’s struggle with verb tenses seemed to return, but these 
mistakes occurred in a specific and limited context unlike the careless, randomness of her 
first essay. In this essay, the commentary, she received four feedback points concerning 
problems of tense, three of which came in the context of using a quotation. Crissy had 
cited statistics from 1993/94 but had written with a mixture of present and past verb 
tenses. In the OFDFB session we discussed using brackets and ellipses within a quote to 
We continued our walk; it seemed that it was the first I knew that so 
many people lived in the same community with us. The strong feeling 
came to my mind, “Why we feel so far away with the people lived around 
us?” I sat in the garden alone and fell into my own mind. With the 
development of our society, the distance between people had become 
further and further, people only paid attention to their own stuff because 
they need to adapt to their speed of society. No time for them to consider 
whether they need to spend some time to make some for their own life. 
All of people’s minds were focused on how to change our society from 
“developing” to “developed”. It seemed that we indeed love the society 
which we always call that as “big family”. But have you ever thought 
about your real family? 
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make it coherent with the rest of the passage. These feedback points show not just simple 
problems with verb usage, but the complexity of managing verb tenses within a quote so 
as not to disrupt the flow of the paper. 
 In fact, a closer analysis of the third essay revealed Crissy was actually managing 
many verb forms in a somewhat complex manner. For example, in the following passage 
she moved smoothly from discussing her own analysis in the present tense to recording 
events in the past tense. She also incorporated passive voice, a structurally more complex
sentence pattern. 






Furthermore, Crissy showed an ability to use various aspects of tense as in the following 
paragraph: Figure 5.13. In this unmarked excerpt, she uses present tense in both active 
and passive forms and moves from present tense to the perfect aspect and future time. 
She also uses the infinitive form correctly.  




Each public problem that occurs has its own social background. The 
beginning of American gun culture can be traced back to the American 
Revolutionary War. During that time, guns could be used in various 
ways. They were used in wars, of course, but they were also used for 
other purposes, such as hunting for food, sporting as an entertainment, 
etc. People who were good at shooting were actually highly respected 
at that time.   
Many states’ governments allow the residents to have privately-owned 
guns. In Washington D.C., gun-control bills are carried out in order to 
regulate the number of privately-owned guns. For example, people who 
have guns must keep their guns at home and make sure that the guns 
have been locked without loading. The purpose of the law is to make 
sure that privately-owned guns will not do any damage to society. 
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This facility with tense and aspect was not present in her first essay in which she 
randomly moved from present to past tense. On a smaller scale there was a repeat mistake 
of marking tense with the infinitive when Crissy wrote, “Resultantly, commn people 
started to became familiar with guns….” Any recurring mistakes could be the r sult of 
careless proofreading as Crissy stated in an interview that by the time the essay was due 
she was tired of thinking about it and just wanted to turn it in. 
C: I spend a lot of time to think about that and I just 'finish it, 
 finish it, over' 
She felt somewhat confident that she could self-correct many of these mistakes if she 
took the time to do some final editing. 
C: I remember that maybe mistakes some of the mista kes I can figure 
 out. I'm just too lazy to read it.  
Crissy’s last writing assignment was the Feedback Report. She made no tense errors. In 
fact it was almost error-free. Even though she only had one week to work on this 
assignment, Crissy maintained her commitment to strong content and wrote a four page 
report: the same length of her essays and twice as long as was required. She ended her 
report with the following self-analysis:  
 From my three assignments, I found that I always focus on some problems  
 and then correct them, but I always forget other requirement for writing. It  
 shows that I still did not grasp the knowledge very well and need more   
 practice. In these ways, I hope my writing skill will get better and better. 
Crissy was a regular visitor to the university’s writing center so any reduction in 
sentence-level errors could be due to the extra help she sought on her own. This behavior 
is relevant to the study in that it is possible the FDFB raised Crissy’s awareness of her 
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difficulties so that she sought a means for improving her paper, such as scheduling 
regular writing center appointments. This behavior was also evident in the focus group 
participants adding further evidence that FDFB can guide students to be proactive in 
achieving success in future papers. 
Documentation feedback: Limited  
 Crissy generally managed the documentation of her essays well both in the text 
and on the works cited page. In her first essay I made three feedback points concerning 
documentation: two on her works cited page and one on the evaluation sheet.  
 On the works cited page I wrote “Spacing?” in between her works cited heading 
and the first citation because of the two inch space between them. In the margin I noted 
the following  “also include the date you accessed these websites. ” On the evaluation 
page I gave her full credit for “correct manuscript form” and wrote “just a couple of 
points.” Following these three comments on her first paper, Crissy made no further 
mistakes with her works cited. On her following essays, I simply noted “good research 
and documentation” (memoir) or “good research and form” (commentary). There is 
almost no mention of this feature in the oral feedback sessions except in the form of 
praise as in the statement below from the OFDFB of her last paper:  
G:  Your research was really good. Good job.   
 Crissy managed the in-text documentation correctly for her first essay, but in her 
second she neglected to put quotation marks around the title of the article cited 
parenthetically, and she included the first name of the author in the parenthetical in-text 
citation. Because our O&WFDFB session was dominated by sentence-level concerns, we 
did not discuss either of these feedback points. I had simply put quotation marks around 
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the article title and drawn two lines under the letters needing capitalization. By the 
author’s name, I marked out the first name as indicated in Figure 5.14. 
Figure 5.14 Memoir Essay: Documentation Feedback 
 
Her third essay, the commentary, contained none of these mistakes even though the 
research for this paper was more extensive in that she cited four sources, wher as for the 
other essays she had only cited two sources. As with the sentence-level feedback, I 
suspect that her accuracy with MLA documentation had more to do with her writing 
center visits than with any particular feedback she received from me although I did not 
ask her this directly. In an interview, she had stated she “went twice for every paper,” so 
it is not unreasonable to assume that at least one of these visits might concern 
documentation. Also the feedback I supplied was extremely limited – just a few notatio s 
on each paper. Finally, documentation can be complex with feedback connected 
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exclusively to the type of source being cited. Thus the application of the FDFB might be 
limited or at least the ability to transfer it to the next assignment might be limit d. 
 Even so, after having a few mistakes marked on her first two papers, Crissy’s 
attended to issues of documentation so that her last two essays contained no 
documentation mistakes either in the text or on the works cited page. 
Summative feedback: Encouraging. 
 The summative written feedback, handwritten on the last page of Crissy’s first 
essay, offered her affirmation and encouragement9.  
Crissy,  
Your essay organization and content were so good, but the language issues made 
it difficult to read. You got good feedback from the writing center,  maybe you 
can plan to go more than once for your next essay. Don’t be discouraged. Keep 
working on your language development and the writing will get better. 
The following transcript shows that the summative oral feedback validated Crissy’s 
strong content but addressed concerns about the continued sentence-level issues. 
G: …So you're doing this part really  well. I put 'very good you set 
 the scene and organize your points well' I mean th e focus, the 
 organization, the examples are very good, and I un derstand your 
 point, but these kinds of language things - you ca nnot do this in 
 lit crit or in your junior and senior English clas ses and so 
 obviously for me in [this class] I want to see tha t you're 
 learning something. So my concern was that you're not learning to 
 edit.  
C: Maybe when I finish it I need to pay attention o n the comma is 
                                                
9 To my embarrassment, it also contains a comma splice. I offer this as an example of how easily that 
“major mechanical error” can slip into one’s writing when the writer is heavily focused on content. 
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 used correct or not and to read it myself maybe mo re than one 
 time to find maybe like 'exciting' I need to chang e that to 
 'excited.'  
G: Your ideas are so good and your organization and  your point. I 
 mean that's so good um that it's a shame that this  part is 
 pulling it down 
C:  Yeah 
The oral summative feedback for Crissy’s second paper was quite extensive in that it 
addressed not only the concerns of the memoir essay but also Crissy’s plan to finish her 
academic program a year early. Since I was her advisor she had discussed this with me 
earlier. In order to finish early, she needed to substitute the specialized second y ar 
composition course for English majors for the general Second-year Written Composition 
course. In the following transcript, I express my concern that based on her writing, she 
would not succeed in her upper level English classes if she continued with this 
accelerated plan of study and missed the disciplinary-specific class Written 
Communication for English majors.  
G: You can't take Second-year Written Communication  if you still 
 have these problems. Do you understand what I'm sa ying? 
C: Yeah CS 
G: Well the language, I mean, this is really good, and this is 
 really good, but this has got to be worked on. It was the same 
 with this [the first] paper. Right? Your thesis, t he content is 
 very good, but it's the same thing: too many CSs, tense problems, 
 and unclear sentences. And you want to finish in 2  years so you 
 want to go faster. You want to take [the general]S econd-year 
 Written Communication in the summer so that you ca n take Lit Crit 
 in the fall, which is an upper level English class , but your 
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 writing has got to be there. Right? You can't be m aking these 
 kinds of mistakes in those classes. So I'm concern ed about your 
 degree plan where you are trying to finish in two years - two 
 more years so you won't have time to take Written Communication 
 for English majors, and you know I'm concerned abo ut that. 
At this point, the summative feedback turned to a discussion of grades with Crissy’s 
comment: 
C: Yeah if I finish my First-year Written Communica tion with a C… 
G: …if you're making a C in First-year Written Comm unication, I am 
 concerned that you will make an F in Lit Crit beca use it's a big 
 jump.  
I then explained to Crissy the higher expectations in upper level English classes, but she 
expressed confidence that she could “overcome this problem.” She then returned to the 
topic of grades. 
C: So maybe I have no chance to got a B in this cla ss right? 
G: Well I don't know; it depends on your next two p apers. Right now  
 you have a C; this is a C and this is a C-. It dep ends on your 
 next two papers and your participation grade. I me an your next 
 two papers would have to be A's to pull up to a B.  
C:  If I change such like grammar problem maybe I d on't get a higher 
 score because I still think my organization and my  story… 
G: It's great! This would be an A paper it would be  an A without the 
 Comma splices and the little things. It would be a n A because 
 this is all really good - 4 out of 5, 5 out of 5, 4 out of 5,and 
 this was all very good. So that's why I want to en courage you to 
 continue what you're doing with the content but ta ke it the next 
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step further.  And then you can make As. You can ma ke As in your 
papers because  you've got  the idea; you've got th e organization.  
By the time of our last interview, she was well into her third semester of university 
studies and had successfully completed the three required composition courses with a B
or higher. In this follow-up interview, I asked about her development as a writer as she 
looked back over her writing classes. Of particular interest to this study is the role that 
grades played in this development in that grades are a standard feature of FDFB. 
C: I think I always learn different writing skill f rom different 
 writing professors. Like for [the Basic Writing cl ass] it was 
 early. I learn some basic things like how to forma t, be specific, 
 don't use thing. I think the most helpful was First-year Written 
 Communication because in Basic Writing I got a P so I didn't pay 
 attention, but for First-year Written Communicatio n I got a grade 
 so I could see obviously what I did from this part .  [emphasis 
 added] So I think most of student take First-year Written 
 Composition with me in your class sometimes they f eel [it] is 
 kind of tough but after that class they feel like indeed they 
 learned a lot for me the same. 
 In other words, Crissy claimed that the pass/fail feature of Basic Writing caused her to 
pay less attention to her instructor’s feedback, whereas, the grade in the first-y ar 
composition course led her to attend to the feedback. In fact, the data from this analysis 
show that Crissy attended to features of FDFB that had the greatest effect on her final 
grade.  
 Nevertheless according to Crissy, the grade was not the only part of FDFB that 
drove her awareness to improving her writing skill. For example, in our last interview, 
Crissy’s comments offered additional evidence that she saw final draft feedback in its 
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larger role - relevant to her growth as a writer. At this interview she voluntarily brought 
graded papers from her current English courses so that we could discuss that feedback as 
well as the feedback from her First-year Written Communication papers. In the following 
conversation I have asked about the teacher commentary from a class she wascurrently 
taking in the English department: 
G: What about the markings on here? When you got th is did you read 
 these? Did they make sense to you? 
C: Yeah, I have read it just to learn cause at the beginning of this 
 semester I got this paper. So I read it. I keep all the papers 
 with  marks on them to read. [emphasis added] 
This statement is evidence that Crissy attended to final draft feedback perhaps as an 
instructional tool for her writing development.  
 The following question addresses whether the manner in which the FDFB was 
delivered played a role in Crissy’s efforts to attend to it. 
Research Question Three: Did the method of delivery affect the attention students 
gave to the FDFB? 
Crissy and feedback delivery 
 Addressing this research question with the data from Crissy proved to be quite 
complex because in actual practice the different methods of feedback were not gatly 
distinguishable. First of all, when the feedback addressed sentence-level conc rns, as was 
often the case with Crissy, I tended to rely on minimal textual notations whether the 
primary feedback strategy was oral or written or both. Second, when we met for an oral 
conference, I tended to write notations on her draft as we discussed it. Nevertheless the 
following section discusses the method of feedback and the data associated with it. As 
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explained earlier in chapter one, I had intended to use FDFB as an means of instructio . 
In practice, this was not always the case. 
Crissy: Attention to WFDFB 
 I did not write extensive comments on Crissy’s final draft even when I was using 
the WFDFB strategy presumably because so many of Crissy’s issues were entence level 
concerns. Just as with the other feedback strategies, I used squiggly lines, question marks, 
and circles to indicate the location of sentence-level mistakes, but I seldom wrote 
explanations with the feedback. I refrained from written explanations concerning the 
sentence level issues because I thought they were mostly typographical errors or careless 
editing, neither of which I felt called for detailed explanations. Instead, I used the 
multiple notations to call her attention to the number of sentence level problems in her 
paper. Because of this lack of written explanation, it initially appeared that the WFDFB 
Crissy received was not substantially different from the other types of FDFB. However, 
closer analysis indicated some distinctions after all.   
 Of the seventy-four feedback points associated with Crissy’s first essay, ju t over 
half (N=38) involved written words, comments, or letters. The other thirty-six feedback 
points came in the form of notations such as check marks, squiggly lines, and carets. Of 
the thirty-eight written phrases or inflections, twenty-nine addressed sentenc -level 
issues. Of the twenty-nine sentence level feedback points, twenty addressed ten e 
problems or comma splices directly. One of the feedback points jointly addressed these 
two problems when I wrote on her evaluation form “too many comma splices; tense 
problems -25.”  
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 As to the individual comments regarding these concerns, I made a written 
notation referencing comma splices seven times: the first two times I wrote “comma 
splice” in the margin and circled the incorrect comma. I added (CS) to the second comma 
splice comment and then simply wrote CS in the margin the remaining five times without 
circling the comma. Figure 5.15 illustrates this strategy. 
Figure 5.15: Crissy: WFDFB and Comma Splices 
 
 I did not attempt to explain the rule with the WFDFB. Thus the WFDFB Crissy received 
concerning comma splices was minimal at best. Crissy’s continued problem with comma 
splices is perhaps not surprising even though as earlier noted the comma splices of the 
second essay came in a different context (dialogs) than those of the first essay. At any 
rate, the WFDFB may have raised Crissy’s awareness that this was a problem f r her, 
leading her to seek her own means for addressing this problem.  
 The written feedback concerning verb tense issues numbered twelve and were a 
bit more varied than the comma splice comments. I questioned Crissy’s tense choice six 
times with marginal or in-text comments: twice I asked “why present tense?”; once I 
elaborated by asking “why use the present tense to discuss a past event?”;  once I circled 
the verb and wrote “tense?” above it; and two other times I wrote “tense” in the margin 
without any in-text notation. The remaining six feedback points concerning tense were 
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really notations that came in the form of adding “-ed” to the verb three times and three 
times crossing out the incorrect verb tense and writing in the correct one. Figure 5.16 
illustrates the WFDFB Crissy received concerning verb usage. 
Figure 5.16: Crissy: WFDFB and Verbs 
 
 This manner of WFDFB concerning her use of verbs was perhaps instructive in a 
way that the comma splice feedback was not. Whereas, there was no attempt to explain 
the comma splice mistakes, the questions and corrections associated with Crissy’s use of 
tense may have indirectly offered her some clues as to why the tense was incorrect. At 
any rate, verb form errors are more varied and complex than comma splices. In Crissy’s 
second essay, I identified four verb form errors, but she had no tense errors in the memoir 
essay. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that she attended to the WFDB concerning 
tense. 
 The previous section established that Crissy did attend to FDFB starting with her 
first essay, which received WFDFB. While the wording of the feedback may have been a 
factor in some cases (e.g. tenses), the large number of markings (74 feedback points) and 
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the effect on her final grade (C)  seem to be the primary features that led her to attend to 
the feedback.  
Crissy: Attention to O&WFDFB 
 Crissy’s second essay received half as many feedback points as her first even 
though this essay received feedback by two means, oral and written; it also received th  
lowest grade of all three essays. This is somewhat counterintuitive for at least wo 
reasons: First of all, one might expect that an essay receiving feedback in two ways 
would lead to more overall feedback than an essay receiving just one form of feedback. 
Secondly, if FDFB serves primarily to justify grades, then a lower graded essay could be 
expected to receive more feedback than an essay receiving a higher grade.  
 Otherwise there are several similarities between the first two essays. Once again, 
over two-thirds of the feedback points addressed sentence level concerns. Just as with 
Crissy’s first essay, I stopped marking sentence-level mistakes half-way through her 
second paper. Even so, on the first two pages I made twenty-six written feedback points. 
In a similar way and for similar reasons as with the first essay, these written notations 
offered minimal feedback in the form of squiggly lines, circled errors, and single-word 
comments. Figure 5.17 illustrates these markings from the second paragraph. 
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Figure 5.17: Memoir Essay: Written Feedback 
 
Apart from these types of minimal written notations, Crissy only received two written 
comments: a content comment and a documentation comment both of which are 
mentioned previously in research question one. Otherwise all of the written feedback 
consisted of minimal notations.  
 The oral feedback session for her second essay was nineteen minutes long and 
was not minimal in the area of sentence-level and summative feedback. In fact over 90% 
of the oral feedback consisted of sentence-level and summative feedback. In the nineteen 
minute conference I made two comments regarding the content of Crissy’s paper and one 
comment regarding her documentation. The following transcript is from the beginnin  of 
the oral feedback session with Crissy. The opening and closing content feedback frame 
several sentence level comments in reference to the passage in Figure 5.18. Although 
Crissy continued to struggle with comma splices, she seemed to have resolved her issues 
with verb tense for the most part. In her second essay, the verb problems were often 
problems of form rather than straight problems of tense.  As with Crissy’s first essay, I 
noted these problems on the essays by drawing squiggly lines under the incorrect verb 
form and writing the correct form above it. Then we discussed in it the conference. 
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“Discussed” is perhaps too generous a term to describe the oral feedback. The transcrip  
below shows that for the most part I read the sentences and corrected them for Crissy. 
Figure 5.18: Memoir Essay: Oral Feedback 
 
 
G: From the evaluation sheet you can see that you d id everything well 
 except for the sentence issues 
C: um hum this is terrible! 
G: Well and so let's look at those because the cont ent and the 
 organization and your point that was all great. Bu t the actual 
 sentences need a lot of work because the mistakes make it 
 distracting for the reader or sometimes it's not c lear exactly 
 what you're trying to say so do you have your...lo ok here..see if 
 we can understand what's going on. Here you have " this was 
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 already become" but we don't say that in English, so I think you 
 mean 'this HAD become" 
C: um hum 
G: and then at the end 'each member in the family h ad become farther 
 and farther' right 'unconsciously' 'suddenly the h ouse went dark' 
 um and I have 'comma splice' written over that. Do  you know what 
a  comma splice is? 
C: Yeah I know. 
G: And do you see? So how would correct? You have ' the house went 
 dark' that's a sentence. "The electricity went off " or "out of 
 work". How would you correct that then? 
C: Use a...period or semi.. 
G: semi colon 
C: yeah semi colon 
G: Alright. Well you have several comma splices, ri ght, cause here's 
 another one "come on, I am more unfortunate than y ou" That's a 
 sentence. 
C: um hum 
G: "the show" I don't know if you want to say, "the  shows are just 
 coming" or 'the show is' I'm not sure if you want singular or 
 plural. But here's another one. I didn't mark it b ut I mean I 
 didn't mark it CS but 'the stock market must be ve ry busy now' 
 that's a sentence 'how can I know?' OK, you need t o watch for 
 that. So the examples are great. I mean the exampl es of the 
 language and words so we're just kind of looking a t the sentences 
 [pages turning]. 
In this way, the oral feedback was extensive in reference to sentence level issues 
especially those concerning comma splices. This is perhaps not surprising considering 
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that her essay was again riddled with this “major mechanical error.” Even with just 
marking two pages of a four page paper, I identified seven comma splices; an addition l 
twelve comma splices were present in her paper but not marked. The OFDFB was neither 
necessarily instructive nor collaborative, but I did attempt to at least show Crissy what 
made the sentences comma splices and I did ask questions trying to elicit self-correction 
from her. Nevertheless, the oral sentence-level feedback was not just concerned with 
comma splices. As Figure 5.19 and the accompanying transcript show the OFDFB 
regarding verb problems was even less collaborative and more directive.   
Figure 5.19: Memoir Essay: Directive Oral Feedback 
 
G: 'I have been looking forward to see  the ending for a long time' 
C: um hum see? 
G: yeah, [indicating that’s where the problem is] seeing here's a 
 pencil if you want to make a change, but  it'd be seeing 'said my 
 mother. Both of my grandparents were sitting on th e couch 
 quietly' comma 'maybe they thought it was a good t ime to have a 
 rest' Ok so I have a checkmark here. Do you have a n idea what the 
 problem is in that sentence? 
C: um •••••••••••um I have no idea 




G: I mean there's…almost everywhere in this paper C rissy are comma 
 splices actually. 
C: ••••• [heavy sigh] 
G: OK so 'everything needs to stop now my grandfath er said in an 
 exciting voice' but it's not exciting. 
C: Excited 
G: Yeah but then you have 'my grandfather said in a n excited voice 
 sounded like he was pretty eager to do that' There 's a problem 
 with the form of the word 
C: sound just a sound 
G: Actually I think you want to switch the forms he re. This should 
 be 'excited.' This is an adjective that describes "voice" 
 'sound ing like he was pretty eager to do that.'  
 The O&WFDFB Crissy received for her second essay may have been slightly 
more instructive especially in reference to comma splices, but even then I did not
explicitly instruct by explaining the rule governing comma splices in part because in our 
conference Crissy told me she knew what comma splices were so I again assumed a lack 
of careful editing on her part rather than a lack of knowledge. Instead, I used a variety of 
written and oral techniques to identify the comma splices and discuss correcting them. 
During our discussion, on the first page of her essay I wrote in ways to correct the comma 
splices. I also used the same technique as I had with the WFDFB by writing “comma 
splice” or CS and circling the comma. The remaining feedback points on the following 
pages were given orally as recorded in these excerpts from the oral feedback conference 
where we have just looked at the following passage which is the third paragraph of her 
essay: Figure 5.20 
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Figure 5.20: Crissy’s Second Essay: Directive Feedback 
 
G: Alright so what about - what's missing here? "at  the beginning of 
 this sudden family meeting we all had no idea abou t what to say 
 but after a while we found several interesting top ics and we all' 
C: 'were'  
G: OK. Yeah you can say 'were involved in them' 
C: um hum 
G: 'The happy atmosphere made us so excited that we  all forgot the 
 power failure while that time' 'while's not the ri ght word here' 
C: um ••• 'd during' 
G: ‘During’ would work "During that time nobody rea lized why we had 
 so much latest news, nobody realized maybe this me ans 
 something" That’s actually another CS, right?  
C: um hum  




G: "I have been to a fish tools store couple days b efore" there are 
 words missing there. Do you know what they are? 
C: [silence]'a a couple days' 
G: ' a couple of  days •••• before' Then you have a comma 'all the 
 staff is unbelievably' Oh I think you mean 'stuff'  not 'staff' 
C: oh sorry 
G: ‘Cause 'staff' are people. People wouldn't be ex pensive 
C: [light laughter] oh I know 
G: OK um "I am sorry, my grandfather suddenly chang ed his voice into 
 a child like who had just made something wrong" Th ere's a problem 
 here. uh in this part of the sentence 'suddenly ch anged his voice 
 into a child' 
C: 'into a child's ••• ' 
G: You can take out the 'like' and just 'into a chi ld who had just ' 
 and it's not 'made' It's the wrong verb  
C: •••• °°°° make 
G: ‘who had just done’ 
C done oh••• 
G: 'something wrong' and there's a comma "but all o f you are busy 
 every day” comma "I do not want to disturb you” co mma Do you see? 
 These are ALLLL comma splices, Crissy 
C: yeah 
G: um 'So..' [looking at the text]What you're doing  is you're 
 putting  commas in between sentences right and you  can’t do 
 that in English. I didn't mark the rest, but those  were the kinds 
 of problems throughout your paper.   
The oral feedback continued and moved away from specific discussions of sentence-level 
problems and into summative features of her writing overall. This transcript is given in 
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research question two. Towards the end of our conference Crissy brought the 
conversation back to the subject of comma splices. During this discussion, the subject of 
semicolons arose for the second time. In subsequent papers, semicolons became Crissy’s 
punctuation of choice for marking independent clauses suggesting that oral feedback had 
a noticeable impact on Crissy’s writing. The following transcript illustrates this 
distinctive feature of oral feedback: the possibility of addressing the writer’s questions 
and of offering extended comments in answer to such questions. This type of interaction 
is not possible when the feedback is only written, when it lacks an oral component. 
C: Am I the only one to make such big problem with comma splice? 
G: No, no you're not the only one. It's really easy  to do the CSs 
 when you're quoting people; when you're doing conv ersations 
 because you're not thinking about punctuation and that's where 
 almost all of yours happen you know inside the quo tations. So you 
 just kind of have to stop and see where each sente nce is 'I sat 
 beside my father' comma 'I held his hand what an a ged hand it 
 was' I mean the language is good. It's just this i s a sentence; 
 this is a sentence; you know these  are three sent ences. [joined 
 by commas] 
C: In China we never put pay attention like in Engl ish the exact 
 difference between comma and semi-colon… 
G: There is a difference because a semi colon funct ions like a 
 period. It comes after a full sentence.  
C: I have take Basic Writing, but he is never tell me I have   
 such  big problem. So maybe that's a reason I neve r pay   
 attention to that.  
G: I don't know. In our dept we have a policy about  those kinds of 
 mechanical errors and it can really affect your gr ade. You're 
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 supposed to learn that or get some help with it in  Basic Writing. 
While some might question the effectiveness and sufficiency of this feedback, Crissy 
eliminated comma splices from her final two papers. Thus there is no discussion of 
comma splices in the OFDFB for her commentary essay. This may be evidence that th
O&WFDFB directed Crissy’s attention to the problem in a more thorough way than the 
WFDFB alone at least when Crissy participated in the oral feedback in an effort to 
negotiate meaning from the feedback. 
 Without this negotiation, the presence of an oral feedback component was not a 
guarantee that a student’s troublesome areas would be attended to. In Crissy’s case, her 
problems with verbs continued into her third essay. However, a review of Figures 5.18 
and 5.19 and the transcripts following show that the O&WFDFB Crissy received is 
mostly directive and non-collaborative. The absence of interaction between us could be 
explained for a couple of reasons. One, when I offered Crissy the opportunity to 
participate, she was not able to self-correct which may have influenced my directive 
behavior. I may have felt I was helping Crissy to save face when I ended the awkward 
silence and supplied the correct answer. Second, the nature of the verb problems may 
have also affected the O&WFDFB. In the first essay, the verb problems were largely ones 
of tense so that simply writing “why use present tense to discuss a past event?” was 
enough to raise her awareness of tense issues. In the second essay the verb problems did 
not fit neatly into a single category. They did not lend themselves to simple explanations. 
It was unclear to me whether these mistakes were the result of careless proofreading or a 
lack of acquisition. In either case, I would argue that pointing out the mistake and 
correcting it raises awareness and may be as helpful as giving lengthy explanations. In 
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any case, Crissy’s third essay contained a number of verb errors although n t as many as 
her first essay.  
Crissy: Attention to OFDFB 
 The oral feedback session with Crissy lasted almost 18 minutes. Following the 
minimal marking procedure described in Chapter Three, I had identified thirty-five 
feedback points, the lowest of all her papers – perhaps not surprising considering this 
paper received the highest grade of the three: a full two letter grades above her pr vious 
essay. Consequently, the OFDFB addressed a variety of topics not just sentence-lev l 
issues, and even then the sentence-level concerns were different from those of past 
papers. For example, the oral feedback session started with an extended discussion of the 
correct preposition to follow agree. Crissy had written on the topic of gun control and 
stated early on: “Numbers of people agree on this idea, while some others do not.” 
G: 'agree with' 
C: I have asked my Chinese teacher and she told me 'agree with' 
 always with someone and  
G: Let's see, what is it you say....'agree'.. 
C: I was confused.. 
G: "numbers of people agree on this idea" 
C: She told me I need to use 'on' I was confused an d she told me 
 need to use 'on' instead of 'with' cause that some thing not 
 someone 
G: Yeah that's similar, when would you say agree on - agree on a 
 solution.. interesting "I would have said 'with'" but umm I can 
 understand the ... I mean typically that's true. Y ou agree with 
 people… 
C: Yeah and agree on some ideas/opinions 
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G: You agree on a solution 
C: yeah 
G: I think the word 'idea' though…see I wouldn’t sa y I agree on an 
 idea. I would agree with an idea because typically  an idea is 
 connected to a person. You know it's kind of back there in the 
 background and idea comes from someone so maybe th at's the reason 
 with the word 'idea' I would agree with an idea bu t you agree on 
 a solution, you agree on a plan. That's true. That 's weird. 
 Prepositions are so weird…umm and you just don't n eed the word 
 'some'. "while others do not..." “ 
Unlike the previous conference over the second essay, in this conference Crissy 
participated more at least by explaining the reasons for the language choics she has 
made. In addition to the oral feedback, I made some notations on the page as we spoke, 
and the oral feedback continued regarding her opening paragraph shown in Figure 5.21.  
Figure 5.21: Crissy’s Third Essay: Oral Feedback 
 
G: And now I put a colon here because now you're go ing to give a 
 quote and you're giving a quote that talks about b eing afraid of 
 guns so if you have a colon, it kind of keeps this  connection... 
 Like I've never heard of this before, hap, haplaph obe? How do you 
 say this? 'Haplaphobes are  people afraid of guns?" 
C: Yes it means.. I have checked this word on inter net ... in 
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 Chinese it  means yes some people fraid of the exi st of guns 
G: Interesting... (laughter and repetition of the w ord)  
In the oral feedback session, I did not address orally every notation. When I identifie  an 
error as a result of carelessness, I acted on my pedagogical belief that a clear correction 
would sufficiently raise awareness as in the opening sentence of Figure5.21 when Crissy 
had written “Many people have already afraid…” On the other hand, some notations were 
meant to be instructive as when I added the colon in Figure 5.21. Admittedly my 
explanation is minimal at best and Crissy did not use quotations in her final assignment, 
so I could not determine whether the oral feedback was sufficient.  
 At a later point, I moved into an extended discussion with Crissy concerning ways 
to integrate a quote within a paper. The discussion centered on the passage in Figure 5.22. 
Figure 5.22: Crissy: Integrating Quotes  
 
G: I'm still confused the "the number of private fi rearm ownership 
 was was big in the US in '93,'94 the percentage of househo ld.. 
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 household s  with a gun is  49% and the total number of guns was..". 
 Do you see how that's weird? How that kind of.. 
C: I mean °°° 
G: I think something's missing or... 
C: I mean the number °°°° you mean here need to use  'were' not 
G: No, no, I mean the tense  to go past tense, present tense, past 
 tense 
C: ahhh 
G: Like what's…? 
C: ahh, ahh, ahh 
G: That's weird that you want to talk about ‘93, ‘9 4 and then you 
 suddenly go to the present tense so are there... a nd then you go 
 back  to the past tense so is is…all of these numb ers all from 
 ‘93 ‘94 or are you talking about ‘93 ‘94 here but now you're 
 talking about currently but then now it's back in the past again. 
 See how I'm.. the confusion?  
C: uh, uh, I °°°°  I figure out that. 
At this point in the conference, it occurred to me that there was more than a mishandling 
of tense going on with Crissy’s writing. Crissy has made these errors in the context of a 
quote, so she had obviously failed to retype the quote accurately. I decided she had 
perhaps pieced together a quote and so I moved to address the proper use of ellipses.  
G: I'm wondering if, when you looked at the quote y ou took out part 
 of it, like in the original there's more informati on.. 
C: uh... 
G: Do you see what I'm saying?  
C: um 
G: So if you do that, there's two things you have t o do. I mean, 
 when you put it in here like this, you're telling the reader ° 
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 that these words are exactly this way exactly this  order here. 
 That's what you're telling the reader. If you didn 't need the big 
 long quote, you just needed part of this and part of this and 
 part of that and you want to blend it together in one sentence 
 then you want to use three dots, like  let's say y ou have 
 quoted material 'blah blah blah, you know blah... blah... blah' 
 and you don't need this information so you put thr ee dots and 
 then you start 'blah blah blah' again  
C: ah, ah, ah ok 
G: That tells the reader that there were some extra  words in here 
 that you didn't need and you took them out 
C: ok 
G: Ok, so I'm wondering if that's what happened tha t it's confusing 
 the way it is.. You see that? You see what I'm tal king about? 
C: Yeah 
This conversation illustrates a primary advantage of OFDFB in that it offers flexibility to 
elaborate as the opportunity arises. Interestingly we never return to the topic of tense in 
this passage. Even if Crissy pieced together the quotation, she still misused tense. I added 
the handwritten notations during the oral conference (circling the mixture of tenses) as a 
means of illustration, but according to the transcript we actually never returned to the 
misuse of tense. I seemed to have gotten carried away with the explanation of using 
ellipses perhaps because this discussion offered me a teaching opportunity that I do not 
often get to in feedback sessions.   
 Later during the oral feedback session, I returned to the topic of using quotations. 
Crissy had ended a paragraph with a quote. I had not made a note of this in her paper, but 
during the conference, I decided it was something worth mentioning to Crissy.  
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G: OK and I didn't say anything about this on your paper, but 
 usually whenever you have a quote here at the end of a paragraph, 
 you don't want to end a paragraph with a quote you  want to follow 
 a quote with your words.[slowly in order to write what I am 
 saying on her paper] 
C: oh, 
G: so you don't generally, this is generally,  
C: ok 
G: You don't begin or end a paragraph with a quote.  Generally , you 
 put the quote in the middle, and you put your word s - your words 
 kind of introduce it and you give the quote, then your words kind 
 of follow it. °°°°°••••• 
C: my opinion 
G: um hum, um hum 
C: ok 
The previous transcript illustrates that the OFDFB sessions were not entirely driv n by 
the minimal markings I had made while grading the paper. In fact, it illustrate  the 
dynamic nature of the oral feedback sessions. Probably because of the relativ ly low 
number of sentence-level issues in this paper, I felt I could address the content cerns 
in the FDFB.  
 Appendix B contains another example of extended OFDFB with Crissy 
concerning coherence. It is worth noting that apparently I felt I could address th e 
content issues with Crissy only after she had displayed a certain command of sentence-
level accuracy. This strategy is in directly reverse order to that which is commonly 
proposed in feedback studies. I offer the following explanation. The practice of 
addressing what is often referred to as higher order concerns, such as thesis upport and 
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development, before addressing sentence-level problems, often designated as lower order 
concerns, almost always happens in the context of providing rough draft feedback. Since 
I was providing feedback on final drafts, addressing the sentence-level issues allowed me 
to focus first of all on issues that have in previous studies been identified as “treatable,” 
that is, rule-governed (Ferris, 2002, p. 23). My feedback behavior illustrates that asa 
professor, I believed that students, such as Crissy, had to be able to manage the “easy,” 
concrete parts of writing before they could address the more difficult abstract i sues.  
 As with previous essays, Crissy continued to struggle somewhat with using the 
correct verb form. Unlike previous feedback sessions, the OFDFB regarding verbs came 
embedded in a discussion of other points as in the discussion of integrating quotes above 
or the discussion of word choice below following Figure 5.23. 
Figure 5.23: Commentary Essay: Verbs et al. 
  
G: I don't think 'resultantly’ is a word. Did you f ind that in the 
 dictionary? Did you find this word in the dictiona ry? I've never 
 seen  that word. 
C: I asked my roommate, she told me to.. I'd better  change with it. 
 I think the first I write maybe 'as a result' such  kind of ... 
 and it...she told me to change it to that way - mu ch better -  
G: I've never heard that word, but I would say 'con sequently'... 
 'started to become' right..(silent reading)... and  here, you have 
 a quote...but I'm confused because there's this mi xture of  
 tenses, so I'm just wondering if you really got th e quote right.  
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Once again Crissy engaged in the discussion somewhat at least to explain her strategy. 
There were times, however, where the feedback concerning verb forms was both 
directive and minimal as in the following transcripts: 
 The three essay excerpts that follow reflect the minimal marking strategy I used 
with OFDFB. In the first one as a reminder to myself, I have a dot to the side of a 
sentence containing the phrase “…shooting was happened...” with was marked out as 
shown in Figure 5.24 
Figure 5.24: Commentary Essay: Minimal Marking Excerpt I 
   
G: But I marked out 'was happened' did you see that ? 
C: [reading it to herself but outloud] 'was happene d' uhhh 
G: yeah we don't say 'was happened' right? °°°••• 
C: uh 
G: 'the shooting happened'[pages turning] 
In other passages, I simply wrote in the changes and read them to Crissy during the 
OFDFB. Figure 5.25 shows the squiggly line that I used as a minimal marking strategy 
during the grading process, in this case to indicate an incorrect verb form. 
Figure 5.25: Commentary Essay: Minimal Marking Excerpt II 
  
G: ...[reading from text] 'most people know that th e only   
 reason for keeping guns is to prevent.. prevent ou rselves   
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 from be ing  
C: ah, from °° 
G: 'from be ing' If you need to, you can write things down 
C: ah, ok °°° 
The last sentence of the essay states: “I think it is a better way to achieve the goal of less 
gun crimes and provided people an indeed peaceful life.”I crossed out the ‘d’ of provided 
as shown in Figure 5.26. 
Figure 5.26: Commentary Essay: Minimal Marking Excerpt III 
 
G: right because you're saying um ' to  achieve and provide' so  the 
'to'  kind of goes with that,   
 In these ways, the OFDFB was again largely directive and non-collaborative especially 
with “small” errors such as leaving out words or letters or using the incorrect verb form. 
In other ways, the OFDFB was somewhat interactive as Crissy took an active role in 
explaining some of her choices. Even so, Crissy’s final paper, the Feedback Report, had 
strong content and was almost error free. In fact, the only errors came in the following 
sentences of her conclusion. I have highlighted them for easy reference.  
 Through the analysis of the previous essays, I learned that I still need do more 
 works to make my writing better. Now, I think I have no problems with works 
 cited and logical order. But if I want to achieve the goal th t writing free of 
 grammatical and mechanical errors, I still need to o more endeavors. As a 
writer,  I must grasp the comprehensive writing skills and use them in a flexible 
way. I  need to find some native-speaking friends to discuss with them my writing 
 problems; they can always help me find out the different grammar mistakes and 
 teach me how to make my paper better. Trying to read some English articles and 
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 becoming familiar with the structure of sentences is also a good way to impr ve 
 my writing skill. 
 
This self-analysis reflects Crissy’s determination to develop her writing skills - a 
determination that probably existed outside of feedback timing or strategy. Nevertheless 
it appears that Crissy benefitted most from final draft feedback that was both oral and 
written. The written feedback gave her a written record that she could ret rn to and re 
read, a strategy she claimed to practice, and the oral feedback gave her an opportunity to 
ask questions or receive instruction about issues for which she needed more clarification. 
Crissy: Conclusions 
 Crissy was a tenacious and determined student. At our last interview she 
remarked how she had been caught off guard by the corrective feedback on her essays. 
C: In China my grammar's good. I didn't get a lot o f marks on my 
 paper, but here 'ah!' Now I need to pay attention to my writing.  
At the close of the oral feedback for her third essay, I complimented Crissy on the quality 
of her paper, which she acknowledged while also commenting on her negative reaction to 
earlier feedback.  
C: Thank you much better than last one. I was so de pressed the last 
 one.  
G: Oh?  
C: I call my mom and my mother told me maybe I need  to change my 
 plan…my schedule for my major class, but I told he r don't worry 
 I'll do good job on next one…try my best  
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Rather than be discouraged and give up, Crissy was determined to address her 
weaknesses. Given Crissy’s determination then, it is not surprising that the data show that 
she attended to the FDFB she received.  
 Specifically in reference to the research questions I offer the following 
conclusions based on the data from Crissy. 
What were the features of FDFB that students received on their graded papers? 
 Crissy received mostly sentence-level feedback on all three essays although by 
the third essay the ratio of sentence-level feedback to content feedback had decreased. As 
Crissy’s sentence-level issues decreased, she received more content focused feedback.  
Did students attend to features of FDFB as they completed subsequent writing 
assignments in the same class? 
 Crissy attended first of all to those features that had the greatest negative effect on 
her grade. Then she attended to those features about which she received elaborated, 
negotiated feedback. 
Did method of feedback delivery affect the attention students gave to the FDFB? 
 Crissy benefitted most from FDFB that had both written and oral components. 
The oral component allowed for discussion and interaction, whereas, the written 
component served as a more permanent form of feedback.  
 Because most of the feedback Crissy received was at the sentence level, the 
WFDFB did not look much different from the O&WFDFB. In each case I relied heavily 
on notations rather than extended discourse. The sentence-level nature of the feedback 
also affected the oral feedback in that it was often directive and non-collaborative in both 
the O&WFDFB and the OFDFB. Yet, the oral feedback sessions did allow for some non-
directive, collaborative exchanges which were not possible with the WFDFB. The main 
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advantage of the oral feedback sessions, with or without the written component, was its 
dynamic nature, which allowed for negotiation of understanding and elaboration of 
corrections. The data from Crissy show that she attended to the FDFB that affected her 
grade, starting with the WFDFB, but that she perhaps benefitted most when there was an 
oral element to the FDFB. However, for Crissy, the oral element was most effective when 
it was combined with a written element: the best of both worlds.  
 Crissy’s writing strategy also involved a strong oral component as she stated that 
talking about her writing was an important part of learning to write for her. Without my 
prompting, she mentioned that she went to the writing center “twice for every paper.” But 
she also mentioned talking about her ideas to friends to find out if they thought her topic 
was interesting. She also turned to friends in dealing with negative affective factors 
resulting from FDFB. 
C: Sometimes I when I write papers I told my friend s  I do not feel 
 I really improve a lot, but they say “You did. You  can compare 
 your paper.” That’s obvious I have not many proble ms I had 
 before. But with all these papers I still feel I h ave a lot of 
 problems with my paper, but indeed I improved. 
At any rate, Crissy claimed not only to learn from FDFB but to rely on it. She mention d 
(without any prompting) that a full semester later she continued to review the FDFB from 
her composition classes to help her in her effort to learn how to write successfully in her 
other university classes. Table 5.1  illustrates that Crissy initially struggled to succeed at 
the level to which she aspired – earning Cs (75% and 70% respectively) on her first two 
papers: the profile - 150/200 and the memoir 140/200. By her last paper, the commentary 
essay, she earned the grade she had been working for - 180/200 (90%). The data in this 
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chapter show that Crissy’s strategy of paying attention to the FDFB is, at least in part, 
responsible for her improved grades and success in the course. 
 The following chapter looks at the data concerning FDFB and Jessica, a similarly 











RESEARCH FINDINGS: JESSICA 
Jessica: “Talk makes it serious” 
 Jessica is Japanese/Irish. She has grown up in Japan and considers Japanese to be 
her L1. Her father is Irish and she is “trying to” speak English to him now, but growing 
up she spoke only Japanese to him. In fact, she describes a linguistic relationship where 
she spoke Japanese to her father and he spoke English to her with the mixing of the two 
languages when necessary; she and her mother communicated exclusively in Japanese. 
Her formal instruction in English began in junior high school. Because of her home 
background she found the conversational side of English class easy but stated that in 
school “the grammar was hard for me.”  
 Jessica is a Family Studies major. At the time of the study (spring 2009), she wa  
an eighteen year old, first-year student taking a full load of classes. Jesica is tall and 
light skinned from her father’s heritage. She wrote about this once, how her physical 
features keep her from “looking Japanese” although she considers herself Japanese. She 
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is quiet but friendly and has an easy smile. She speaks hesitantly and her accented 
English is a little hard to understand sometimes, partly because she speaks so softly. 
 In terms of learning to write, Jessica described her writing skill in Japanese by 
saying “I can write, but I’m not good at writing.” She claimed that she was not good at 
writing in Japanese because she was “not creative in writing.” As for learning to write in 
English, Jessica described it as “so hard” because “I need to learn a lot of grammar nd 
Japanese sentence structure and English is opposite. So I need to change everything.” 
She described a process in which she first translated everything in her head, but claimed
that “now I can think in English and I can write” in English. Her formal writing 
instruction in English began the summer before she started university classes. She 
attended the language school on campus and completed a 14 week English for Academic 
Purposes (EAP) course before enrolling in Basic Writing in the fall of 2008 at this 
university. She felt that the summer course was when she really started learning to write 
in English.  
 Jessica’s behavior in class was consistent with a student who is engaged in class
and determined to succeed. She sat on the second row almost directly in front of me. She 
had one absence all semester; otherwise, she came to class prepared with her tex book 
and laptop ready. She usually arrived early. The interview and research data indicate that 
Jessica read and attended to the feedback regarding her final drafts although she is less 




Research Question 1: What were the features of final draft feedback that students 
received on their graded papers? 
Jessica: An overview of final draft feedback. 
  In the following section I discuss the FDFB Jessica received on each essy 
according to feedback points and category. In Jessica’s case, the number of feedback 
points remained fairly consistent in all categories from essay to essay. In f ct essays one 
and three are almost identical in this regard. Somewhat paradoxically, the middl essay, 
which received the lowest grade, also received the fewest feedback points even though i  
received feedback by two means: oral and written. This perceived paradox actually 
illustrates the neutrality of the feedback points themselves in that they are merely 
tabulations of feedback, and as such they are starting points from which further data 
analysis can proceed. Table 6.1 shows the summary of feedback points that Jessic  
received on her essays.  
Table 6.1 : Feedback Points for Jessica 
Essays:Feedback 
Points, Categories, 




Memoir   
(O/WFDFB) 























Summative 4 2 5 10 3.3 
Total FB Points 32 23 33 87 29 
Jessica and Crissy both received the most feedback points at the sentence level and the 
second most feedback points at the content level. Additionally, their final grades wer  
about the same. Overall though, Jessica received fewer feedback points than Crissy. In 
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fact, Jessica’s highest total of feedback points on a single essay (Commentary: 33) is 
still less than Crissy’s lowest total for a single essay (Commentary: 35). This difference 
is due to the different struggles each faced as they completed their essays. These 
differences are not reflected in the Table 6.1 data alone. 
 For example, the feedback points could and sometimes did represent positive 
feedback especially in categories of content, summative, and even documentation. On 
the other hand, sentence-level feedback tended to be negative in that it was generlly 
corrective. This distinction is important because Jessica and Crissy have the same 
number of content feedback points, but Crissy’s content feedback was often positive, 
whereas Jessica’s content feedback was generally negative as she especially truggled 
with issues of thesis and coherence. 
 In sum the data in Table 6.1 do not reflect Jessica’s effort to address issues 
related to content. Nor do they show that that she attended to complex and diverse 
sentence-level issues. Therefore, the feedback points alone, as mere numbers on a table, 
might obscure, rather than illuminate, the findings.  
 As detailed in Chapter Three, the feedback points were a way to organize and 
keep track of the data, and  to that end they have some value if only to show what and 
how much feedback a student received. The data for Jessica appear to show the results 
of a student receiving balanced feedback. Table 6.1 reflects that I commented on content 
and sentence-level issues in more or less equal number, and that other aspects of 
feedback, such as providing an end comment or addressing adherence to documentation 
styles, were present as well as.  
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 From this overview perspective, I address the next research question and 
examine the FDFB Jessica received in the categories listed in Table 6.1: Content, 
Sentences, Documentation, and Summative feedback  
Research Question 2: Did students attend to features of FDFB as they completed 
subsequent writing assignments in the same class? 
Jessica : Attention to feedback features  
 As explained more fully in Chapter Five, I defined attend to as a student’s effort 
to understand the feedback on a paper with the intention of applying that feedback to 
future writing. In a strategy similar to Crissy, Jessica chose to focusher attention in 
future papers on the feedback that was directly affecting her grade.  
Content feedback: Thesis and coherence. 
 Even though Jessica received more sentence-level feedback than any other kind, 
issues with thesis cost her the most points on her first paper, leading her to attnd to 
thesis in each following paper.  
 Attending to Thesis FDFB. 
 An analysis of FDFB revealed that after being heavily penalized in her first essay 
for not having a thesis, Jessica attended to thesis development in her subsequent papers. 
For example, on her first essay for which she received only WFDFB, I addressed the 




This 20 point deduction represented 10% of her final grade.  
  
       Yes         No 
Does the writing have a supported thesis statement? □ □ □ □X -20 
You discuss your father’s cultural background, but I don’t know what your thesis is or 
where it’s stated. 
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 Figure 6.1 shows the opening paragraphs from Jessica’s first essay.  













The paragraphs show that Jessica has, somewhat randomly, begun an essay about her 
father, but she does not have a sentence, here or anywhere in the essay,  that would 
represent a thesis statement.  
 Apart from this written feedback on the evaluation page, Jessica received no 
further feedback regarding her lack of thesis until we met to discuss her second essay. In 
that essay, the memoir, Jessica received more positive feedback regarding her 
development of a thesis. On the evaluation sheet for the memoir essay she received a 4 
out of 5 rating.  
 
 My father was born 17th February 1945 on his grandfather’s farm on the 
Dublin Road, Lilburn, County Down, Northern Ireland. When he was a baby he 
moved to Bangor and he spent his childhood there. He had part time jobs. After 
several years, he started to go to university in US to become a preacher. At t 
time, he found a girl who would become my mother. After university, they 
married and they lived in Ireland for five years and they moved to Japan. Now 
my father has lived in Japan for twenty years. Till now he lived in many 
countries, and he had so many hard times to adapt to others. They still keep 
torching each other’s.  
 In childhood, he did not enjoy the time in junior school and high school 
because his teachers were strict. He always loved nature and enjoyed walking, 
hiking, camping, and fishing. But he enjoyed life very much: he was a member 
of the local brass band and soccer team, and he also enjoyed Sunday school in 
the local Brethren hall twice every Sunday. When he was fourteen he left school, 






This rating led to only a 10 point deduction representing 5% of the overall grade since  
each essay was worth 200 points. At the oral feedback session when we discussed the 
graded memoir essay as well as the first essay, I specifically asked bout Jessica’s 
attention to FDFB, and she explicitly stated her attention to thesis this time. 
G:  Anything else that you did from the feedback on  this [first] 
 paper that you thought about when you wrote [the s econd] paper? 
J: I thought I would put thesis statement more clea rly so for this 
 [second] paper I tried to put thesis sentence be m ore clearly. 
G: Good that was clear. 
In fact for the second paper Jessica had written the plan of development thesis that 
follows. (See also Figure 6.3) 
 “The time was hard to go through, but the experience made me realize how  
 communication, friendship, and learning from the past are important for 
 living life.” 
This type of statement was missing from Jessica’s first paper, in which she had profiled 
her father.  
 As illustrated by the positive written and oral feedback on her second essay, 
Jessica did attend to the need for a thesis when she wrote the memoir essay. After the 
second essay, she continued to receive positive feedback regarding her use of thesis. On 




4 Focus of piece is clear and is supported by examples, though some 







Jessica’s thesis was  
 “Refusing gay marriages does not mean that we take away a citizen right from 
 them.” 
While clearly a controversial topic, the essay assignment was to write a commentary. I 
judged Jessica’s support for her thesis to be sufficient given the nature of commentary 
combined with a respectful tone. For example, she wrote, 
 “All the people in this world have the right to live in happiness even gay people.”  
And,  
 “No one can destroy other people’s life just because they are gay.” 
To support her argument, she distinguished between refusing and limiting a person’s 
rights, and she pointed out the existing right of common law marriage that is available to 
all.  Rather than address the morality of her thesis, I chose, as I always do, to address the 
focus and development of it. Consequently, in the oral feedback session, I express the 
following concern about supporting her thesis: 
G: You don't just talk about the rights in your pap er. You actually 
 talk  about how it is in Japan. So you had a thesi s, but you kind 
 of went off the thesis a little bit. You want to b e careful with 
 that because you can be wandering off topic when y ou  do that. 
In looking at the progress Jessica made from assignment to assignment, her attention to 
stating a thesis shows not just in the thesis statements themselves, but in the evaluation 
of them. She moved from losing 10% (-20) of her final grade to 2.5% (-5) in connection 
        Yes        No 
Does the writing have a supported thesis statement? □ X-5 □ □ 
You state a thesis clearly, but you discuss more than just their rights. 
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to her use of thesis. In her final assignment, the Feedback Report, Jessica clearly stated 
the focus of her report at the conclusion of her introduction: 
 “Through these mistakes and feedback, I have learned how to write a paper in 
 university and have also learned about grammar, organization, transitions, and 
 citations.” 
The attention she gave to learning to write a thesis statement seems evident when 
comparing these latter thesis statements to her first essay which not only lacked a thesis 
statement but also lacked clarity and coherence. 
 Attending to Coherence 
 A second area of focus in the final draft content feedback of Jessica’s writing 
concerned coherence. In her first essay, she received both positive and negative 
feedback points concerning coherence in the essay. The following excerpt along with the 
written final draft feedback is from her first essay, the second and third paragraphs. 
Initially I addressed the lack of clarity from choosing the wrong word as a coordinating 
conjunction, but I also complimented her transition from one paragraph to the next10.  
Figure 6.2: Jessica: Essay 1 Coherence Feedback 
 
                                                
10 The exact wording of the feedback is reproduced more clearly in Table 6.2. 
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In a similar way to the example above, Jessica continued to achieve a sense of coherence 
on the following page where she ended paragraphs by leading into a subject then picking 
up that subject in the following paragraph. However, she abandoned this technique about 




Although I could have easily written more in the margins of her paper regardin  this 
topic, these three elaborated feedback points are the only ones Jessica received garding 
the coherence of her first essay. For the sake of clarity, they are reproduced in Table 6.2. 
Table 6.2: Jessica’s Profile Essay & Coherence Feedback 
Coherence 
Feedback Point 1 
page 1 
A question mark over but with comments in the left margin (“But” is a 
contrast word. “He enjoyed eating, but he hated cooking.”) and right 
margin (“He loved nature…and enjoyed fishing. But he enjoyed life…” 
No contrast between the 2 sentences.) 
Coherence 
Feedback Point 2 
page 1 
 A line connecting repeated key words part-time job with the comment 
“good connection from one paragraph to the next” 
Coherence 
Feedback Point 3 
evaluation page 
In answer to the coherence question, “In the beginning yes, but by page 3 
ea paragraph is separate, not connected with transitions -8” 
 
 In her second essay, I addressed coherence with both written and oral feedback. 
The written feedback was fairly minimal consisting of only two comments: one in th  
text and one on the evaluation page. As shown in the Figure 6.3 excerpt, I indicated a 
lack of coherence between two sentences in her introduction: 
  
      Yes   No 
Does it have coherence?   □  x-8 □ 




At the oral feedback session we discussed this comment and the lack of coherence. I 
began by reading from her paper: 
G:  “We became best friends." Alrig
 was hard to go through” and my question is
 “you became best friends” and “the time was hard to  go through.” 
 It seems like you jump. What were you thinking here ? What was 
 your meaning?  
J: Ah before she came to my school, it was hard to get  know me.
G: Right. 
J: After Xiao came we became good friends. After that I tried to be 
 friends with others.
G: Right, but when you say here “W
 next sentence “T
 that you're jumping from the time you became best
 time it was hard. That's my question here about the  connection. 
 It seems like you jump here from the information. B ut the end is 
 clear, “but the experience made me realize how comm unication, 
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ht. And then you have "T
 the connection between 
 
e became best fr iends” and the 
he time was hard to go through,” i t seems to me 






 friendship, and learning from the past are importa nt.” That 
 part's clear, but it just seems like you jump from  being best 
 friends to hard times 
J: um hum [silence]  
From Jessica’s silence, I was not sure she understood what I was trying to say about the 
lack of connection. However, I was also not sure how I could have further elaborated n 
this point. We returned to the topic of coherence at the end of the O&WFDFB session 
when we discussed the evaluation page. I had initially rated the coherence a 3 out of5, 
but after discussing the  paper with her, I changed the rating to a 4 out of 5 because the 
oral feedback session had helped me see her organization more clearly than I had before 
as the following transcript shows: 
G:  I put 'the organization is implied; there are f ew to no 
 transitions to guide the reader'. Let's look at th e transitions.  
At this point I read aloud the opening and closing sentences of her paragraphs and 
stated,  
G:  I'm looking for the connections between paragra phs and also 
 inside the  paragraphs. Yeah I think that's actual ly better. I'm 
 going to move that up to a four here. Make that a 40. I think 
 this is all 4 out of 5.  
The rating change added 10 points to her overall grade bringing her total from a 140/200  




4 Organization of piece is clear, but some transitions may be forced or 
awkward. 





Nevertheless, coherence remained a topic of some concern in her third essay. On the  




At the OFDFB session I used her paper to try and illustrate the role of coherence in tying 
points together: 
G: Transitions between paragraphs would help becaus e if you look 
 back over your paper you've got your thesis and th en you move 
 into [inaudibly reading from the paper]. So you ha ve these 
 individual  paragraphs, but you don't have words t hat link them 
 together and that's what you want. You want to try  to have some 
 kind of connection to help your reader see how thi s paragraph 
 moves to this paragraph; how this moves to that. W hat's the link 
 all throughout? So that's what transitions do. Wor ds like 
 furthermore, or in addition to.  
In fact, within paragraphs Jessica had attended to the need for coherence as she used
transitional phrases and repeated key words. However, these cohesive devices were 
sometimes, though not always, missing between paragraphs and that is what I was trying 
to show her. The full essay is in Appendix C. 
Sentence feedback: Word choice and Sentence structure 
 Unlike Crissy, Jessica’s sentence level issues were not centered around one or 
two narrowly focused two areas. Instead her struggles were more scattered nd perhaps 
more typical of L2 struggles in written English, such as missing or incorrect a ti les, 
incorrect word usage or tense, and missing words or plural forms (Ferris, 2002, p.53). 
       Yes    No 
Does it have coherence?    □ x-5 □ □ □ 
Transitions between paragraphs would help. 
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As described in Chapter Three, I adopted the categories and descriptions used byFerris 
and Roberts (2001, p. 169) in my analysis of sentence-level feedback.  
Verb errors(V) All errors in verb tense or form  
Article errors(A) Article or other determiner incorrect, omitted, or unnecessary 
Wrong word(WW) All specific lexical errors in word choice or word form including
   preposition, noun, pronoun, and spelling errors.  
Sentence  Errors in sentence/clause boundaries (run-ons, fragments, comma 
structure (SS)  splices), subject-verb agreement, and word order, omitted words 
   or phrases, unnecessary words or phrases, other unidiomatic 
   sentence constructions 
 According to this classification, Jessica’s sentence level challenges i cluded 
using the correct word or word form (WW) and determining when to omit and when to 
include words within a given sentence structure (SS). Table 6.2 shows the sentence-lev l 
feedback (S-LFB) points that Jessica received on each paper. 
Table 6.3: Jessica: Sentence-level feedback 




Verb 1 1 1 3 
Article 1 3 3 7 
Wrong word 7 1 3 11 
Sentence 
structure 
5 5 8 18 
Total S-LFB 
points by essay 14 10 15  
 
Because the number of sentence-level feedback points decreased from essay one 
(Profile) to essay two (Memoir), it appears that Jessica attended to these featur s of 
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sentence-level feedback. However, these broad categories encompass a wide range of 
possibilities for error. For example, Jessica’s “wrong word” errors were often 
morphological errors where she failed to add an ‘s’ as needed. Other times, i wa  
difficult to categorize the result of choosing the wrong word since incorrect word choice 
can affect clarity and coherence which I have categorized as content issues. Even so, 
there were fewer sentence-level errors noted on her second paper. While a direct 
causality cannot be established, the decrease could be evidence that she attended to the 
negative feedback from the first essay especially with reference to word ch ice. 
 I acknowledge that these categories are at times artificially onstrained. 
Nevertheless, as I have explained earlier, in an effort to track attention to feedback, I 
needed to classify all the feedback into categories that seemed most plausible. In 
Jessica’s case, I placed the feedback point in the category that had the most global 
significance. For example, as discussed under Content Feedback in one instance 
Jessica’s mistake in word choice led to an extended discussion regarding coherence. It is 
true she used the wrong word as illustrated in Figure 6.2, but it seemed from our 
discussion later that she had failed to understand the meaning of the sentences and this is 
what led to her choosing the wrong word. In other words, the mistake seemed to stem 
from a larger issue of not fully understanding the context of what she intended to say 
rather than a “simple” mistake of choosing the wrong vocabulary word. At any rate, 
except for the first essay, the sentence-level feedback that Jessica rece ved most on her 
essays fell in the category of “Sentence Structure.”  Rather than decreas , this category 




 In her first essay, Jessica received four feedback points concerning setence 
structure. Two of these came on the evaluation form as I categorized the last two 
questions as ones globally regarding sentence structure.  The feedback Jessica received 
on the evaluation sheet for her first essay is shown below. 
       Yes          No 
Is the writing free of grammatical errors? -good □x □ □ □ □ 
Is the writing free of mechanical errors?  □x -2 □ □ □ □ 
A few problems but generally well done.  
In the text, Jessica only received two additional sentence structure feedback points and 
both involved leaving out words. For example, she had written “Their mission is train 
people…” and “…he can understand how it difficult…” In each case, I placed a  in the 
space above the missing word and wrote in the word.  
 In Jessica’s second essay I noted five sentence structure errors. As explained in 
Chapter Three, I used a different evaluation form for the memoir essay. With this essay, 
only one sentence structure feedback point came on the evaluation sheet shown below 
 
The other four sentence structure feedback points came in the text. In a similar example 
from the first essay, one of these feedback points involved omitting the word to as part 
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of an infinitive phrase. This example is illustrated in Figure 6.4 along with anoter 
sentence structure feedback point involving unnecessary words.  
Figure 6.4: Jessica’s Memoir Essay: Sentence Structure Written Feedback 
 
Unexplainably there is no discussion of these sentence-level notations11 in the oral 
feedback session except for the following brief comment: 
G: OK [reading the paper] so just some words here t hat need to be 
 changed. 
At the time, I believed that my notations were clear enough to convey the meaning 
behind them without additional elaboration on my part.  
 The remaining two sentence structure feedback points came in the passage 
shown in Figure 6.5 
  
                                                
11 Figure 6.4 contains four FB points (3 S-L, 1C). Two counted as SS feedback. The crossed out article 
counted as article feedback. The marked out and counted as content feedback because I thought the clarity 
(i.e. content) of the sentence was enhanced by making the compound sentence two separate sentences. 
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Figure 6.5: Jessica’s Memoir Essay: Sentence Structure Written & Oral Feedback 
  
Just as before, in each case I marked out the unnecessary words. The transcripts of the 
oral feedback sessions that accompanied the memoir essay reveal that I again simply 
read the corrected sentences.  
G:  'However now I can understand that ...[reading the paper]' So 
 this is like your moment of revelation, right? 
In this case the oral feedback addressed a content issue: where I thought Jessica had led 
up to the moment of revelation we had discussed in class as being a feature of the 
memoir essay. There is no discussion of why I marked out the word who. Instead, I 
continued reading the paper out loud and making minimal comments regarding the 
notations. 
G:  [reading the paper aloud] ‘Lower grade students  in elementary 
 school have not seen many foreigners.' So all I di d I was 
 just…taking this out and taking this out to  pull the two 
 together, so your subject would be students and have not seen 
 would be your verb instead of having they and some extra words  
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None of these passages in the transcript record an attempt on my part to engage Jssica 
in the discussion. I seem to have believed that the notations were self-explanatory. 
 Based on the lack of explanation and engagement regarding the sentence-level 
feedback, it might not be surprising that Jessica’s sentence-level issues increa ed in the 
third essay.  Actually, Jessica received her highest number of sentence-level f edback 
points in the third essay. In fact, she received more negative feedback in every category 
except “verb.” (Table 6.3) This increase could be the cumulative result of my having 
assumed incorrectly that the sentence-level notations were clear to Jessica. In any case 
of the fifteen sentence-level feedback points, almost half (N=6) were in the category of 
‘sentence structure.’ As in the previous essays, these errors were a mixture of omitting 
words (two feedback points), including an unnecessary word (one feedback point), 
having a comma splice (one feedback point), and feedback on the evaluation page (two 
feedback points).  
Word choice 
 The other sentence-level category that most troubled Jessica was in “wrong
word” which included lexical errors of word choice or form. Jessica received sen 
“wrong word” feedback points on her first paper. Of these seven, two were instances of 
choosing an incorrect word. The first instance, shown in Figure 6.6, was one of using 
slang or informal register when Jessica wrote “Till now…” and I indicated sh  should 




Figure 6.6: Jessica’s Profile Essay & Feedback Concerning Slang  
 
The other time she seemed to have gotten confused and written the wrong word when 
discussing the school system in Ireland as shown in Figure 6.7 
Figure 6.7: Jessica’s Profile Essay & Wrong Word Feedback 
 
Because it seemed unlikely that the parents and teachers joined forces to guide the 
parents, I wrote in what I thought she intended, but added a question mark to show my 
uncertaintly. 
 The remaining five feedback points in this category were all ones related to 
incorrect word form. Three of these errors had to do with failing to use the plural form 











As Figure 6.8 shows, in each of these cases I simply wrote in the missing “s.” (I al o
failed to write in the missing plural form as shown in the preceding sentence: “These 
experience…”.) However, when I did correct word form errors, I wrote in the corrction 
sometimes adding a squiggly line under an incorrect form with the correction above it as 
illustrated in Figure 6.9. 
Figure 6.9: Jessica’s Profile Essay & Incorrect Word Form 
 
 The last feedback point in this category represents the challenge of classi ying 
sentence-level feedback. It was a capitalization error when Jessica had written “On 
weekends, they do not have much time to spend with their Family.” Here I had simply  
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drawn two lines under the “F.” (See Figure 6.7) The schema I adopted from Ferris and 
Roberts (2001) does not clearly account for these types of mistakes in that the failure to 
capitalize might not be considered a lexical error. Nevertheless, it could be considered 
an error in word form and in another context capitalizing family could affect the 
meaning of the sentence. 
 “Wrong word” is a broad category of error in that numerous examples of error 
could fall into this category. In Jessica’s first essay, I counted seven errors as wrong 
word errors. These included three errors of missing the plural s form, one capitaliz tion 
error, two word choice errors, and one missing apostrophe error. 
 Even though the written feedback concerning word form and word choice errors 
was minimal, it seemed to call Jessica’s attention to the need for more careful editing 
before turning in her final essays. In her second essay, Jessica received only one ‘wrong 
word’ error and it was an error in preposition choice as shown in Figure 6.10 
Figure 6.10: Jessica’s Memoir Essay & Wrong Word Error 
 
There was no discussion of this change at the oral feedback session other than my 
change in emphasis as I read the corrected version aloud to her. 
G: "I always sat on my chair and looked down, so I didn't have any 
 friends in  first grade.” 
This strategy of recasting the error and providing non-elaborated feedback continued in 
the oral feedback session of Jessica’s last paper. 
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 In her third essay, Jessica received three “wrong word” feedback points. These 
were all classified as errors of word form. The first two came early on in the first 
paragraph shown in Figure 6.11. 




I started the OFDFB by reading the corrections to her.  
G: Let's see what questions you might have. I didn' t make a lot 
 of comments on the paper because I wanted to see i f you could 
 figure out what I'm talking about. So like here 'b ecause it 
 is against tradition they have a different union f rom OURS' 
 not 'our one' but ‘ours,’ and 'Marriage means not only living 
 together happily ever after but” you have “marriag e couples” 
 do you mean ‘married couples’ the adjective?  
J: ummm 
G: “Marriage couples” doesn't make sense to me. 
J: Yeah “married” 
 The last word form error came on page three of her paper. On Jessica’s paper, I
had made pencil notations. During the OFB session I wrote in the words on her draft as 




Figure 6.12: Jessica’s Commentary Essay & Wrong Word Feedback II 
 
G: 'if the  majorit y  of people' 
Even though I had begun the OFDFB session by stating that I wanted to “see what 
questions” she had and “wanted to see if [she] could figure out” my comments. The 
transcripts show that I never really gave her the chance to do so.  
 Jessica’s sentence-level feedback fell into two broad categories of error. Unlike 
Crissy, Jessica’s errors were more context specific to each essay and therefore more 
difficult to trace in terms of monitoring her development as a writer. That difficulty 
illustrates the complexity of “simple” yet “typical” sentence-level errors that NNES 
students struggle with in achieving fluency in academic writing.  
Documentation feedback:Minimal  
Table 6.1 shows that Jessica received four documentation feedback points on her first 
essay: one in the margin of the essay, two on the works cited page, and one on the 
evaluation page. 
 On page two of her essay I made the marginal comment shown in Figure 6.13 




From the context and the use of quotations marks, it appeared that Jessica was quoting a 
portion of the mission statement from the preaching school her father had attended. Yet 
she failed to correctly document the source of the quote although she did have the source 
listed on her works cited page as shown in Figure 6.14 
Figure 6.14: Jessica: Profile Essay Works Cited Page 
 
The written feedback “Where are they cited?” was intended to draw Jessica’s attention 
to the fact that these references should be cited in the text even though the comment is 
clearly a non-elaborated, indirect strategy for doing so. The second written feedback 
point on this page “not quite the right form” was intended to inform Jessica that she is 
on the right track but not quite there yet in terms of citing a website correctly.  
 The evaluation page on Jessica’s first essay shows that I deducted ten points for 
problems with documentation. 
       Yes          No 
Is the writing in the correct manuscript form? □ □ □-10 □ □ 
      No in-text citations 
 At the follow-up interview, nine months later, Jessica indicated some continued 
confusion with preparing a works cited page.  
G: So when you got this paper back and you read 'wh ere are they 
 cited? Not quite the right form.' What did you und erstand from 
 this comment? 
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J: I thought like here I was a little bit confused about it. I got 
 the information from this page. [pointing to the s ource] 
G: Yeah, so you put it there. [pointing to the work s cited page]  
J: I still don't know what is wrong. 
Jessica has indicated that she got information from this source and put that informat on 
in her paper so she thought she had cited correctly. She had not fully understood the 
connection between the works cited and in-text citations. I was surprised that Jessica 
was still somewhat confused by the documentation feedback. Her continued confusion 
indicates that not only was the WFDFB inadequate but also the oral feedback she had 
received over the course of the semester from writing center tutors, librarians, and others 
to whom she turned for feedback. Perhaps their feedback had helped at the moment, but 
Jessica had not yet grasped some basics of MLA documentation.  
G: What is wrong with that? If you look in your boo k, there's a 
 couple of things: one, the date is never like this ; the date is 
 always going to be day month year. This is the  ho mepage, so 
 you're probably going to underline that, and you'r e  going to 
 put the date there. That's the minimum. I don't kn ow  if there's 
 additional information. That's why I have 'not qui te the right 
 form' And then here I have 'where are they cited?' . So when you 
 read that question what did you understand? What w as your 
 reaction?  Do you remember? 
J: I just look back at this word. [Jessica indicate d that she looked 
 back at the in-text documentation feedback where I  had indicated 
 the need for an in-text citation.] 
This exchange illustrates the complex and confusing task that students find in citing 
sources. Even after the classroom instruction, other papers, and writing center visits, 
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Jessica still had not fully understood what documentation mistakes she had made on the 
works cited page of her first essay. The interview data, however, show that she did 
accurately interpret the in-text documentation feedback: 
G: And did that make sense to you - the little pare ntheses and “in 
 text citation?”. 
J: Yeah I understand this before I write this, but I forgot. 
G: Did you? So you knew to do it? You just forgot i t.  
J: Yeah 
G:  Did you learn that in Basic Writing or did you just learn it from 
 looking it up? 
J: I learned it from textbook - the class 
G: Alright. So you knew to do it. That was just an oversight. 
The data show that Jessica, indeed, attended more carefully to the in-text citations of her 
next essay although the works cited page remained a small source of difficulty 
 Jessica’s second essay received only two documentation feedback points: one on 
the evaluation page and one on the works cited page. Figure 6.15 illustrates the written 
feedback; the oral feedback follows. 
Figure 6.15: Jessica’s: Memoir Essay & Works Cited Feedback 
 
G:   This is good. [Referring to the works cited pa ge]. You just need 
 to move it up here because it's alphabetical. 
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Jessica had gotten the works cited in alphabetical order on the first paper, so this seemed
like a step backwards. I asked her about it pointing specifically to the documentation 
feedback of her first essay. 
G:  What did you think about the feedback on this [ first] paper? What 
 did you understand from this paper? 
J: This paper I miss like two or small words.  
G:  The in-text citations - you had works cited, so  you did that 
 correct this time (the profile paper). That was so mething that 
 you didn't do [correct this time with the memoir]-  so did you pay 
 attention to that-to the works cited and the in te xt citations? 
J: yeah, this time [first paper] I check the textbo ok but I'm not 
 pretty sure, but this time [second paper] I check textbook and I 
 ask writing center people.  
Her in-text citations are correct this time. 
G:  You did? You went to the writing center with th e [first paper] 
 but not the [second] one.  
J:  I went to there but I did the citations last mi nute so I was not 
 sure. 
Jessica said she had feedback on the citations from the writing center for the second
paper; the first paper she went to the writing center but not for feedback on the cita ions. 
She explained that she did not have the documentation ready when she went to the 
writing center with her first paper. I would argue that the documentation feedback of her 
first paper motivated Jessica to seek writing center feedback in managing the 
documentation of her second essay. In the second essay she cited both of her sources 
correctly in the text and only made one mistake on the works cited page – a relatively 
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common oversight by first-year composition ESL students of failing to put the source  
in alphabetical order.  
 Jessica relied more on outside research for her commentary essay – citing twice 
as many sources (four) in this paper as in the two previous papers. As I explained more 
fully in Chapter Three the requirements for each essay included two to four outside 
sources. Jessica also received more documentation feedback on this essay than on the 
other two, but as I have mentioned earlier, the number of feedback points is itself not a 
negative or positive factor. In Jessica’s case two of these feedback points were positive 
statements. On the evaluation page she received full points and a “yes” by the question 
concerning “correct manuscript form” and on the works cited page I wrote “good 
research!” at the bottom of the page during the oral feedback session. Figure 6.16 shows 
Jessica’s works cited page from her third essay and the notations I made during our oral 
FDFB session.  
 The following transcript is from our last interview after the course had ended.  
G: This is much better.. just a few little things -  but you've 
 got the topic inside this, the date you read it, y ou've got the 
 dates right. So what made the difference between t his page and 
 well actually I think you said you went to the wri ting center is 
 that it? Cause here you've got everything right; i t just needs to 
 be alphabetical.  
J: You put on the comment there, [previous essay] s o I was like very 
 focused on the works citations. I review a lot bef ore I hand in. 
G: You did? 
J: And I very focused on this. 
G: Because I commented on it here. It brought your attention to the 
 fact that you really needed to pay attention to th e works cited. 
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 So you did? 
J: yeah 
G: You paid attention to it because of the comment.  OK. Good to 
 know. 
In this way, Jessica confirmed her attention to the O&WFDFB concerning the 
documentation of her memoir essay.  
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Figure 6.16: Jessica’s Commentary Essay & Works Cited Feedback 
 
 The transcript of the OFDFB shows that I discussed the questions I had about the 
length of her sources as indicated by her citation and her failure to indent the final 
source – clearly an oversight as she had accurately indented the other sources. 
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G:  One thing to keep in mind-this line is indented  the second line. 
 Here you have '16' which means it’s only one page long, and I'm 
 wondering if that's correct. If you use the automa tic citation 
 thing from EBSCO…. 
J: They told me 16-16. 
G:  okay so it really is only one page? 
J: Yeah.  
G:  Ok. Good. And this one is more than one page? 
J: That was only one page [too]. 
During this discussion, I made notations on the paper – marking out the + symbol, but 
we did not discuss why the + symbol is wrong or even the coincidence that two of her 
four sources are on page 16.  
 In summary, Jessica appears to have attended to the FDFB concerning 
documentation. The mistakes of her first essay, not citing all the sources listed in Works 
Cited, are not repeated in the remaining essays and her failure to list thesourc s in 
alphabetical order in the second essay is not repeated in her last essay. Apparently, the 
minimal feedback I provided her, both oral and written, was sufficient in terms of raising 
her awareness of the need to attend to this aspect of academic writing before submitting 
her final essays for a grade. However, as indicated in the follow-up interview, it was not 
fully sufficient in terms of clearly up all confusion. It may have raised her awareness 
that she needs to attend carefully to this aspect of writing, but it was not always det iled 




Summative feedback: Positive but Minimal 
 Jessica received summative feedback that was fairly positive if somewhat 
limited. For example, even though Jessica’s first essay was targeted to receive WFDFB, 
I did not include an end comment on the essay; all four summative feedback points came 
on the evaluation page of her first essay: 
        Yes                 No 
Does the writing fulfill the assignment requirements? □x  □ 
  
Your paper: 160/200 
virtually error-free, occasional minor errors, lacks thesis statement  
 
Rough Drafts and Peer Evaluations:  ‘good’ 
The three underlined comments are holistic descriptions on the evaluation page.  
Together they counted as one summative feedback point. I underlined each one to 
indicate my agreement with that comment. There was no other written elaboration. 
 Her second essay received slightly more elaborated, summative feedback, but I 
only noted two actual feedback points: one on the evaluation page stating her grade and 
one during the oral FDFB. 
G:  So I mean it wasn't a bad paper, but some of th e sentences were 
 confusing to me. So I thought your focus was mostl y clear 4 out 
 of 5, but sometimes it wasn't clear. It's clear th at you're 
 writing about meeting your best friend; it's clear  what your 
 moment of revelation was -that you learned to get through 
 difficult times, but some of the other parts weren 't so clear um 
 I put 'the organization is implied; there are litt le to no 
 transitions to guide the reader'. Let's look at th e transitions.  
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At this point, I began looking back over the essay with Jessica paying particular 
attention to the focus of each paragraph and the words Jessica used to show that focus. 
During this activity, I realized her organizational strategy. Each paragraph w s well 
unified around a point that she had stated in her thesis. Because she lacked transitional 
words and sentences I had failed to see the link before. In the transcript that follows I am 
reading aloud from her paper and explaining to her my perceptions as I go. 
G:  'At that time' that means I guess 'second grade ' I'm looking for 
 the connections between paragraphs and also inside  the 
 paragraphs. Now you're talking about 'My feeling c hanged a lot' 
 [pages turning] 'However now I can understand that  my family, my 
 friends, my teachers supported me at that time bef ore.’ [reading 
 lightly - key words and first sentences of paragra phs] Yeah I 
 think that's actually better. I'm going to move th at up to a four 
 here. Make that a 40. I think this is all 4 out of  5. This would 
 be a little more support at the beginning. Probabl y the weakest 
 part would be some of the language issues. 
Figure 6.17 shows the change that took place during the summative feedback on 
Jessica’s second essay. This change raised her grade ten points giving her 150/200. 
Figure 6.17: Jessica’s Memoir Essay & Grade Change 
 
This oral FDFB session ended as I discussed future strategies with Jessica especially in 
relation to making the coherence of her papers clear. 
G:  So I think in your future papers when you get t o the end after 
 you've done the thesis, the organization and examp les and all 
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 that, then we need to focus on helping to connect the paragraphs 
 to each other. I think there is a tendency to have  a good 
 paragraph but they're not connected. It can be har d. It can be a 
 challenge to do that. Maybe in the future we can l ook at the 
 examples in the book and see how they do it. Do yo u have any 
 questions about either of these papers or the cour sework or your 
 grade? 
Jessica had no questions as we concluded the summative feedback for her second paper. 
 Jessica’s last essay, the commentary, received the most summative feedback 
points (5) and the highest grade (180/200). As has typically been the case, most of the 
summative feedback points came on the evaluation page. The following excerpt shows 
four summative feedback points from Jessica’s commentary essay. 
       Yes          No 
Does the writing fulfill the assignment requirements?□x □ □ □ □ 
Your paper:180/200 
□ Displays traits of above average work:  clearly supported thesis statement, clear 
 organization, displays qualities of good writing, no more than two major errors, 
 lacks  some depth and polish. 
 
Rough drafts and peer reviews √ 
 
The fifth summative feedback point came during the OFDFB session and is a brief 
statement about the overall quality of her paper. 
G:  Here just a few places where the sentences were  hard to 
 understand but many of your sentences were well wr itten, so 
 overall it was a  very good paper. 
 Overall, the textual and interview evidence suggest that Jessica attended to the 
features of FDFB that were addressed in her essays.  
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Research Question 3: Did the method of FDFB delivery affect the attention 
students gave to the FDFB? 
Jessica: Feedback Delivery 
 Just as with Crissy, addressing this research question proved to be complex 
because of the overlap between the different methods of feedback delivery. In practice 
the distinctions were not very distinct.  
Jessica: Attention to WFDFB 
 In contrast to Crissy, Jessica received fewer written feedback points, but more 
elaborated feedback overall. Of the thirty-two WFDFB points Jessica received on her 
first paper, twenty-one consisted of actual comments or individual words. Of these 
twenty-one written comments, fourteen consisted of two or more words; six of these 
came on the evaluation page represented in Table 6.4.  
Table 6.4: Jessica’s Evaluation Page & Elaborated WFDFB 
Evaluation Page  Written Comment 
Thesis You discuss your father’s cultural background, but I don’t know 
what your thesis is or where it’s stated 
 
Unity Some paragraphs wander a bit, but most are clearly unified 
around a single topic 
 
Completeness Good details 
Coherence In the beginning yes, but by page 3 each paragraph is separate, 
not connected with transitions 
 
Mechanics A few problems, but generally well done 
Form No in-text citations 
The remaining eight are sprinkled throughout her essay and are specific to the context of 
the essay. Many of these comments are illustrated in Figures 6.2, 6.7, 6.13, and 6.14. 
The complete graded essay is in Appendix C.  
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 Eleven of the WFDFB points were simply notations such as carets or 
underlinings. Each of the eleven notations are concerned with sentence-level issues. In 
Jessica’s case, where sentence-level issues were the concern I supplied minimal 
feedback as I had with Crissy, but because Jessica’s sentences were overall stronger than 
Crissy’s I felt I could address content issues too. It appears that with content issues I was 
more likely to provide at least slightly elaborated written feedback than I was with 
sentence-level issues. However, at times I was also brief in the writtn content feedback. 
For example, once when I was unsure of Jessica’s meaning, I simply indicated th t 
uncertainty by drawing a squiggly line under the phrase and writing “unclear” in the 
margins as shown in Figure 6.18. 
Figure 6.18: Jessica’s WFDFB & Lack of Clarity 
 
Overall Jessica received more elaborated WFDFB than Crissy, and the previous section 
established that she attended to the FDFB she received. There is less evidence that the 
elaborated written feedback was any more effective than the non-elaborated WFDFB in 
leading her to attend to the feedback. For example, at the follow-up interview six months 
after the course had ended, I discussed with Jessica her lack of thesis in her first paper. 
The following transcript reveals that her lack of thesis stemmed from misunderstanding 
the nature of the assignment.  
G: I didn't see that you had a thesis to your paper . When you think 
 about this, do you think you had a thesis? Or not?  
J: I guess if I understand homework a lot I will ma ke thesis 
 statement first, but this time I was like I couldn 't understand 
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 this homework properly, so I was just writing.  
G: About your father. 
J: Yeah. I interviewed my father and I put informat ion myself, and I 
 just put it in the paper; that's kind of mix up ev erything  
G: So if you understand the assignment clearly, you  put your thesis 
 first or you start with your thesis, but here you didn't really 
 understand the assignment or it was confusing or s omething? 
J: Yeah it was a little bit confusing for me. 
G: So you understood you're going to write a paper about your 
 father, so you interviewed him and you just wrote about him 
 without a clear focus.  
J: umm [indicating agreement] 
As mentioned in Chapter Four, several students had struggled somewhat to 
conceptualize the profile essay assignment. At one point Jessica explained that part of 
her misunderstanding the assignment and the need for a thesis was that she thought she 
could just write about her father, “not like a real essay” because “my fatheris just my 
father.” 
G: Can you remember before you wrote this paper, th is first paper, 
 did you know what a thesis was? Did you know that papers - that 
 you should have a thesis and all that? 
J: Yeah I knew it but I forgot. Before I wrote this  I forgot about 
 thesis statement and I just thought I need to writ e. 
Consequently, Jessica’s attention to thesis in her following assignments can not be 
directly tied to the method of feedback delivery. It can be tied to raising her awareness 
of her need to understand the assignment.  
 At other times, Jessica indicated that she understood the meaning of the WFDFB, 
but she did not understand how to accomplish what the written feedback suggested as 
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illustrated in the excerpt below from the last interview when we discussed comments 
regarding coherence: 
G: So tell me what is it you understand that means.  What does it 
 mean when a teacher says [writes]'you need more tr ansitions' 
J: I need to have a connection from the this paragr aph like this 
 part to this part and next sentence to next senten ce but I'm 
 still confused like each part has a different topi c. I was 
 confused how I can connect this part to this part.  
These excerpts combined with the data from the previous research question suggest that 
for Jessica WFDFB raised her awareness that something in her final written product was 
lacking. The WFDFB alone, elaborated or not, could call her attention to those featurs 
of writing, but to effectively address these issues, Jessica sought outside help in t  form 
of oral feedback. 
Jessica: Attention to O&WFDFB 
 For her second essay, Jessica received twenty-two feedback points, the least of 
all three essays. In this case, only eight of the feedback points consisted of written 
comments or words. Fourteen of the twenty-two feedback points were simple notations: 
circles, underlinings, and carets. One reason for this difference had to do with the 
different evaluation sheet used for the second essay. Unlike the evaluation sheet used for 
essays one and three, the evaluation sheet for the memoir essay came with holistic 
descriptions for each category. So, for example, instead of writing my own comment 
concerning her organization, I merely underlined the holistic description that seemed to 
fit her paper.  
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 Two of the written notations came during the oral feedback sessions. In both 
cases I had indicated a failure to understand what Jessica was trying to say. During the 
oral feedback session when she explained her meaning, I wrote in Jessica’s words as 
illustrated in Figure 6.19 
Figure 6.19: Jessica’s Memoir Essay O&WFDFB 
 
G: I have some other places where I was a little bi t confused what 
 you meant, like ok here, 'Most of the time I compl ained to my 
 mother because I could not tell that to someone el se. I 
 complained about everything such as about my class mates, my 
 teacher, and my family; however, I did not see to my 
 personality.' I'm not sure what you mean. 
J: I tried to say I was complaining around me, but I didn't see 
 myself like the fault the point I couldn't get alo ng with friend 
 was like I have fault. 
G: OK then you might say "I did not consider' inste ad of the word 
 'see'. You might put the word 'consider'. "I did n ot consider my 
 personality.” Or, “I did not consider the role my personality 
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 played” you know in this. Alright. But when I firs t read this I 
 was like 'what?' because you cannot see your perso nality. So 
 that's why I was  like um??  
 Figure 6.20 also illustrates the written feedback that accompanied the oral 
feedback. I had written the marginal comment while I was grading the essay. I wrote 
Jessica’s words, her explanation, during the discussion of the written feedback. 
Figure 6.20: Jessica’s Memoir Essay & Clarification with O&WFDFB 
 
G: Here I have a question. I'm not sure which memor y you are 
 referring to, whenever you say 'Whenever I look ba ck on this 
 memory I am confident to go over any difficult sit uation' but 
 which memory? 
J: When Xiao came in second grade. 
G: Second grade, right - the whole year It's not on e event, but 
 whenever you look back over this year, right? I th ink that would 
 be a little bit clearer because normally this soun ds like one 
 thing  like you remember the first day you came to  school or you 
 remember a time when kids were mean to you or some thing, 'So 
 whenever I look back at this time' or 'at my secon d grade year' 
 something like that. ‘I'm confident [reading the p aper]' I 
 wouldn't use 'would' here because that's hypotheti cal 'but when I 
 fight, I remember' [pages turning] that’s okay. 
In sum, the oral feedback session for Jessica’s second paper was 17 ½ minutes long. It 
addressed all four FDFB features:  content, sentences, documentation, and summative, 
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but most of the transcript reveals discussion of content issues especially that of clarity 
and coherence.  
Jessica: Attention to OFDFB 
 The OFDFB session with Jessica lasted 14 ½ minutes. Following the minimal 
marking scheme described in Chapter Three, I had identified thirty-one feedback points. 
An additional feedback point was not noted on her paper but came up orally in the oral 
feedback session giving Jessica a total of thirty-two feedback points for her last ss y – 
an identical number to what she received on her first essay. (See Table 6.1). The 
consistency of this number could serve as an example of balanced final draft feedback. It 
also shows that the number of feedback points are not tied to the evaluation of the essay 
since Jessica’s last essay was a full letter grade higher than her first one.   
 As explained in Chapter Three, I had adapted the OFDFB strategy somewhat by 
the time I graded this third set of papers; therefore, some of the final draft feedback on 
this third paper was actually written. In fact, this paper received five elaborated written 




Table 6.5: Commentary Essay and Written Feedback 
Location of  
Comment 




Evaluation page Content:  You state a thesis clearly, but you 
discuss more than just their rights. 
Evaluation page Content:  Transitions between paragraphs would 
help 
Evaluation page Sentences:  A few places where sentences are hard 
to understand, but many well written 
sentences too! 
Essay page 4 Content:  Excellent sentence and point 
Works Cited page Documentation: Good research 
As Table 6.5 shows, three of these elaborated written feedback points came on the 
evaluation page, whereas two came in the text. It is also worth noting that four of the  
five are generally positive comments although two contain a negative point as well. 
Finally, three of the five address content feedback which is very similar to the kind of 
written feedback that Jessica received for her second essay. 
 At any rate, of the thirty-two feedback points, fourteen had an oral component 
including four of the written feedback points in Table 6.5. The remaining eighteen 
feedback points lacked an oral component although one received elaborated written 
feedback, (see Table 6.5, Essay page four), but the other seventeen were just notations in 
alignment with the minimal marking strategy. Seven of the seventeen feedback points 
that lacked an oral component were sentence-level errors coded as sentence structure 




Figure 6.21: Coding OFDFB 
Jessica: Commentary Essay 
OFDFB: Corrective Feedback (Sentence structure - 7 FB pts) 
Wording Remarks/coding 
“Some people think refusing gay marriage is 
refusing their rights, however , that is 
actually..”    
Unnec word – just marked through – the OFB 
focused on the  meaning of ‘refusing’ over the 
structure of the sentence 
                                                                    
and this law is one of the best ways to live this 
society.” 
no OFB discussion 
 “For example, polygamy is illegal in America, 
but 
                                       argument 
 it is easy to use the “rights”. However, if you 
start  
                 
to use the “right”, polygamists can say, “we 
love each other” or “this is our family”. 
Omitted words – no OFB – notations made on 
the text 
We should be careful whenever we use this 
word; otherwise, we will destroy our life by 
rights” 
notations made on paper – no OFB recorded 
     
Is the writing free of grammatical errors?
    
Is the writing free of mechanical errors? 
  
A few places where sentences are hard to 
understand, but many well written sentences too! 
From the Eval Sheet 
Yes    No 
□x □ □ □ □ 
□ □ □x □ □-10 
  
 
Figure 6.22 shows an example of OFDFB that Jessica received on a content issue i  her 
paper. I have put a question mark over a word that is part of a confusing passage.  




G:  'need to share their fortune and others'?? 
J:  fortune and like if they get kids; it's not sha re, but like I 
 guess everything will be included like  




 material items? What exactly do you mean by 'fortu ne' 
J:  Normally its money like income or everything th ey got themselves. 
G:  Yeah like material items so like their money bu t also their 
 household things, right? And are you saying they n eed to share 
 their material items and when you say 'others' you 're talking 
 about people like the friends you bring to the mar riage you bring 
 your relatives to the marriage, you have kids, is that what you 
 mean? 
 [Jessica shakes her head, but doesn’t clarify. So I continue.] 
G:  No, ok. Well I was confused. I'm not sure what you mean here so 
 that is confusing.  
The transcript shows Jessica’s continued struggle in this essay, at times, to write clear 
sentences. In some cases, she cannot even explain what she intended as illustrated in the 
transcript following Figure 6.23. 
Figure 6.23: More Elaborated OFDFB: Content 
 
G: So here I'm confused again 'if they married [rea ding softly 
 outloud] 
J: Writing center people also say confusing.  
G: [laughter] Did they? 
J: I saw an article saying same sex couple cannot a dopt kids. 
G:  They can’t in some places. In some places they can. 
J: yeah  
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G: So that's what you mean. It's not that they are refusing their 
 rights, but they have limited rights. So refusing is maybe that's 
 part of the problem. THEY aren't refusing; they wa nt them. Refuse 
 means that somebody gives you something and you sa y 'no I don't 
 want it' So maybe that's part of the problem. They 're not 
 refusing; they're limiting  
Unfortunately there is no strong evidence that these elaborated responses result d in 
clarity on Jessica’s part. For the most part she remained silent after my explanation, and 
I tended to fill the silence by moving on to the next feedback point on her paper. 
 To summarize this section, the FDFB, regardless of delivery, raised Jessica’s 
awareness of issues in her papers that needed attention. The FDFB itself was not always 
clear enough to instruct Jessica, but she sought clarification on her own in an attempt to 
apply the FDFB to future essays. 
Jessica: Conclusions 
 Table 6.1 illustrates that Jessica’s final grades fluctuated from earning a B- (160/ 
200) to a C (150/200) to an A-(180/200). Rather than be discouraged by going down a 
letter grade from her first to her second essay, Jessica seemed determined to improve. 
When I asked her about this at our last interview, she credited choosing a difficult topic 
with forcing her to focus on her writing. In the transcript below I have just shown er the 
graded Feedback Report for which she had received an A-. 
G: Do you have anything else to say about what you think made the 
 difference in these last two papers and getting th e grade you got 
 and the quality and the first two papers? Anything  else you think 
 made the difference in the papers [anything] you d id? 
J: I guess the Gay Marriage paper I still remember how I focus on 
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 the paper. I talk to a lot of people and I look up  many website, 
 so I guess how I the time how long I take to the p aper affect the  
G: the end result: the time and the focus. And you mentioned you 
 talked to people. Did you talk to people at these other 
 assignments. Do you remember? 
J: No. Because my father is just my father and my e xperience is my 
 experience 
G: That's true 
J: So I didn't have any topic to talk to other peop le. But gay 
 marriage everyone has their opinions, so everyone that's kind of 
 interesting for me.  
G: So when you talked about it you were really tryi ng to find out 
 what people thought and… 
J: Cause I started from nothing. So I tried to lear n more. The other 
 one[s] I started from knowledge 
G: So [with the first two]you weren't starting from  nothing. You 
 already had a point or a knowledge of it. Right. T hat's 
 interesting. So it made a difference in the qualit y of your paper  
 In fact the interview data repeatedly showed that Jessica took an active approach 
to developing her writing skills. They further revealed that oral feedback played an 
important role in her writing process. She described a process that relied heavilyon oral 
rough draft feedback and was influenced by what she described as a lack of confidence.  
J:  The first step I feel like “ah I cannot do this  paper.” Or “I 
 don't know how to deal with this paper,” but whene ver I cannot 
 think about anything and I need advice I will go t o the librarian 
 and I will talk to them and they always say like w hat you need to 
 do and I can be more competent. 
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G:  So talk is very important for you in the writin g process in 
 learning to write. Talk is a very important factor . 
J: Yeah 
She sought this feedback first from staff in the library and then from the writing center 
as she described how she would take her first draft and the assignment sheet to a 
librarian. 
J:  Whenever I write a paper I don't have confidenc e. So I always  
 go to the library, and I always talk to the librar ian. I will say 
 this is the assignment. Is that okay? They will te ll me grammar 
 mistake or I'm not following the assignment or aft er that I will 
 go to writing center and  they will fix my paper. After that I 
 will turn in my paper. 
Jessica stated that she usually made Bs on her written work, so the lack of confiden e 
did not stem from doing poorly; nevertheless, she was concerned about her grammar 
mistakes and felt the need to have someone confirm her understanding of and approach 
to the assignment: 
J:  I have a lot of grammar mistake, and I don't kn ow whether I'm 
 following assignment even though I check; I need s omebody to 
 check for me so I can be confident about my paper.  
Part of Jessica’s lack of confidence may have stemmed from an idealized view of the 
ease with which other students could successfully accomplish a writing assignment.  
J:  I thought other people… they would just write a  paper and turn 
 in. I'm like “oh I cannot do it.” I would be so sc ared. Of course 
 I have a lot of mistake and I cannot do it. 
Jessica felt that talking about her paper increased her confidence. For both rough drafts 
and final drafts, she preferred oral feedback strategies. She stated that she wastoo “lazy” 
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to pay careful attention to written feedback, but claimed “if I talk, I will take it very 
seriously.”  
J:  If you write down what you say that will be hel pful, but I guess 
 only talking is like helpful because if that stude nt know she 
 [the  teacher] is only [going to] talk, we will li sten very 
 carefully. I will try to understand what you're ta lking about. 
In other words, Jessica felt that oral feedback forced her to pay attention in a way that 
written feedback alone did not. Specifically in reference to the research questions I offer 
the following conclusions based on the data from Jessica. 
What were the features of FDFB that students received on their graded papers? 
 Jessica received some negative content feedback on her first essay regarding 
thesis and coherence. In subsequent essays, she received more positive feedback on 
content and more negative feedback on sentence-level issues. Her sentence-level 
feedback came mostly in the category of sentence structure errors.  
Did students attend to features of FDFB as they completed subsequent writing 
assignments in the same class? 
 Jessica attended to those features of FDFB that most negatively affected h r 
grade. After her first essay, she attended to the need for a clearly stated thesis. There is 
less evidence that she attended to sentence-level issues but that is partly due to the 
scattered nature of her sentence-level struggles. 
Did method of feedback delivery affect the attention students gave to the FDFB? 
 There is little evidence that method of feedback delivery greatly affected the 
attention that Jessica gave to the FDFB she received. Although Jessica describe  a 
preference for oral feedback, she attended to the WFDFB successfully. Her preference 
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for an oral component may be in line with her writing process, but this preference did 
not prevent her from attending to written feedback as well. 
 As with Crissy, the sentence-level feedback that Jessica received from essay to 
essay did not vary greatly in terms of explicitness. Regardless of feedback strategy, I 
used minimal markings and notations to indicate problems at the sentence level. 
Otherwise, the oral feedback sessions allowed for extended discussions of issues that 
would have been somewhat onerous to discuss in writing, such as the discussion of 
using ellipses in a quotation or the extended discussion of achieving coherence in a 
paper. The dynamic nature of the oral feedback session is perhaps nowhere more evident 
than when it resulted in an increase to Jessica’s final grade. When I first read th ough 
her second paper to grade it, I failed to see her organizational scheme, but when I bega  
to show her the lack of organization in her paper, I, too, saw the pattern she was 
following.  
 The fact that much of the elaborated feedback Jessica received had to do with 
issues of coherence might say something about the overall quality of her writing. 
Coherence is a higher order challenge for writers. A course like first-year composition 
can treat coherence at a more concrete level by framing it as the presence or absence of 
transitions, but true coherence is more than that. Because Jessica’s sentences were 
relatively strong, I felt I could address these types of higher order concerns with her. It is 
true that she would have in each essay one or two sentences that made no sense and that 
she could not explain, but those were the exception. 
 For the most part, Jessica’s sentence-level problems fell into the “untreatable” 
category identified by Ferris (2002, p. 23). The oral feedback sessions show that I 
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reacted to the untreatable nature of these errors by ignoring them. Whether that was a 
useful strategy or not is unclear. Fortunately, Jessica had a high level of self – efficacy 
that led her to adopt effective revision strategies as she moved from one assignment to 
the next. 
 The following chapter concludes this study and offers pedagogical implications 










 As a phenomenological interpretative case study (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000), this 
dissertation has examined the phenomenon of student attention to FDFB. This study was 
based on two primary assumptions: first that many students in first-year composition read 
the comments on their final drafts with the intent of understanding what they have done 
well and where they need to improve and second that international visa-holding students 
are especially motivated to succeed in university and this motivation leads them to 
carefully read the comments of their final drafts with the intent of applying that feedback 
to future writing assignments. The study began as an inquiry into my own classroom 
practices – to investigate my abandonment of formal, written, class-wide rough draft 
feedback. It has ended with an understanding of my own grading patterns and my 
students’ responses to them. If I started out with any kind of an agenda, I have ended with 
a humble view of the complexity of responding to final drafts of student writing.  
 Using an instrumental research design (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005), the purpose of 




first-year composition. On the surface, this dissertation may look like a study of the effect 




intent.  The conclusion, that students attend to that which affects their grades, might seem 
obvious. Yet, it is a conclusion that  had been unexplored in both L1 and L2 composition 
research as if there were no pedagogical value to grades and the comments surrounding 
them. 
 Janesick (1994) has stated that “questions pertaining to teachers’ implicit theories 
about teaching and curriculum” are appropriate research questions for case studies (p. 
210). My research questions were clearly guided by my own teaching theories and 
practices. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to explore what students, primarily 
NNES students, do with final draft feedback. It started with that broad, overriding 
question before zooming in on three more specific questions. To that end, this study was 
designed to investigate (1) the features of final draft feedback that students received on 
their graded papers, (2) whether students attended to those features as they fced 
subsequent writing assignments in the same class, and (3) whether the way t feedback 
was delivered had an effect on the attention students gave to the feedback.  
 I investigated the broad research question using quantitative data from a survey of 
two first-year composition classes (N=38) I was teaching and combined that wi  
qualitative data from four interviews with three NNES focus group participants from 
those classes along with my own teaching notes and observations. I then addressed the 
more specific research questions by examining case study data from two other firs -year 
NNES students. The case study data included interviews, transcripts, essays, teaching 
notes, and observations. Specifically for each of the case study participants I analyzed 
four interviews and transcripts and four graded papers. The data collection for study 
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began in January 2009 during a 15 week spring semester and ended with the fourth 
interview in November 2009. 
 Whereas the overriding research question provided the backdrop for the study, the 
specific research questions considered the meaningfulness in the variations between the 
case studies and essentially addressed the ultimate question of whether final dra t 
feedback matters at all. In this chapter I present a summary of the research findings along 
with a discussion of pedagogical implications before concluding with complications to 
the study and suggestions for future research. 
Summary of Findings 
 The results of this study have some implications for L2 writing research 
especially with regard to transfer. Stake (2005) has accurately pointed out that 
“knowledge transfer remains difficult to understand” (p. 456). This complexity has, 
perhaps, led other researchers to examine transfer from more complex angles, some of 
which are evident in this study.   
 First of all James (2006) distinguishes between high-road and low-road learning 
transfer.  His definition of high-road transfer as “a conscious process that can occur 
between two situations that lack obvious similarities” (p. 152) could apply to student 
attention to FDFB. The findings from both the quantitative and qualitative data indicate 
that students appreciated and attended to FDFB. The quantitative data for the two 
sections indicated that as far as final grades were concerned the classes as a whole 
struggled somewhat with the assignments; the cumulative average for both classes w  




 The other quantitative data came from the end-of-semester survey administered 
on the day of the final exam. Thirty-eight students completed the survey including twelve 
NNESs. The survey instrument used a variety of techniques to elicit information 
regarding students’ beliefs concerning final draft feedback which included completing an 
open-ended question, selecting a Likert scale response, and assigning a percentag  of 
importance to FDFB features. I used descriptive statistics to interpret the survey. In this 
survey, students indicated that they preferred detailed feedback on their papers and they
preferred the feedback in both oral and written form. Students also preferred global 
feedback on all features of their final drafts including content, organization, style, 
vocabulary, grammar, and mechanics. Most students also felt that I, as the instructor, had 
focused on content over mechanics when providing FDFB.  
 In addition to the quantitative data, I also used qualitative data in answering the 
larger research question by interviewing three NNES students whom I referred to as 
focus participants: Ellen, Martin, and Polly. Although they were all traditional students in 
terms of age, they each came from different countries and were pursuing different 
degrees. They were highly engaged students with high work ethics. Each one wrote 
multiple drafts of each assignment and voluntarily visited the writing center at least once 




though in most cases there was little to attend to because their papers were so ll 
written. In fact, out of the four papers for the class, only one student (Ellen) made one B 
(Profile Essay: 165/200). Otherwise, the final grades for these focus group participants 
were 180/200 or higher. One student, Martin, earned a perfect score on the third essay.  
 As mentioned earlier, grades alone do not reflect attention to FDFB, but the role 
of grades should not be diminished either. Writing in the context of L1 composition 
assessment, Walvoord and Anderson (1998) point out that “grading must be integral to 
the entire process of teaching and learning” (p. xviii). In an L2 context, James (2006) 
claims that attention to grades “can have a positive impact on learning transfer” in that it 
enables students to become “ aware of their own learning and performance” (p. 157). 
This awareness can assist students in “finding ways to use what they have learned” (p. 
157).  
 As for the focus group participants, the interview data and analysis of their essays 
indicate that these students did attend to the FDFB they received regardless of whether it 
came in written or oral form. For example, Martin stated that he preferred O&WFDFB 
because it allowed for clarification of the written feedback. He also pointed out that the 
OFDFB alone was primarily useful for surface level mistakes, but he felt it was too 
minimal to be useful for other types of feedback. In any case, Martin reported l oking 
back at the graded papers as he revised for the next assignment.  
 Polly did not state a preference for one feedback strategy over another, perhaps 
because she was so proactive in her learning style. On her first paper she ea ned a near 
perfect score (190/200), yet at the OFDFB session she specifically asked what she could 
do to improve. Polly said that she read teacher comments on her papers in order to know 
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what areas to work on. This was her strategy for all her classes whether the feedback 
came on rough drafts or final drafts. In this study, the only FDFB that Polly repeatedly 
received corrective feedback on was with regard to documentation. At the follow-up 
interview, she explained that even though she read the FDFB and looked in the book 
documentation remained a source of confusion. She was careful to attempt some form of 
documentation and to avoid plagiarism, but the smaller details of documentation style 
eluded her. It is possible that on some level, she decided that these details were less 
important than the overall content of her paper. 
 Ellen also did not state a preference for feedback strategy. Unlike Martin and 
Polly whose first feedback was OFDFB, Ellen was in the afternoon section and received 
WFDFB on her first paper. Of this FDFB over one-third addressed content features 
(N=9), and over half of those (N=5) were directed specifically at concerns with 
organization. In the end, I deducted twenty-five points from her total grade because of 
some weakness I had identified with her organization. In a similar manner to other 
students, Ellen attended to the features of FDFB that most affected her grade. Her 
subsequent essays received full points for organization. In the interview, she confirmed 
that the feedback from her first essay raised her awareness of the need to attnd to this 
feature of her writing.  
 No doubt each of these focus group participants was a highly motivated, detail-
oriented student. In many cases they outscored and outperformed their NES peers.  
Martin, Polly, and Ellen provide some evidence in support of DePalma and Ringer’s 
claim for “adaptive transfer,” which they define as the “ability to reuse and reshape prior 
writing knowledge to fit new contexts” (p. 135). The data from these students combined 
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with the survey data were intended to answer the overriding research question of whether 
or not students attend to FDFB. These data indicate that regardless of native speaker
status and initial writing ability, students say they read and value the comments and 
notations on their final drafts. 
 In order to answer the more specific research questions, I turned to the two case 
participants, Crissy and Jessica. Crissy and Jessica were both young, traditional-age 
second semester university students. Crissy came from China and had learned English 
only as a school subject, a subject in which she had always excelled. She came to the US 
to pursue a degree in English. Jessica came from Japan and had a bit of a mixed language 
background in that her father was Irish and spoke English at home. However, the children 
were encouraged to focus on developing Japanese fluency. She did not describe her home 
as bilingual. She studied English formally in school and had come to the US to pursue a 
degree in Interior Design. Crissy and Jessica had different language backgrounds, but 
they both identified themselves clearly as NNESs. 
 I began this part of the data analysis by determining the number of feedback 
points for each graded paper. I calculated the number of feedback points Crissy and 
Jessica received on each essay in order to analyze their attention to FDFB. In calculating 
feedback points, I considered comments or notations concerning a single issue to equal a 
feedback point (Lee, 2008b).Tables 5.1 and 6.1, respectively, show the number of 
feedback points that Crissy and Jessica received on each essay.In addition to calculating 
feedback points, the first research question required analysis of the feedback points. 
Following this analysis, four categories of FDFB emerged: content, sentences, 
documentation, and summative. 
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What were the features of FDFB that students received on their graded papers? 
 Within each category, I further identified certain features of feedback.  Content 
Feedback included comments addressing the essay’s thesis, development, organization, 
and clarity. Sentences Feedback included comments regarding various types of surface-
level issues, such as sentence structure, word forms, and tenses. I counted as 
Documentation Feedback any comments regarding the students’ attention to the MLA 
style guide. Finally features of Summative Feedback included the grade, refer nces to the 
process of completing the assignment, and the end comment. Not surprisingly their 
different language backgrounds resulted in slightly different struggles wh n they wrote 
essays in English. 
 As mentioned previously, the number of feedback points alone was not 
necessarily indicative of a paper’s strength or weakness in that feedback points could be 
positive as well as negative. However, most sentence-level feedback points were 
corrective and in that sense negative feedback so a high number of sentence-level 
feedback points indicated a weaker paper. However, in the other categories feedback 
points were as likely to be positive as negative so just counting feedback points was not a 
sufficient method for determining attention to feedback. In order to do that I had to look 
at the feedback points by category from essay to essay. 
 Crissy and Jessica both received more sentence-level feedback than any other 
kind, but Crissy received a proportionately higher number of sentence-level feedback 
points than Jessica. Jessica received more balanced feedback in that the number of 
feedback points remained fairly consistent from essay to essay despite the difference in 
final grades.  
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Did students attend to these features as they completed subsequent writing 
assignments in the same class? 
 Both Crissy and Jessica attended to those FDFB points that had the greatest effect 
of their grades. The evidence that Crissy attended to this feedback shows in the decrease 
of sentence-level feedback points which resulted in a decrease in points deducted and a 
subsequent increase in her grade from her first two papers to her final ones. For Crissy 
this meant that she attended to issues with comma splices and verb tenses as she moved 
from one essay to the next. Jessica attended to thesis in her subsequent papers after not 
having stated a thesis in her first paper. Interestingly as she attended more to content, her 
sentence-level issues increased suggesting that time and fatigue also play a role in student 
attention to feedback. For example, Jessica’s commentary essay covered a highly
sensitive topic (Gay Marriage). She offered evidence that focusing on her topic left her 
less time to consider sentence-level concerns before turning in her paper. In contrast but 
for related reasons, Crissy confessed that she had chosen what she thought would bean 
easy commentary topic (Gun Control) because she wanted to be able to focus on the 
sentence-level issues over the content. In other words, rather than having to spend time 
getting the content right, she wanted to be able to spend time getting the sentences right. 
This strategy represents a break from her earlier pattern when she sought to write about 
unique and creative topics. 
 This behavior indicates that attention to certain features of FDFB comes with a
cost to other features. To a certain extent this strategy corroborates the finding that 
accuracy and fluency are inversely correlated for beginning L2 writers (Hartshorn, Evans, 
Merrill, Sudweeks, Strong-Krause, & Anderson, 2010). In other words students tend to 
sacrifice one for the other. For Crissy and Jessica, attention to content was iversely 
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correlated to attention to sentences. If they focused more on one, they focused less on th  
other. This strategy may explain why students seem to regress in certain fea ures of their 
writing as they move from one assignment to another in a composition class. The 
“regression” may not be a result of failing to attend to previous FDFB; it may be the 
result of choosing to attend to different features of the FDFB. 
Did method of feedback delivery affect the attention students gave to the FDFB? 
 Initially, the results appeared to show that method of feedback delivery had little 
effect as a means of getting students to attend to FDFB. I came to this conclusion in part 
because of the overlap between the feedback delivery methods. In reality the distinctions 
were relatively minimal. For example with OFDFB I learned that someone has to write 
something down so OFDFB does not really exist separately from O&WFDFB. The only 
difference came in terms of when the feedback was written down. When I was applying 
OFDFB as a strategy, I refrained from making written comments while I was grading but 
found that during the conference I inevitably wrote on the paper as we discussed it. Thus 
the student left the conference with O&WFDFB on the paper just as she did when I 
applied the O&WFDFB grading strategy. Some distinction came with the WFDFB 
because I was more likely to write elaborated comments when I knew there would be no 
oral feedback, but that was mostly when I was providing content, documentation, or 
summative feedback. The sentence-level feedback was basically the same reg rdless of 
which strategy I was applying at the time. With sentence-level feedback, I was most 
likely to make notations or non-elaborated comments on student errors regardless of th  
feedback strategy I was using. This overlap made it difficult to tease out any effect of 
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changing the feedback strategies. Closer inspection, however, has led to some additional 
conclusions regarding FDFB and method of delivery. 
 First of all, the dynamic nature of the oral feedback sessions cannot be replicated 
with WFDFB, a fact that should not be minimized. The context of providing oral 
feedback allows the instructor to highlight details and focus the session to a depth not 
possible with written comments alone. It also presents an opportunity to tailor the 
feedback to specific individual needs, some of which might only come to light in the 
context of the feedback conference. The discussion with Crissy of using ellipses in a 
quotation is one example. The extended discussion of coherence with Jessica is another. 
No doubt the transcripts from the three focus group participants and the two case studies 
would reveal different topics of focus to an extent that is missing from the writtn 
feedback. Furthermore, it is possible that the WFDFB was guided, and even limitd, by 
the grading rubrics in a way that the oral feedback sessions were not. Finally, the 
dynamic nature of the oral feedback sessions is evident by its potential effect on the 
instructor. It was only through the oral feedback sessions that I realized Jessica was not 
fully grasping issues of coherence or that she was following an organizatio al strategy 
that was not explicitly clear but was clearly present.  
 Secondly, even though instructors might appreciate the benefits of giving oral 
feedback, they might consider it too time consuming as a feedback strategy. No doubt, 
the time factor makes oral feedback somewhat impractical as the de facto means of 
providing FDFB. However, as a result of this study I believe that offering O&WFDFB as 
the first feedback strategy of a course might enable the instructor and student to reap 
benefits that would last throughout the course. Writing comments on a final draft and 
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then meeting face-to-face to discuss the first graded paper could help to establish a 
relationship of “caring and trust”, an important factor in attending to feedback as 
identified by Lee and Schallert (2008). Oral explanations of FDFB can serve to clarify 
written comments, which by themselves can be unclear or seem harsh. In fact, a recent 
study aimed specifically at first-year students, found that “summative feedback … and 
personal tutoring can be successfully merged” (Cramp, 2011, p. 121). Cramp found that 
O&WFDFB served to “engage students more fully in their use of written feedback” (p. 
122).  In that regard, I would suggest that following an initial O&WFDFB session, it is 
possible that students would be better able to interpret only WFDFB of subsequent papers 
or if not, the students would feel more comfortable approaching the teacher for additional 
feedback.  
 In Borg’s (2009) study, “teachers…rated highly the need for research to provide 
results they could use, signaling a concern with the practical application of research 
findings” (17). This dissertation presents results that are rich in terms of practical 
application in the classroom. 
Pedagogical Implications 
 This study has attempted to provide teachers with research evidence that will 
enhance their pedagogical practices concerning final draft feedback in first-year 
composition. McIntyre (2005) has  pointed out research-based suggestions of best 
practices for teachers tend to be “formulated in generalized terms,” whereas, classroom 
teaching is highly complex and “fundamentally personalized” (p. 360). To that end, I will 
refrain from offering suggestions to other teachers whose contexts would differ from 
mine. Instead, I will speak from the “highly personalized” context of my own teaching, 
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state the pedagogical implications this research has had on my feedback practi es, nd 
leave others to glean from my experience that which they may take into their classrooms. 
Therefore, I offer the following results-to-pedagogy: lessons learned. 
 First, simply marking up a paper would not lead to the same results as marking 
sentence-level issues and noting that specifically on the grade sheet as I did with Crissy. 
Although grading rubrics have been criticized (Broad 2003), in this study the rubrics 
served to draw student attention to those features of writing that were affecting their 
grades – both positively and negatively. Both students in this case study attended to those 
features that were negatively affecting their grades. This has important applications for 
writing teachers. It suggests that teachers should explicitly identify the point values 
associated with features of student writing and that once students know the point values 
they can determine whether to address these issues. 
 Second, other studies have described the effect of teacher beliefs on pedagogy 
(Lee, 2008b) as well as the difficulty of having teachers actually follow a set of f edback 
guidelines that they agree to at the start of the study (Ferris, 2006). This dissertat on adds 
to the evidence that context and belief dictate practice. Even though I had framed this 
study myself and even though it was a high stakes dissertation study and even though I 
was the lone teacher giving the feedback, even under those conditions I could not follow 
study guidelines that in practice seemed unhelpful to the student and impractical for me. 
This is especially evident at the part of the study where I had intended to provide only 
OFDFB. In the end, I could not abide by my own restrictions because I felt they 
negatively affected the quality of interaction I had with the students.  
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 Finally, putting a point value to features forced me to consider what each feature 
was worth and to make that decision transparent in grading student papers. In reference to 
rough draft feedback, Ferris has argued persuasively that “When it is done purposef lly 
and thoughtfully, teacher feedback can be an amazingly powerful and effective 
pedagogical tool”( 2003, p. 131). By studying attention to FDFB I had to “purposefully 
and thoughtfully” consider the way I arrived at grades on student papers. By making e ch 
feature on the grading rubric worth equal value, I was forced to acknowledge that in 
theory a student who received only one No would receive and A- (180/200). What if the 
one No was for mechanical correctness? Could I give a paper an A- if it were riddled 
with mechanical errors? What if the one No was for lack of thesis? Would it still be an A- 
paper? In reality I knew that these scenarios were not likely, as one faili g in a paper 
often affects other aspects. A paper riddled with mechanical errors would often be 
lacking in clarity as well. A paper lacking a thesis might also be poorly organized. 
Nevertheless, before I made the point values explicit, I had to decide if I could live with 
the consequences. In the end I decided I could.   
Conclusions: Complications and Suggestions 
 This dissertation lays out my grading practices: for better and worse. Some might 
question the legitimacy of improved grades as evidence of attention to FDFB feeling that 
grades represent somewhat subjective values attached to written work. Certainly, this 
point is valid. Nevertheless grading is a reality of academic practices. Yet, to my 
knowledge there are no studies in L1 or L2 composition investigating the effect of grades 
on future work. Instead, final grade feedback is referred to as grade justification. No 
doubt that can be the case. However, this study shows FDFB in a role that extends 
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beyond mere grade justification. By standardizing the grading point system, I gave 
students a concrete framework for interpreting their final grades. Students in this study 
not only knew what their final grades were but also which features of the essay had cost 
them points. By knowing these features and the point values associated with them, they 
could choose to focus their attention in certain ways for future papers.  
 Writing in the context of L1 composition, Edward White (2007) suggests that 
teachers “use the power of grades to support the improvement of student writing” (p. 73) 
a suggestion that has not been explored empirically in L1 or L2 composition research. I 
suspect this lack of research is due in part to the distastefulness of assigning grades: the 
bane of most teachers, especially in higher ed where, as the name states, profes ors like to 
be about the business of teaching content matter and critical thinking skills. Grading is, in 
a sense, the dirty work of teaching. Faculty in some disciplines farm out this task by 
hiring graders. Those of us in composition have not figured out a way to do this 
successfully and ethically. Although I have no doubt that if we could, many would. In 
short, grading is considered, to borrow terminology from writing center theory, a lower
order concern. Faculty in higher education want to be about higher order concerns. 
 Some might see my grading standards and style as harsh and unsympathetic to the 
challenges ESL students face in acquiring academic writing skills. As omeone who, as 
an adult, lived abroad for over ten years and worked professionally in two foreign 
countries, one in which I attended university as a foreign student myself, I sympathize 
greatly with the challenge of achieving academic writing skills suitable for a higher 
educational setting in a student’s L2. This study, however, took place in a first-year 
composition course designed for all students at this university. Therefore, I would arg e 
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that once a student enrolls in this type of first-year composition class, that student is first 
of all a university student and secondly an ESL student. In other words, I would expect 
that the student had attained a certain level of competency. Students requiring a slower 
pace and more directed ESL instruction belong in EAP classes designed specifically for 
that purpose.  
 In addition to the lack of grade effect studies, the demands of the teacher are 
rarely noted in feedback studies (Ferris, Brown, Liu, & Stine, 2011), yet the time 
consuming nature of providing feedback is real and the effect more influential than 
scholars and researchers have, perhaps, been willing to acknowledge. At first glance, it 
was surprising to me that both case studies received the least number of feedback points 
on their second essays. This was surprising for two reasons: one the second essays 
received feedback by two means: oral and written, and both essays received Cs, the 
lowest grade of the three essays. One might assume that an essay receiving fe dback by 
two means would receive more feedback than an essay receiving only one type of 
feedback, and one might assume that a C essay would receive more feedback than a B or 
A essay. Yet this was not the case with either Jessica or Crissy. Upon reflection, the 
reason seems directly tied to context. This study began with two sections of first-yea  
composition totaling 50 students. The second essay was the only essay where both 
sections received oral feedback during the same week. Therefore, during the time that I 
was providing O&WFDFB I was doing so within a one week period with a large number 
of students. I was rushed, tired, and overwhelmed. Even though I knew the feedback I 
provided would constitute my doctoral research, in the heat of grading what mattered was 
just getting through the stack of papers, getting through the oral feedback session . I 
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believe I subconsciously limited the feedback as a survival technique. This reality is 
overlooked in feedback studies, but it is the reality that frames what teachers do. 
 Many factors complicated this study. One of which was using two different 
evaluation forms. As explained in Chapter Three, I felt that the memoir essay did not f t 
the standard evaluation form. So even though I knew at the outset of this study that using 
the same form for each essay would be ideal in terms of analysis, I could not in good 
conscience use a form that seemed less suited for the student. In other words, this is 
another example of the reigning influence of a teacher’s beliefs on pedagogy.  
 Initially the greatest challenge was coding the FDFB in a way that sep rated it out 
since FDFB is evaluative and evaluative feedback is usually thought of a summative. 
Once I had determined how I would meet that challenge, I started applying this coding 
scheme to the WFDFB of the first essay. Soon after, I realized the next challenge came 
with coding the oral feedback of essays two and three since the transcripts did not always 
flow neatly from category to category. For example, determining the start of summative 
feedback during oral feedback sessions was a challenge as I had to decide at what point 
the oral feedback constituted an “end comment.” 
 Despite the complications, this study was worth doing although if I had to do it 
over again, I would do some things differently.  
 First of all, I would tailor the survey more closely to the research questions and 
limit the response types. As a junior scholar I was too ready to credit published surv ys 
with more usefulness to this study than they perhaps deserved. Secondly, I would 
organize the class so that for the oral feedback sessions, I could give the graded ess ys to 
students at least one class period before we met to discuss the essays. Finally, I wou d 
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examine the FDFB of the case study participants more carefully before completing their 
interviews so that in writing the data analysis there would be fewer assumptions that I did 
not confirm. 
 This dissertation has been a long time coming, not just in terms of my own 
completion of this particular study, but also in terms of answering continued calls for 
classroom-based, longitudinal, feedback studies (Ferris & Roberts, 2001). Such research 
is complicated to carry out, time-consuming to analyze, and difficult to operationalize. It 
is in this way “messy,” but the mess is worth sorting through and cleaning up so that
results emerge. These results are not just rich in data for the sake of data; they are rich 
with pedagogical implications for the classroom.  
 While a direct causality cannot be established and while the FDFB reported here 
was not directly instructional, both students were judged to have written better essays at 
the end of the course than at the beginning. I believe students and teachers would agree 
that such an end result is a goal of both parties. Both students clearly relied on outside 
help as they progressed from essay to essay. I would argue that this strategy is also in 
alignment with at least an underlying objective of many FYC classes in that the teachers 
want the students to develop autonomous, ethical strategies for improving their writing
ability. I believe this dissertation shows that Jessica and Crissy did this.  
 Years ago, Silva (1997) called for an ethical treatment of ESL writers that 
respected them by seeking to understand them as writers, providing them with “suitable 
learning contexts,… appropriate instruction, and evaluat[ing them] fairly” (359). In this 
study I have sought to live up to this standard. Thus, I conclude with a call for furthe 
classroom based research that examines final draft feedback, including grades, studies 
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that examine the complexities of grading as more than grade justification, and studies that 
lay bare the realities of teachers and the reactions of students.  
first-year composition. On the surface, this dissertation may look like a study of the effect 
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APPENDIX A: CLASS MATERIALS 
 
A. Class Syllabus 
Instructor: Gail Nash     Classroom:  LC 249 
Office Hours:  T/Th 9-9:30, 11:30-1; W 9:30-11, 11:30-4  Office  LC 238  
Textbook and Course Materials:  
Trimbur, The Call to Write  4th ed,    Folder with pockets and brads 
Catalog Description and Prerequisites 
The first course in college-level writing using contemporary technology. The course 
emphasizes the composing process, analytical thinking, various types of writing, basic 
research methods and documentation.  Students in First-year Written Communication 
must make a C or better to enroll in First-year Oral Communication. 
Course Objectives 
To succeed, college-educated people must communicate effectively both in speech and in 
writing. They must read with understanding, think clearly, and use appropriate means to 
present their ideas. In the Communication Core courses at -------  --------- University, 
students practice and improve these skills they will need throughout college and later life 
– reading, thinking, and communicating. At the course's conclusion, students should be 
able to respond to readings and discussion topics with logical and clear analysis and to 
communicate ideas with clarity, organization, originality, and correctness. To upport 




Each student will 
1. Know and practice the writing process: (1) establish a purpose (2) develop a 
 subject (3) generate a thesis  (4) recognize an audience (5) determine a vo c  (6) 
 plan a suitable form (5) produce a draft  (6) revise thoroughly (7) edit, type, 
 proofread 
2. Produce various types of writing including analytical essays (4500 words total) 
 that require research. 
3.         Use the computer effectively to present the writing.  
4. Demonstrate appropriate English usage, spelling, and mechanics in finished 
 writing. 
 5. Use the library resources including electronic media to find supporting material 
 writing. 
6.         Correctly document according to MLA standards all sources used in writing.    
7. Read the writing of others and analyze both the form and the ideas. 
8. Through readings and discussions, increase awareness and tolerance of divergent 
 points of view, other cultures, and minority values. 
9. Through observation, reading, discussion, research and writing, clarify and 
 sharpen the thinking process. 
Assignments    Points  Due Date12 
Essay #1     200  02/05/09 
Essay #2    200  03/05/09  
Essay #3    200  04/09/09   
Research Report   200  04/30/09  
Participation    200  on going 
Formatting Requirements 
At least 15 pages of finished work (about 4500 words) will be required.  "Finished work,” 
means writing that has been revised, edited and turned in to the professor for evaluation.  
The 15-page requirement will be distributed over a series of short assignments (e.g., 3 
five-page papers).  In addition, the student will write many informal, early-draft 
assignments.  
Specifications for the essays: 
1. All finished compositions should be typewritten on white paper with 1-inch 
 margins on all sides of each page.   
2. Print must be clear and easily readable.  I suggest size 12 Times New Roman font 
 (the one used in this syllabus). 
3. Essays should have appropriate titles and should follow the rules of indentation, 
 punctuation, etc.   
                                                
12 Except for the research report, all assignments are due by 3:30 pm on the date below 
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4. The following information should appear double-spaced in the upper left-hand 
 corner of the manuscript: student's name, professor’s name, course number 




23 October 2008 
5. Students should keep all compositions in a folder to be submitted according to the 
 professor's instructions.  Students should save their work electronically in two 
 places. Final Exam 
In-class essays and out-of-class essays count as final and mid-term exams.
Writing Center 
The University provides free services for students seeking feedback on their writing. 
Occasionally you may be required to visit the writing center as part of an assignment. 
However, most of the time, writing center visits are voluntary. You can schedule 
appointments and check out other features of the writing center by going to  
Plagiarism 
Plagiarism is using the thoughts, ideas or materials of another as if they are your own.  It 
is amajor infraction that may lead to (1) failure on the assignment, (2) failure in the 
course, and (3)discipline by the dean of Student Services. University policy requires 
teachers to report all incidences of plagiarism to the Office of Student Development. 
Forgetting to document is still plagiarism and will be treated as such. Take care in your 
research and document accurately. 
Grading Standards and Calculation 
Although students' backgrounds and abilities vary widely, the Univeristy student should 
expect to attain a literate standard in written and spoken communication.  In order to 
assure our students' proficiency in Standard American English, full-length essays will be 
evaluated according to the following minimum standards.   
A. Two major mechanical errors - no higher than a "B" 
B. Three major errors - no higher than a "C" 
C. Four major errors - no higher than a "D" 
D. A maximum of 4 or 5 misspelled words will be allowed for a passing essay.  
(Spelling is treated separately from major mechanical errors.) 
Major mechanical errors agreed upon by the Department of English are as follows: 
AGR  Agreement error  
CA  Case error   
CS  Comma splice    
FRAG  Sentence fragment   
FS  Fused sentence (Run-on) 
CE  Case error 
1000-900=A          899-800=B          799-700=C          699-600=D          599-0=F
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Attendance and Participation  
Regular attendance is required. If you must miss class, it is your responsibility to find out  
from another student what lecture notes or assignments you may have missed.  I al o 
expect you to arrive on time.  Students who are consistently late for class will be counted 
absent. Students who miss class on peer review days will have to go to the writing cen er 
for their peer review. As a rule, I do not accept assignments from students who 
inexplicably miss class. Your participation grade comes from your preparation for and 
attendance at class and conference sessions. 
Assignments 
All assignments, essays, research exercises, etc. must be handed in personally on the due 
date. Unless we have made prior arrangements, I don’t accept final papers via email or 
slipped under my door. All rough drafts, prewritings, and notes are due with each final 
draft of each paper. 
Late Work 
I am not under obligation to accept late work, except in extreme circumstances.  Planned 
school activities do not qualify as extreme circumstances.  If you must miss clas , you 
should make an effort to turn in work early or by the due date.  
Electronic Devices and Communication with the Teacher  
Students should be prepared to use their laptops regularly in this course, especially Word, 
Blackboard, and email. I suggest you consider the following: 
I check email every weekday but may need 1-2 days to respond to student requests 
especially on weekends. Your emails should look and sound “professional”. Although 
email is an informal means of communicating, it is not a “chat room”. Think of email as a 
business telephone call. If you need a more timely response from me, you may call me at 
home.I use Blackboard (Bb)for gradebook, email, and class work. Thus students are 
responsible for checking their -- email account on a regular basis.Technology is a 
privilege that may be taken away. Students should turn off cell phones and before class 
begins. Students who use their laptops inappropriately (personal emails, IM, gamesetc) 
during class will not be allowed to bring their laptops to class. They will have to do the 
class work by hand and type it later, or they will have to schedule “make up” times in the 
writing center.Furthermore, I ask that students bring hard copies of course related 
materials to class, so that you only need your laptop for taking notes. Discussion 
concerning assignments, readings, and the syllabus should take place with the hard 
copies I provide you.  
The Department of Language and Literature  Mission: 
The word is central to divine and human interaction.  Words are inseparable from ideas, 
and in the university, language carries the ideas of every academic discipline.  Because its 
primary concerns are language and ideas, the Department of Language and Literature 
sees its task as leading the university to excellence in its liberal arts mission. The 
Department of Language and Literature seeks to foster in its students, particularly its 
majors, the qualities essential to a Christian liberal arts education:  the ability to read, 
write, and think critically; the curiosity to explore the world of ideas; the appreciation of 
the value of languages and literature; and the faith to integrate these various l nguage 





Christian Worldview and Teaching Philosophy 
The University Mission Statement implies that this course should not only flow from the 
catalog description, it should also contribute to continual examination of student’s sense 
of purpose (their vocation) more deeply, that it should touch on their ethical and moral 
development.  In addition, the course may also help develop students’ ability to serve 
others, and their ability to lead other people toward good ends.  
The academic perspective demands that we acknowledge the value of divergent 
perspectives on knowledge and ways of knowing and that we recognize that much of 
what passes for truth is, indeed, often passing (transient).  This does not deny the 
possibility of absolute truth, good and evil, right and wrong and should, in fact, 
encourage the critical examination of knowledge and information.  There will be 
recognition in this class that there may be a diversity of backgrounds and worldviews and 
that there is a level of freedom to express those diversities.  At the same time, it should be 
expected that a specifically Christian worldview may be expressed freely, as well, and 
that it is the stance from which the professors try to view reality and shape their own 
behavior and discourse. These high goals also suggest a certain “work ethic” that 
supports a goal of academic excellence:  it is the professor's job to call out the best 
students can supply and it is the students' job to accept responsibility for offering th  bes  
they can supply.  This is expressed through performance in specific assignments. 
University Mission:  
------- -------- University is a higher learning community which transforms lives for 
Christian faith, leadership, and service. 
 
*Class Schedule: Use the schedule below to prepare for class.  Read the chapters before 
class. 
Wk Dates  Topic    Classwork and Assignments        
1 1/13-15  Starting the course  Chapter 17  
2 1/20-22  Starting Essay #1  Chapter 7 
3 1/27-29  Writing Essay #1  Rough draft due 1/29  
4 2/3-5  Revising Essay #1  Final draft due 2/5 
5 2/10-12  Conferences 
6 2/17-19  Starting Essay #2  Chapter 5 
7 2/24-26  Writing Essay #2  Rough draft due 2/26 
8 3/3-5  Rewriting Essay #2  Final draft due 3/5 
9 3/10-12  Conferences 
10 3/17-19  SPRING BREAK! Have fun, relax, and be safe. 
11 3/24-26  Starting Essay #3  Chapter 9 
12 3/31-4/2 Writing Essay #3  Rough draft due 4/2 
13 4/7-9  Rewriting Essay #3  Final draft due 4/9  
14 4/14-16  Conferences    
15 4/21-23  Starting Feedback Report Chapter 8 
Final Exam 4/30 1:00-2:50 Feedback Report due by end of exam period  






B. Evaluation Sheet: Memoir Essay 
Focus 
5 Focus of piece is easily identifiable and is supported by clear examples, 
research, or narrative.  
4 Focus of piece is clear and is supported by examples, though some examples 
might not be explicitly related to the focus. 
3 Focus of piece is implied; some elements of the writing are difficult to relate 
to the focus. 
2 Focus of piece is unclear or the connection between the focus and supporting 
details is loose and hard to follow.  
1 Piece lacks focus and many aspects of the writing do not seem related to on 
another. 
Organization 
5 Organization of piece is clear, and the piece moves easily from one point to 
the next with solid transitions. 
4 Organization of piece is clear, but some transitions may be forced or 
awkward. 
3 Organization of piece is implied, but there are few  to no transitions to guide 
the reader. 
2 Organization of piece is confusing to the reader with possible repetition of 
points in several places and virtually no transitions to help the reader.  
1 Organization of piece is unclear. 
Development 
5 Piece explains complex ideas with clear and appropriate examples and 
definitions. 
4 Piece explains complex ideas well, but some support is too little or too much. 
3 Piece explains complex ideas briefly but assumes the reader knows more 
information than he/she does. 
2 Piece presents complex ideas but does not explain them to the reader. 
1 Piece makes simple claims with virtually no explanation or support. 
Style and Mechanics 
5 Piece demonstrates a firm grasp of mechanics and uses a proper tone.  
4 Piece demonstrates an adequate grasp of mechanics and uses a proper tone. 
3 Piece demonstrates a fair grasp of mechanics and often employs a proper 
tone, but parts may be occasionally confusing. The documentation may have 
some problems. 
2 Piece contains many sentence-level errors and/or an inappropriate tone, 
making it confusing to read at times. The documentation is weak with several 
problems. 
1 Piece is confusing to read because of frequent sentence-level errors, 
inappropriate tone, or poor documentation.    
 




C. Evaluation Sheet: Profile and Commentary Essays 
Writer’s Name:___________________________ Date:__________________ 
        Yes          No  
Does the writing have a supported thesis statement? □ □ □ □ □ 
Does it display adequate unity?   □ □ □ □ □ 
Does it have logical order?    □ □ □ □ □ 
Does it have adequate completeness?   □ □ □ □ □ 
Does it have coherence?    □ □ □ □ □ 
Is the writing free of grammatical errors?  □ □ □ □ □ 
Is the writing free of mechanical errors?   □ □ □ □ □ 
Is the writing in the correct manuscript form?  □ □ □ □ □  
Does the writing fulfill the assignment requirements?□ □ □ □ □ 
Your paper: 
□ Displays traits of excellence:  strongly supported thesis statement, clear 
 organization, strongly displays qualities of good writing, high interest level, 
 virtually error-free. 
□ Displays traits of above average work:  clearly supported thesis statement, clear 
 organization, displays qualities of good writing, no more than two major errors, 
 lacks some depth and polish. 
□ Displays traits of average writing:  adequate thesis statement, displays ome 
 qualities of good writing, no more than three major errors, occasional minor 
 errors, moderate interest level, does little more than fulfill assignment 
 requirements. 
□ Displays traits of struggling writing:  unfocused or unsupported thesis statement, 
 attempted order, inadequate completeness, no more than four major errors, 
 frequent minor errors, effort made with partial success. 
□ Displays traits of unprepared or inexperienced writing:  lacks thesis statemen  and 
 development, poor organization, awkward wording, frequent minor errors, fails to 
 communicate adequately, fails to meet assignment requirements. 
 








D. Class Assignments 
Profile Essay 
This assignment comes from chapter 7 of your text: 
Choose a person, a group of people, or a place to write a profile about. The point 
of this assignment is to bring that person or place to life in writing so that you can 
learn more about your subject while helping your readers to see and understand 
what makes your subject worth reading about. 
The subject you choose for your profile may teach you something about yourself; 
for instance, you may be able to clarify why this person or place has had an 
influence on your life and the culture around you. Likewise, you may find that a 
particular group of readers may have an interest in learning about a subject that 
interests you; in that case, your call to write a profile can grow from your readers’ 
need to know (Trimbur 231). 
Your textbook gives you several examples of possible profile subjects as well as 
information about writing the profile (Trimbur 232-238). In addition to that information, 
consider the following requirements:  
• The essay should be approximately four pages (1200 words) long   
• The essay should refer to a minimum of two outside sources.  
• All sources should be documented according to MLA documentation guidelines. 
Additional information regarding the essays in on page 2 of your syllabus.  
 
Note the following due dates: 
• Rough draft due 1/29 
• Peer review due 2/3 (in class) 
• Final draft due 2/5 (end of class) 
By ‘rough draft’ I mean a completed draft of this assignment including documentation 
both in the text and in the works cited. Remember to turn your final draft in with your 







This assignment comes from chapter 5 of your text: 
Recall a person, place, or event from your past and write a memoir…Remember 
that the point of a memoir…is to reveal the meaning of the past so that readers 
can understand the significance your memories hold for the present.  Since 
memoirs function to help both writers and their readers understand the past, this 
assignment can be a good time for you to probe significant times in your life, 
revisiting them now that you have some distance from them (Trimbur 157-158). 
Your textbook gives you several examples of places to look for topics and ways to get 
started on this assignment (Trimbur 158-164). Although outside research is not required 
for this assignment, you might find that doing some enriches the content of your paper.  
 
Although outside sources are not required for this assignment, research can often 
strengthen a paper’s content by providing specific, objective details. Outside sources for 
this assignment might include interviews, other memoirs (see p. 159), newspapers and 
newsmagazines from the time period of your memoir (see p. 161), and reference works 
available in the library and online.  
 
Below is a partial list:  
• Chronicle of the World  D11 .C56 1990 
• Chronicle of America   E1 74.5 C5 1993 
• Chronicle of the 20th Century D410 C44 1992 
• Facts on File Yearbook  D410 F3 1942 
• Facts.Com  (listed on the library’s website under DATABASES) 
• dMarie Time Capsule   http://dmarie.com/timecap/ 
• The History of Today  http://www.on-this-day.com/onthisday/onthisday.htm 
• Today in History Sources   http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/today/sources.html 
 
Additional information regarding the essays in on page 2 of your syllabus.  Note the 
following timeline and due dates for this assignment: 
2/17-19:  read chapter 5, prewrite  - WRITE A WORKING DRAFT 
2/24-26: research  and revise as needed - FINISH A ROUGH DRAFT FOR PEE
REVIEW 
2/24: print your working draft and answer questions on p. 164 – REVISE YOUR 
DRAFT 
2/26: print the new draft for peer review and answer questions on p. 165 – 
 REVISE 
3/3: print your rough draft and complete the questions on p. 165 – REVISE AS NEEDED 





This assignment comes from chapter 9 of your textbook: 
 For this assignment, write a commentary that addresses a topic of interest to 
 you…writing a commentary involves making an argument about an issue 
 circulating in  your culture (304). 
 
Your textbook gives you several examples of places to look for topics (304-305). 
Additionally, you should consider the requirements: 
• The essay should be approximately three pages (900 words) long   
• The essay should refer to a minimum of four outside sources.  
• All sources should be documented according to MLA documentation guidelines. 
 
Additional information regarding the essays in on page 2 of your syllabus.  Note the 
following timeline and due dates for this assignment: 
 
• 3/24 – start  the assignment, discuss chapter, prewrite/brainstorm 
• 3/31 – research and write 
*Your first draft (discovery draft/ working draft) will be due this week. 
• 4/7 – Bring a completed rough draft to class for peer review 
*Your completed rough draft includes the works cited page 
• 4/9- complete in class editing, assemble your folder, and TURN IN YOUR 
PAPER 
 
*Students who are not in class or not prepared for these classes will need to go to the 
writing center (or get an approved peer review) with a completed assignment withi  24 
hours of the missed date; otherwise, I will not accept the final draft. 
 











For your final assignment in ENGL 1123 (yeah!!☺), you will write a report that reflects 
your work as a writer in this course. This report is due by the end of the final exam 
period. (See the final exam schedule.)  
 
The Assignment: 
Specifically your assignment is to write a short report (approx 3 pages) that discusses 
your work as a writer in this course. As you look over all the writings for this course 
(rough drafts, peer reviews, teacher comments, class notes, prewritings, etc.), ask yourself 
“What does all of this say about me as a writer?” The answer to that question could form 
the thesis of your report. Then you could refer to your own writing as well as peer/teacher 
comments to support your thesis.  You could also refer to information in the textbook. 
You should also consider the writing background you brought to this course and to what 
extent you have grown as a writer. 
 
Getting Started: 
To get an overview of your work, look over the course syllabus at the assignments you 
have completed. Write a paragraph about each one. Without looking back over the graded 
assignment, just write from memory what comes to mind when you think about that 
assignment: strengths, weaknesses, difficulties, feedback, etc. Now, look at each
assignment and write about the grade you received. Was it justified? Why or w y not? 
What does each finished assignment say about you as a writer? You might also compare 
an early draft with a late one. What changes occurred between the first and final drafts of 
each assignment? Finally, look at the information in the relevant chapters of your 
textbook. How did you use the textbook to assist you with the assignments? What 
information was particularly (or not) useful? 
 
After you have completed some of these steps, you should have an answer to the 
assignment question: “What does this work say about me as a writer?” Revise 
appropriately until you have a final draft that has a clear thesis, main points, examples, 
etc.  
A Possible Outline: 
Introduction: your background as a writer coming into the course (provide context 
and lead into your thesis) 
Body: discussion and analysis of each assignment (use headings to show 
organization) 
Conclusion: recommendations/summary/concluding thoughts (typical report 
endings) 
As with all your assignments, I will grade according to how well you follow the 






E.Feedback Strategies: Class Handout 
The purpose of feedback on your final drafts is twofold: to make sure you understand 
why you got the grade you did and to help you understand what to do in future papers to 
either make better grades or maintain your current standing as a writer. Because students 
learn differently, no one feedback strategy works best for all students; therefore, I vary 
the feedback strategies I use when returning graded papers. I use three f edback strategies 
(not necessarily in this order): 
1. Primarily Oral Feedback 
 In this strategy, I return your paper to you with minimal markings and comments. 
 We meet one-on-one to discuss your paper, the markings, and the grade. You may 
 make notes as we talk and you should consider before our meeting what you think 
 the markings indicate. This strategy is particularly useful for aural learners. 
2. Primarily Written Feedback 
 In this strategy, I write comments on your paper and the evaluation sheet. I try to 
 make my comments clear so that you understand what I mean. If you have a 
 question you are welcome to ask me in or outside of class. This strategy is the one
 commonly used by teachers, so you are probably familiar with it. 
3. Both Written and Oral Feedback 
 This strategy combines the other two. I write comments on your paper and the 
 evaluation sheet and return the paper to you.  Then we meet to discuss the intent 
 and clarity of the comments, the direction of your future writing, your paper and 
 the grade.   
Section 03 – 9:30-10:45 
Profile Essay – Oral Feedback Only  
Memoir Essay – Oral and Written Feedback 
Review Essay – Written Feedback Only 
To complete the oral feedback strategy for the profile essay, we’ll follow the schedule 
below: 
2/10:  meet as a class, start memoir essay, return profile essay, sign up for conferences 
 (write your meeting time on the assignment sheet) 
2/12:  no class meeting, meet individually to discuss profile essay (bring folder; be sure 
 to include prewritings from pp 232-235), prewrite for memoir essay (pp 159-162 
 on your own) 
2/17:  no class meeting, meet individually to discuss profile essay, start writing essay 
 (on your own) 




APPENDIX B: DATA COLLECTION 
A. First-year Written Communication: Feedback Surve y 
Background Information. 
What is your major? ______________________________________________ 
What is your classification? ______________________________________ 
What is your age?__________________________________________________ 
What is your first or native language?____________________________ 
Are you male or female?___________________________________________ 
 
Feedback on writing. 
Please complete the following statement by listing as many specific sugge tions 
as you can. “I think my writing would show greater improvement if my 
instructor’s feedback and comments . .” 
 
I feel I am most likely to make meaningful and noticeable improvements in my 
writing when the instructor (please check only one). 
______gives me extensive written comments. 
______explains her comments to me in a writing conference. 
______gives me written comments and meets with me.  
 
To respond to questions 8- 14 please refer to the following scale: 
6 = Strongly agree  4 = Somewhat agree  2 = Disagree 
5 = Agree   3 = Somewhat Disagree 1 = Strongly disagree 
 
Generally, I learn the most when my instructor 
8. comments mainly on the content of my writing. 
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
9. comments mainly on the organization of my essays. 
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
comments mainly on my writing style. 
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
11. checks my vocabulary. 
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
12. highlights grammatical mistakes. 
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
13.  highlights mechanical mistakes (i.e., punctuation, spelling, etc.). 
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
14.  identifies errors with correction symbols 
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
 
To respond to questions 15-21 please refer to the following scale: 
6 = Strongly agree  4 = Somewhat agree  2 = Disagree 
5 = Agree   3 = Somewhat Disagree 1 = Strongly disagree 
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In a final draft (that is, an essay that will not be rewritten and will receive a grade), I 
think the instructor should always  
15.   comment on my ideas and how they are developed.  
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
16.   evaluate the way I have organized the ideas in my essay. 
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
17.  evaluate the way I express my thoughts and arguments (that is, my writing style). 
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
18. evaluate my use of vocabulary and make corrections. 
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
19. correct my grammatical errors. 
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
20. correct punctuation, capitalization, spelling, indentation, etc. 
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
21. use a set of correction, or proof-reading, symbols. 
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
 
To respond to questions 22-27 please refer to the following scale: 
6 = Strongly agree  4 = Somewhat agree  2 = Disagree 
5 = Agree   3 = Somewhat Disagree        1 = Strongly disagree 
 
22. I find the writing I do in my CMI class challenging.  
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
23. I feel I am developing academic skills that I will use even after I complete the 
 course.  
6  5  4 3 2 1 
24. When faced with a writing task, I felt confident in my ability to manage the task.   
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
25.    Compared to my classmates, I am a highly competent writer. 
 6  5  4 3 2 1 
26.  After reading my teacher’s written  feedback (marking, corrections and 
 comments), I understood the feedback/the problem indicated (if any). 
             6 5          4          3         2          1 
         totally              some              not at all 
27.  I found my teacher’s written feedback (marking, corrections and comments) 
 useful.  
              6 5          4          3         2          1 
            totally              some              not at all 
Your instructor may consider various features as she evaluates and comments on your 
essays. Six of these features are listed below. Once you are sure you understand what 
each term means, indicate the relative importance you feel your instructor assigns to each 
feature, based on the feedback you are given on your essays. The amount assigned to 
each feature should be expressed as a percentage (for example, 0%, 10%, 25%, 70%, 
etc.). The percentages you assign should add up to exactly 100%.  
 
28.  Content (i.e. ideas, evidence, examples, etc.)   _______ 
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29.  Language use (i.e. grammar)      _______ 
30.  Mechanics (i.e.punctuation, capitalization, spelling, indentation, etc.)_______ 
31.  Organization (i.e., paragraph sequencing, logical development, etc.)_______ 
32.  Style (i.e., expression, tone, etc.)     ______ 
33.  Vocabulary (i.e., accurate word usage)    _______ 
 
***Please check your figures to make sure they add up to 100%!*** 
 
Consider again the features listed above, this time indicating the relative importance 
which you feel should be assigned to each feature when your instructor offers feedback to 
writing students. Again, be sure that your percentages add to 100%.  
 
34.  Content (i.e. ideas, evidence, examples, etc.)    _______ 
35.  Language use (i.e. grammar)      _______ 
36.  Mechanics (i.e., punctuation, capitalization, spelling, indentation,  etc.)_______ 
37. Organization (i.e., paragraph sequencing, logical development, etc.)_______ 
38.  Style (i.e., expression, tone, etc.)     _______ 
39.  Vocabulary (i.e., accurate word usage)    _______ 
***Please check your figures to make sure they add up to 100%!** 
 
References: 
Hedgcock, J. & Lefkowitz, N. (1996). Some input on input: two analyses of student  
 response to expert feedback in L2 writing. The Modern Language Journal, 80,  
 288-308. 
Lee, I. (2008). Student reactions to teacher feedback in two Hong Kong secondary  




B. Survey Content and Coding: Five Patterns 
The answers to the following survey question are grouped below according to recurrent 
themes: specific details, no change, rough draft feedback, oral feedback, and positive
feedback. 
 
Please complete the following statement by listing as many specific sugge tions as you 




• More specific (FM/NS/FR) 
• Were more specific in detail and examples (FM/NS/FR) 
• Were more in details (FM/NS/FR) 
• I think my writing would show greater improvement if my instructor teaches me mor
skills and more style of writing. Introduce any useful websites and magazines to read 
(FM/NNS/JR) 
• I think my writing would show greater improvement if my instructor’s feedback and 
comments about my organizations, grammar and vocabulary (FM/NNS/FR) 
• I think my writing would show greater improvement if my instructor’s feedback and 
comments more specific, and give me some correct examples to help me overcome 
my writing weaknesses (FM/NNS/JR) 
• I think my writing would show greater improvement if my instructor’s feedback and 
comments can show more suggestions about how to improve like specific ways. 
(FM/NNS/FR) 
• Both written and oral; however, details feedback may be more helpful because they 
help student know what to do(M/NNS/FR) 
• Would tell me exactly what is wrong and where I need to improve (M/NS/FR) 
• Were more specific (M/NS/FR) 
• Everything I did wrong. Everything I did good. What I can do to make it better. 
(M/NS/FR) 
• Gave me ways like strategies to improve in my areas of need (M/NS/FR) 
Rough Draft Feedback 
• Would let us turn it[sic] the rough draft and then let us correct it before we turn in the 
final paper (FM/NS/SO) 
• Were available with a rough draft; were available before the final paper (FM/NS/FR) 
• After I turned in rufe drate [sic], I wanted to have feedback from you (FM/NNS/FR) 





• I actually would not change any of the feedback from my instructor. I feel it was very 
beneficial and has helped me grow tremendously! (FM/NS/SO) 
• I believe I have improved greatly this semester in my writing skills (FM/NS/FR) 
• Mrs. Nash does an excellent job(FM/NS/FR) 
• I improve my write skill very much. Thank you Nash (M/NNS/SR) 
• My instructor’s feedback was ample and I feel she made improved my writing my 
writing skills (M/NS/FR) 
• I was pleased with the feedback and comments (M/NS/FR) 
• My writing got better because of my teacher’s feedback (M/NS/SO) 
• I think the class was good. I don’t have any suggestions. (M/NS/SO) 
Oral Feedback 
• I liked how we meet one on one in a meeting after I turned in each paper. That helped 
me with my writing (FM/NS/FR) 
• Were more oral and communicative (FM/NS/FR) 
• I think the conversion [sic] is very helpful for my essays (FM/NNS/JR) 
• The oral feedback is helper [sic] for me. If we can see some examples from other 
student’s essay. Maybe will help us a lot. (FM/NNS/JR) 
• Could meet with me about my writings on every paper (M/NNS/FR) 
• More vocal (M/NS/SO) 
• Were stated a little clearer if there were more meetings (FM/NS/FR) 
• Are more clear. If she slows down when she talks (M/NS/FR) 
Positive Feedback 
• Were a bit nicer. Sometimes our teacher can be very blunt and come across as rude. I 
know she means will [sic] though (FM/NS/FR) 
• Where [sic] of a positive standpoint, direct, and non-bewilderment(FM/NS/FR) 
• Incomplete 






C. Coding Sample: Focus Participant  







M makes several drafts of ea assignment b/c he prints ea draft 
and revises the hard copies. 
 
1st paper (OFDFB) – 5 full drafts: the min markings are clear 
for him b/c they indicate sentence level issues. I had put a 
single dot indicating usage comments which we discussed in 
conference. He comments on the min marking system: “If it’s 
a mistake probably the mark is okay, but if it’s something else 
– not a mistake, I wouldn’t know” 
 
In in 2nd paper he changed his topic after writing one draft and 
realizing he didn’t have an audience; he still wrote 5 full 
drafts (of the new topic). 
 
WFB told him the reader needed more info. M is okay with 
brief “good” comments bit it would be more helpful to be told 
why it is good; however, he agreed that most of the time it 
was obvious why it was good.  
 
I asked how high grades on one assignment affected his future 
writing. 
 
B/c he knew how hard he worked for the grade, he was still 







M consistently scored 
very high grade: 190, 
195, 200/200. (The 
content was so strong 
that I didn’t take off any 
for the few sentence 
level issues.) 
Note that he had written 
8 full drafts of the last 




D. Email Invitation 
 
Five months after the course had ended, I sent the following email to the six NNES
students who had signed consent forms: four responded and set up interviews with me. 
 
Subject: A chance to be part of dissertation research 
Hi  
I am writing, because last spring in First-year Written Communication (I k ow it seems 
so long ago!) you indicated a willingness to be part of the research I am gathering for my 
dissertation. 
 
I would really like to meet with you to ask you a few questions. So this email is first just 
to ask if you are still willing to be part of this research (no mention of names in the
research, I am just asking questions and gathering data). If so, please let me know which 
days/times during the week are best for you. 
 
I know you are busy, and I will try to be very respectful of your time. I enjoyd having 
you in class, and I think that what you have to say about writing can be very useful to 
others, so I hope we can find a time to meet. 
 





























Crissy: Profile Essay - 1st Paper – WFDFB = 74 FB pts 
The highlighted areas all have squiggly lines under them. My marginal and end 
comments are noted in red with the track changes feature of Word as are any deletions 
or cross outs in the text. 
• Sentence level comments = 58 
Verb tense 
o The lower half of the sheet I have checked ‘no’ and written -25 by two 
questions relating to ‘grammatical errors’ and mechanical errors. To the 
side I have written “too many … tense problems, …” (1 FB pt).   
 
o “After we run to the ..” a squiggly line is under ‘run’ and ‘tense?’ is written 
above it. (1FBpt) 
 
o “Finally, we got out of the building within a few minutes and gather on the 
…” ‘ed’ is written at the end of ‘gather’ (1 FB pt)  
 
o “We feel really scared, and thank goodness we are s f  now” - the verbs 
are underlined and ‘why present tense? is written in the margin.   (1 FB pt) 
                        
o “We all tried our best to say some happy things to comfort her but  
       ed 
                ed 
seem not so effective as we expect.”      (2 FB pts 
                                    was 
o “Since after the earthquake, the clear reception of broadcast signals  
prevented.”(1 FB pt) 
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F. Coding Worksheet: Feedback Categories and Feedba ck Strategies 
Jessica: FDFB Chart 
Content FB: Thesis 
FB strategy Wording Coding 
WFDFB You discuss your father’s cultural background, 
but I don’t know what your thesis is or where it’s 
stated. 
Written on eval page w/ 
-20 = loss of full points 
(20% of the grade) 
O/WFDFB G: Anything else that you did 
from the FB on this [first] paper 
that you thought about when you 
wrote [the second] paper.  
 
J: I thought I would put thesis 
statement more clearly so for 
this [second] paper I tried to 
put thesis sentence be more 
clearly. 
 




G: Good that was clear. 'but 
the experience made me realize 
how communication, friendship, 
and learning from the past are 
important' that part's clear, 
 
 
“The time was hard to go through, 
but the experience made me 
realize how communication, 
friendship, and learning from the 
past are important for living 
life.”  
At the OFB session 
(Mar 09) for the 
2nd paper(Memoir), 
we compared the 
O&WFDFB of the 
Memoir essay with 




40/50 for thesis -10 =  
5% of the full grade 
 
Focus of piece is clear 
and is supported by 
examples, though some 
examples might not be 
explicitly related to the 
focus. 
OFDFB You state a thesis clearly, but you discuss more 
than just their rights. 
 
Gail:  So on here [the eval sheet]I 
put "you state the thesis clearly 
but you discuss more than just 
their rights' your thesis is 
'refusing it does not take away 
their rights', but then you talk 
about other things you don't just 
talk about that one thesis. So 
that was a little...not the 
best...ok you kind of want to be 
careful with that because you can 
be wandering off topic when you 
do that. 
-5 for thesis = 




losing 10% of the 









G. Extended Feedback: Coherence 




G: My only confusion was on page three where I wond ered how it all 
 fit together with your thesis.  So if your thesis is that you 
 don't think there should be privately owned guns, but then you 
 talk  about what governments do and you compare Am erica to China 
 and  you talk about the reason I mean one  I'm not sure how all 
 these  tie together. It's kind of like you're talking abo ut three 
 separate things without tying them together, so th at's why I put 
 that the coherence coherence  means that it's all tied together 
 there's like a link. It's clear to the reader. To me this page 
 was not coherent. It felt it felt like three diffe rent things and 
 I wasn't sure how it connected to your opinion any way. 
C: Yeah because you you have leave a message on Bla ckboard to tell 
 that  I'm an international student so I need to ad d some 
 information about my country. 
G: yeah, 
C: so 
G: that one I felt. That one I could see. 
C:  um hum 
G: but this one and this one... I mean they're, the y're true. 
 They're true statements. The information is true. But I couldn't 
 see how it all fit to your thesis for the fact tha t you're 
 against it. What's that got to do with the fact th at states allow 
 it? Or the reasons why people {pause} 
C: umm maybe because I want to show a clear opinion  about true 
 person someone agree with them and disagree and I want to 
 °°°°tran,  tran 
G: transition?  
C: Transition to the thesis part - maybe not so suc cessful but  
G: Maybe. I think all that's missing is a clear tra nsition sentence 
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 to make that clear. Like umm what do you say on th e page before 
 [turning pages and starting to read] 'people choos e to have 
 weapons to protect themselves rather than rely on the police 
 while this is a good news to know, some people def end themselves 
 successfully with their own powers the bad consequ ences still 
 exist' So you need some kind of transition sentenc e to tie the 
 paragraphs together [speaking slowly while writing  the comment on 
 the paper]. to tie them, so you need something a s entence that  
 leads into this point 
C: ok 
G: um I'm not sure what it would be [turning pages. ..silence...]or I 
 wonder if, I mean you're not going to revise the p aper, but I 
 wonder if um this would work better up here where it talks about 
 your perspective  
C: um hum  
G: and this, this, because see then you could say ' in America though 
 the situation is somewhat different 
C: um hum 
G: ‘in fact, many states allow ..' 
C: ah 
C: and then you could also say.. I think this could  go with this 
 'the  purpose of the law is to make sure that priv ately owned 
 guns will not do any damage to society. Furthermor e you know 
 people want to protect themselves.." so I think th is could go 
 together  but this here in the middle makes it kin d of weird - 
 from my point as a reader from my point of view.  
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